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This study examined faotbrs that relateLo Innovativekess'and %

. .s

noninnovativeness smoky; social studies teactert, departments, and

,

N.a :
school distvidts. .

.

_Ten schools in five districts,-were "chosen to .participate in,this

innovation study, some of which were classified as innovative and

others as noninnovative. Social studiesteacher9eat these schools. -

along with principals and district_supervisOrs, completed questionnaires

identifypig characteristics of their social studies and general high

school programs. Follow-up site visits and interviews ere conducted

by Social Science Education gonsBrtium representatives in May 1975.

gour main indicators of innovativeness were consiaered: 1) aware-
,

nest
t
of social dies project materials, (2) use of various innovative

practices, (3) articipation,in school decision-making proceSses, and

(4) involvement of students in classroom decisions.

Datawere gatheredoto determine the nature and extent of

innovativeness and the

'to teacher, department

cluded: questionnaire

1111k

degree to which certain variables seemed related

,and district innovativeness. These, data in-
*

results of social studies teachers, school
o

principals, and district'superviscirs; school observation data;

previously gathered census data; and political climate information from

a previous study by Ziegler and Johnson (1969).-

,It was impossible to distinguish ,innovative and noninnovative:

Aistricts%by the use of data gathered in this,study; herefore, the_

innovativeness or noninnovativeness'of teachoes and departments was the

/primary focus of the study results.

A relationship was revealed between the statistical indicators and

the observations of the site visitors in terms of identifying the most

and leapt i,pnovative-departments, '4AwarenesS o? the project' materials

and pse of certain innovative practices were found,to be the,major '

indicators of innovation.

ti

A

dt.
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Several variables were identified as having stkong relationships

with the two major.indicators of innovalion. Tenure, current p9sition,

-2- -

t

,
and hicAlest academic degree appeared to be related tokeacher awarbness

of the social studies project materials. Chairpersons, tentwed

teachers, and teachers"wiih Mister's degrees or beyotld were more

likely to be aware of thOse materials. Number of prQ,fessional member-
.

. .

ships andcollege courses related to teaching Social studies were re-

lated'most strongly with teacher use of various innovative practice.;

2

X
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1,

I
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Chapter One,

. .

An pcploration of Social Studies Innovation

Social Studies in the Classroom: Three Example's

Example One

.

M. Christopher, a young American history teacher, is sitting on

her desk, 'giving an informal lecture on the.causes'of the,FirstsWorld
, -

War to-heralth-grade clasi of 23 students. 'The student s,are sitting

in their desks, which are arranged in five six-desk rows, facing the
r

.teacher.,-Theirtextbooks, Rise of the American Nation by Todd and

Curti, are opened to Chapter 32. 'A few taps are on the bulietin.bdard

in addition to several New York.Times,front page reprints ,(e.g.,

"Lusitania Sinks !," "Wilson Aski Congress to Decla* War"). /A few key

' words are on the chalkboard: Serbia, Central Powers, Edith'Cavell.
,

Two students are looking at ,the teacher, 'The rest are reading the ,

school newspaper or novels, pretendingto take notes, or sleeping.,

Finally, noticinq'the ladk oftienNtion, Ms% Christopher`said, "Well no

one seems interested in li's'tening to me. _Dale'whY don't you dime up

-here and give your report-pr}' the.Second Battle of the Marne." Dale

___propeeled to' read his report while the teacher took a turn at reading.
AW 1

.the school newspaper,. ,
, .

Example Two t.

1
The social*studies sector of this'huge new,dircular-shaped, dpenr

space high school is brigl$, colorful, and air conditioned. The floor

is carpeted;the wall s- are adornedAwith student-painted. murals, posters,.

charts, and collages. A sculgturedbUstofRichard Nixon prominently

sits on top of a large book case. Each of two large-group instruction

areas is equipped with 125 movable student desks, arranged in a cop-

centric semitircle, fa6ing a metalslecturn with a microphone. The room

also contains four TV'monttors, a large screen, otierhesilprojAtors,

and several tape recorders. A team-taught American studies class is in

progress. Mr. 'Osborn, the 40-year-old department chairperson, stands

N

4

r

X
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% -.

' at the lecturn; micrOphoneim haqd,.introdu6ing the day's. lesson while

e '.' >
his two team,m4Mbers are'in'he-back of,the room, taking roll.' Trie-

students
,

.

are Preparing.sto water 410 (On th% TV monitors) about the

e.
/

. rise of WaP Mr: bsbOrhs'As that, since mpst students didn't

seem t9 pay attentiOhfikqpictemembOkthe -fr.ey elements df the /apt

several filmsphe(is.going't ve*them some guestionstito answer. The

ove;head ' projector is ,turned tin focus*.questi9ns appear on thi

"Who was MaO%s hero in

193ti,"' and "What said; - 'China
4

'the film-an4write.answerS

large movie screen. The first three are:

history?," "What country invaded China;
-!.

is a $leeping Giaiit'?" The students watch
.

.
,

.

to' the qUestions when'they hear them. Often, they consult neighbors.
,

'e A, After thefilm, Mr.Osbora leads a g6estion-and-answer review session. .

. ..

. . ,

I
.

Example Three - -'
.

'"Coors!" 4Guyt!" "Friends-V:1,
i 0 ... 0I.

. II

about-'things they value on sheetso poster .apex that contain outlines
.

.. , a

. of their heads- inrfar corar of the room: enabler group of students *.

eestUdents ar e writing words

.

is watchirig filmstrip from the Kohlberg-Fenton Values in a Democracy

series entitled, "Legal Igdues: What's' Right ?" Ron parker,'the 32-year-

.
g

old teacher, is in another corner of the room talking with seIprh. , .
,,,

,
.

t /-"' students about developing plans for their next learnikg unit. Three ,,,,

other students axe cogilating arid stapling forms for use at a neighbo

ing high school, where'the;, will,4Serve intetYiew teachers and'

students, about the school 's, decisthn raking structIke. Several other
-.N. ."

students are casually sitting qn the sofa.aria chairs reaaing novels:

One student is staring out of. a huge

house--q
44

across the field and pOn1;tmthemajestic

the background-. This is ohe,of4our rooms onthe first

indow of this.old red-brick school-

untaIns in

loor*Of the old

elementary school, now converted into, an alternative high 'school. .

s ," *
, ,

Except for A teacher.'s desk in one corner of the room, where one -

,

,

I student is writing, there are no spdlent desks. Besittes the sofa,

i %

the roomis furnished
with4veral long.5ables, a card table.; folain g

.

Chairs, boOkshefves,' and many plarits. kale one gr oup of students
L

is

unit,.

k

, writing plans for *be next unit, Ron go over to the filmstrip group

AWOL

12
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. ..
,.

and helps them discuss the pgrtinent issu The4ollowing questions '.
. .

are,heatedlyAiSCussed: ',"What might ha pen if Frank reported 'the car

accideni?," "44hati,might happen if he did not report it?," l''What should

/ . . .: 4i:

the boy'do?,: "Why?,:'"is It more important to obey tee law or help his

friend?" "Why?"," and "Have you ever been involved in apiMilar con -'

f/iCt? p. --." ..

fo

Project Ob..jectiyes

The

P
fOregoing.thfeecenes illustrate the

occurring in social studies classrooms across t e co
.0 be

and second cases are probably most prevalent: teackler-diyeated,

lecture- discussion, traditional textbooks, focus on'factsc little

.0
student involveNent, and little change-sover the years.

4

. , .

However!, yarious forms of the'third situation alsO exist:" student:-
. '.

centered, discussion andactivitiesnew'materials, -focus on- concepts,

much Student: involvement, ancrplanned Oranges. -
.

;411y are some social studies leachers 'd departments, high'

schools, and school districts like the fo (noninnOVative), while

others re,. lika.4164latter (iniovative)? Is it du their geographic

locations? The tea6herst education? aihe principal? ,The,wealth of the

district? The physical settling the school?.°This ste attempts to-
,

answer these andfelated questionsa.
A

Previeus.iesearch on educatiOntlinnovatiouls extensive. Many
,

*studies have attempted,. directly or indirectly, to identify the key

4 -
.

factors.that'aid and hinder educational, innovation. Few, however, have

focused of socials ttudies innovation. Moreover, a bewildering.variety
.

of operatiorit definitions and research design's have. been used iniv.

educational inhovation 'research. The results,, often contrad.i.ctifxWhnd
.

conflicting, .,haye 'confused

they Aar answerea.

Although trans study dile

0 all.. thede ;qu'estions, -it

espeCially, that related to
ness., It is further hoped

the issues and raised more questions than,
.

.

.
.-

's'not pretend to provide definitive answers

does hope to clarify. some 'cif the confusion-7

secondary Social studies teacher innovative-.

that, the research project results will_be of

,13
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4." Practical USS'to curriculum develOpers and disseminator's and to school

people. Such results should help educational develiapersand dissemin,

ator6 find teachers,_ departments, schools, ankdiStrs that are more

001noliriedto,j. ine,:experimnt with, an implement innovative ideas.

Biperthen dending with all secondary schools or teachers, developers

and disseminators canfocnWon those with certain charactvistics
a'

(e.9., teachers of a particu4 laz age, academic major, or years of
r

training experience-i related to sociar studies innovation, School
. .

supefintendent, principals, apd:department chairpersons can find clues
. - .

*pout the kinds of teachers'who Aellbst likely to create an innovative
. ,.

atmosphere--odes who initiate and respond.to changes and new ideas.

these eduCators can identify factors in their.systems that must

be changed to facilitate social studies innovation.

Finally, the investigators hbpe this Study will stimulate further

efforts to clarify factors that either foster di inni)iit change,and
.; ,.......

innoVatIon. The long -term..resdltb of much research could improve or

of the most neglected areas in the curriculum reform movement - -'the \ .

''

, dissemination-and implementation of new social studies curricula and

ie lIn.,instructional. c .iques. -

6 1

it* . °

Review of Research Literature on Innovation

This review'of literature is divided into four parts- The firit

'part, Background and Definitions, providet a general everview of

innovation-research and defines key terms. '!'he second section, Non-

4

. -

educational Studies, discusses the conclusens and findings'opinnova-
..

tion research in areas such as rural Sociology and medicine as well as

dn'various psychological and sociological variables,related to"-
%

innovation adoption. These first tWO parts draw heavily from a preVious

review of diffusion literature by Jwaideh and Marker (1973). In the

third section, EducatiOnal Studies, investigations focusing on educa-

tional innovation are reviewed. These Studies are discussed in two

4

groups."' The first includes studies that concentrate on a particular

educatiOnal innovation (e.g., instructional, television and open-apace

14



, schools) dr that reflece,a-particular methodological orientation

(e:g., historical and sociological). The second group,of studies
,

attempts to determine factors, especially in a sohOol'Aystem, that have.

a significant relationship to educational innovation. -This section is

partially based bh a recent review'of the literature by Dick (1974).,

In the Conclusione the,significance oethe current innovation project

is discussed in light of previous research.

Backgrfund and Definitions
)

. _
.

.

Ldnovation, or planned change through dissemination anp
. *

utiaization,of knowledge, is an extensively re rchei topic; Havelock
,

--
(1971) cites nearly 4,900 studies of knowledge dissemination and

'utilization--many directly related to innovation. Rogers and Shoimaker
4.

(1971) have gathered a list of over 1,500 "diffusion of.innovation"

citations. Most ofthese'studieS are in the fields of education,
fi

....,

.
,

agriculture,. and communication, and most Fe quantitative experimental

studies '(53 percent) rather than theoretical (25, percent) or 'lease
.

studies (seven percent).
.

- - _

Despitd the diversity of studies on innovation and the diffusion/

dissemination.irocess, there is not as much confUsion or conflict over

the meanings of cenefal terms as might be expected;. Rogers has.been
.A.)

largely responsible for this terminologibal clarity and agreement.

Jwaideh and Marker (1973, pp. 21-26) describe his impact and clearly

and concisel'y explaip his definition Of terms:

ligiverett M. Rmgers, more than any other writer, has attempted to

synthesize these diverse publications and to develop standardized
terminology for dealing with the diffusion process. Thus,

Diffusion of Innovations (Rogers 1962) and the second edition.of"

that book, a Synthesise tmore than 1,500 publications in all

, fields dealing with thecommunication'of.innovations'entitled,
Communication of Innovations: A Cross - Cultural Approach (Rogers

,'.and Shoemaker 1971), provide the framework for the definitions

' given in this section. 4 .''''' \

'
; Diffusion is the process by whi6h innovations spread to the

-members of a soci system. In other words, diffusion is the

1!
/

spread off' a new i ea from its source to its ultimate users.

The diffusiton pisocessAnvolves four elements: ',(1) the innovation,_,

12) its-communication through certain channels, (3) over time,'

(4) among themeMbefs'of a social system. .

c
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Anannovation'is an idea, practice, or object thaNfie perceived f

SS new by an individual., An innovation-may have tioobomponents:

c an idea compoiwnt and an object component the tprial or

physillal-aspect lbf the idea). All innovations ha an ideational

component, but dome do not haie a phXsicai reieren . The term

"innovation" dies not always "referto new knoWledge. An' individual

might be awareof innovation for some time but may not have

developed a favor-. e or unfavorable attitude toward it. By

"new," it*is meant -t an innovation has not been' functionally
adOpted4orincorporated. by the individual or social system.' In

some cases, an-jnnovation may be- an adaptation or improvement-,

rather tjlarre'omethinCAntirdirnew,or unique.

Communication refers to the'process by which messages are trans-
ferred.froca-Zsource to a receiver, usually with thegintention
of modifying the receiver's behavior, It willksseen that the
diffusion process corresponds closely to the wak-known
copmunicatiOn model, consisting of source, message, channel,

receivers, and effects. The source is the origin of theinnovition
(fhventor, scientist, developer, opinion leader); thmessage is
a new idea; the channel is the means *by which the innovation

spreads; the recelversfare the Members of thesocial system; and

the effectg ere, the changes, in knowledge, attitudes, and-overt
'behavior (adoptAion or te.jectibn) regarding the innovation.' It is

obvious that the nature of the relationship between the source and

the receiver- -that is, between the diffuser and the potential'

adopter--
1
s
Iextremely important since this relationship influences

the circumstances under whigh.a Message will be conveyed, thee)

manner in which it will be Eransmited, and the'effecteupon the

redeiver. 0?'

,

r /

-Th cormunicaticin chwels, or means by which a message gets from

a urce to a receive are also important: If the source simply

w' hes to inform. the receiver aboUt an
nne/s are often theAlest"raiid And efficient,' especially if'the

a dience is large., pn the other, hand, If the source's objective

i to persuade the receiVer-:-that is, to induce him4to folm a

,favorable attitude toward the innovation or to try it - -then-then

interpersonal phannels ar#'usually-more effective.
%

1 , '.

The time dimension,
1
a very important element in diffusion,is N,

.
involVed (1) in/the decision-making procesitkrougN which an 41

individual orgroup determines whether to adopt or reject an
innovation, (4) the rate ofiradoption of an innovation within a ,;1;10-ge

social syste and
__

(3) in the relative innovativeness of an n'
individual as co pafed with other membefs bf his social system. .

.

process1 The innovation- decision n-process is! the Mental process through whkch--

an individual passes frOM first knowledgef an innovation to a '-'

decision to adopt or reject it. Although Rogers and Shoemaker
(1971, p.. 25),now conceptftlize four main steps in'this process .
(knowledge, pgrsuasion or attitude formation, sion, and

\ C

4
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confirmation), the innovation-decisiOn process disqUssed in
ROgers' earlier work 11962, pp. 81-86) postulated,five steps:
(1) awarenessv or first knowledge of an innovation; (2) interest,

or gaining furthe'r knowledge about the innovation; (3) evaluation,

or forming a favorable or unfavorable attitude; (4) trial of the.

innovation, oh either a temporary or partial basis; and
(5) adoption, which is a decision to make full use-of an

innovation as the best course of action available, or rejection,
which'is a decision not'to adopt an innovation: A discontinuance

is a decision to cease use of an innovation after previously
having adopted it. (This can be due to dissatisfaction with the
innovation, 'difficulties in implementing it, o; replacement-of the

innovation with something else.)
0

The rate of adoption, the telati+ speed with which an innovation

is adopted by &embers of a social system, is usually measured by
the length of Ejime'?equired'for a certain percentagebf the Npm-

ters to adopt. Note that it is the system, not the individual,

that is the unit of analysis. . . .

Mts.

Ihnovativeness is -the degree to which an indiiidual is earlier in,

adopting art innovation than other members of his soci system.

ObviouSly,..all individuals do not adopt anindovation at the,

same time: Diffusion research has fouhd that, in most cases,

frequency distributions based upon time of adoption of an

innovation closely approximate a normal or bell-shaped curve, or,

idottid cumulatively, an S-shaped curve. (Rogers end Shoemaker

1971, p. 177)

To.facilitate comparisons, Rogers and Shoemaker have defined five

adopter categbries based upon normal distribution and formed by

laying bff standard deviatipns from the average time pf adoption:

(1) .innovators, the first 2.5 percent to adopt; (2) early'

adopters, the next 13.5 percent to adopt; (3).early majority,

the next 34.percent to adopt; (4) late'majoritg, the next 34

percent to adopt; and (5) laggards, the last 16 percent to adopt.

(Bogus and Shoemaker 1971, pp. 176-191)
L O .

\ The socjal'system is a collectivity of units that are-functiOn(ly.,

.
differentiated and that cooperate toward the solutionOf,a common

probdei,or the adhlOwement Of a common goal. The units' of a

social system may be individuals, f0,,rmal.or informal groups of

various sizes, or complex organizations such as schools. The

S characteristics of tke social system within which diffuSion
occurs may affect the rate and patterm.pf diffusion in a number

..r, .

(... of ways.

0 '
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A system's social, structure - -including its norms, social st tuses. /

and hierarchy - -tfas,certain effeotS on the behavior of indiv dual

members. These'"system effects" can 'exert a powerful influ nc
the individual and can impede or facilitate the rate at hich-

.

ideas are diffilSed and adopted. Some studies suggest
the nature of the social system often has a more important

influence on an individual's behavior than dA personal cha cter-
istics slich as'perdonality, attitudeS, education, and comm ication

patterns:

Alpo, innovations can have the effect of changing or restrcturing
the social system. However, it should be kept in. mind that

individualof highest status and power in a system, the elite,
can serve as "gatekeepers" in controlling the flow of innovations
intb the system from outside. sources: The. gatekeepers often pre-,

vent the introsluction of restructuring i ovations and prefer

those that will not disturb the status quo of the system's

structure.

..'Sbrms,'the established patterns ofbehavior/for members of a social .-

system, define the range of permissible beh.iviohd sere as a
Sandard, for the, individual members. SociologistS haye distin-

guishedguished two types'of dorms that aredlos#1y-related to a-social

systim's tendency tb be either receptive or resistant to changed

traditional norms and modern'norms. Persods in social systems

. .

with-modernynorms tend toladdpt new ideas more rapidly and to
' view change mora favorably. thah Persons insystems'with tradi-

tional norms. ,

. ..,
. .

:r t
'1 A . , o

',OpiniOn'leaders are persons who are able to influence inforinally

the attitudes or overt behfviorg of other,men0ers of a social

'system. These leaders oft 6n provide ifformatiorlrend advice about
innovations to many other members. 'Opinion leadership is a type

of inforthal. leadership that is not necessarilicrelated toa .
.

.
person's formal status in the sistegi,S.1thoughiormal leaders may

- in 'some cases function Als6 as'opinion leaders.

r

.
.

''Opinion.readers may,hold a leadership role on the basis of their

',expertise -or technical competence, their,sociR1 accessilh.lity,

and their conformity to the norms of their syStem. Because of

these charaere-iistiqs, they often serve as models for the behavibr

of their followers with regard, to innovations. The opinion lead-

'ets in a modern social system tend to be innovative, whereas the ,

ppinioneqeaders in a traditional social, system are often non-

'. ihriovative: . .

4 / A

Another Impo rtant characteristic of. social systems is the way in

which innovation decisions are typically made. Within a given
system, three major kinds of innovation decisions may be made.
Rogers and ShOemaker.call these threeitypes of innoliation de-
cisions optionaliecisions, coi/ective decisions, and authority
decisions 4Rogers and Shoemaker 1971;pp. 36-38). Cptionll

. .
,
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decisions are made by' 'individual indef)endehtly of decisions

blade by:other members of the social system. Collective decision's

are made by pemi;ersf the social systemy consensus. Authority

decisions are imposed uloon the individual by someone in a super-.
_drdinatepoWer pOsition.. A contingent decisioh is'one the can

be made only after a prior vation decision has keen ma . by

4. the system.

NoneducAdonal Studies

Considerable innovation reeearsl bas peen conducted'outSide'the
1.4 '

education field, Most df this igOrk has emanOtedefrom anthrop0164Y,

sociology, stedie, communication, 4arketihg, and public'health.

01

T
/4.

.

ther disciplines producing - research on diffsion of innovations

include-gen4ral econoticso agi,iciitturi0.,economiq, geOgraphy:,

psychologyArblinguistici..f.(Jwaid'Phahl AYker 1.97,,p. 26)
. .. 1r-

These studies ooktain some,.signiffcanplicatiOns for thp diffusion -
, ,

,
.. a

.

awrinnoyation proCess'and;.bence,aretreieyant'tg edUcat,i6naf % .

4 ,

innovation. 'Some researchers inthest sthv fieldS ha4e.even discussed

implicatiOns of research in. 'e4giloatio4 For ihst4LeRoge 1973)
, ,f, .;

.
.,,

..
;

'. .enumerated implicationtVinigthe'folli3Winq iraaS: .ittribut9'of .

TO 4,, _ ' .. - .

t

k...

innovatdobes,chan4eagent-credibility; product characteristicsi 1
.it .

charaoteriatics'df-the school systeim,-'ind Coffounication channels. .

. ' ,

-

--,,Jwaideh and Marker '119 7e , ,pp: .26-27)havii 'simmarizedand,-
. . - ,, , - - 1 . ..

,.
, . .

criticized the,reSearCII of.nonedpcation'innoyatiOnS:,
.. '*

4 1.
' Mostesearation.ditfkaion df:;innRvatibnsilhas.dealt with'11r. the ,

'characteristics-or a660ted,categariee, particUlgrly,the'coirelates
,4 . . i

,,jof innovatiV6iss (.4bci0O7Y,,educariow,,medicine,'and:marketing);

.(2) the S-shaped digbcibution;eradoplion'Oirtime, or the .

,diffusion curve (soclo11:5I,:riiral sociol9gSg and.eduCation);

(3) the perceiVed attrAlites.ofi imiloyatOn as.related to their ',

rate of adoption,(rUrillsociblOgyY04).,o ion leadership; in the

diffusion proc4s trural soeiologr,,medica ,sociology, -

communication, and marketing,;' e91 .communication' channels' in

the adoption process (rikal'Sociolo4y4:Medical sociology, andi

communicatioh)7:.q6), the dIffusibn of ideas from one socie,i,,to

., A' .anotherf.the social consegnenoesok-techtological inilovaeionsi ,

44.

1 /

.

*

,and-the relative success, of cl3ange agents (anthroplow);-and

(7) correlates of indovativeness among industrial firms ,
.

:(thduitrial'econoMics . . .

The chief limitation' of diffuSion 'ieseirch is the almobt exclusive

.
focus of most studies on'therindividua2 as the unitofadoPtion

4
the minimal;attentionpaid.to the role playedthy,relationships among

< I
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. . .. .

individuals anal' by or;anixaiional factors .in the change process..
-.. .

Diffusion research has concentrated almost' entirely on "Qpti:onal ra
.

.

, . .

.(inaividual) ihnovation.decisions and has generally neglected collective

Old-authoritative decision's.. ,Also, there has been much more' research

emphasis on' the diffusion of. innovations, from the physical' and biologi-
.

1..

.

cal sciences' than from the social sciences.' This study is an exception
.. %.

tD. the "rple." '

, ,.. t

. ,

.

Individual Variables. Ind' idual variables, as'etated above; have
.......-

f, received se most atteAj.on. searchers. have concentrated heavily On .

.

three ype1 of individual variables: socioeconomic characteristics,

co ication behavior, and cognitive characteristics and attitudes.
. -

.

l'iwaid hand Marker (1973, pp. 29-30). summariz the;findingslpf thesp

three types of variables: -
---<4. .

'.

.
. .

.

'.In terms of socioeconomic char#ctetiscics,..earlier adOpters dre'no
.....,

different from later adopters age-wise, bui'earlier adopters

generally haye!more years of education, higher social status,

greater wealth, a'higher level of aspiration and achievement '

ipmotivation; and a greater degrep of upward_social mobility than

)ater adopters.'
e

With regard to communication Yehavio,r, earlier adopters are mor.9.

"cosmopolite" their,reference groups are more likely tobe.

outside ratherthan within their sotial system); travel md're

widely; have more contacts withchange agents., and have greater.

to both mass media and interpersonal communication .

'ch 1 than later adopters. Earlier adopters also have greater

kndwledge of innovationi and- are more inclined to 'seek-information

about'them; have a higher degree of opinion leadership( and are '

more likely to belong to well-ineegrated social systems with

modern norts. In contrast,. later adopters-tend t5 before *"

"localite" (i.e., their reference groups are morelikely to be ' .

within their sotial system);.travel less; have fewer contacts ;ith

Change agents;' and have less exposure t&cotmunication channels--

especially miss media.
,*l

In terms of cognitive and attitudinal variables, resedih indicates

that earlier adopters have greater empathy,] han later adopters;

Jhave greater intelligence, rationaliey,'and ability to deal,witht%:

. abstractions; and have more favprable attitudes toward change,.
risk, education, and science. They are less fataliktic 'than

later adopters and have higher levels of achievement motivation:

A.comprehensive list of specific studies supporting. each of lhese

findings is provided by Rogers and Shoemaker. (1971, pp. 352-76)

.
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% While the findings diScussed above are derived directly from,

innovation research, information on the psychofogical udriables'of

individual innovativeness has motecome directly from, this research.

Rather:, it has developed

research dealtniiwith "b

acceptance .or Section

p. 31.Y. ,Gusidn's chapte

review 'of

.

mainly from Social-psycholOgical laboratory

c 'personality characteristics'related to
-.704

f new ideas" (Jwaideh and Marker 1973,

on "The Individbal" is Havelo'ck (19711
. .

iddividual variables- related to

innovati ss,,with refer ces to specifid'studies. The following

from this research is based on the Jwaideh

.

list of,conclusions'd

'and Marken analysis.(1973,pp. 32-41):

Self - Esteem
.' .

1) Persona with high self-esteem and self-confidenceare

more likely to react .independently, take some risks,
s

0
and, thus; be bore open to innovations.

'
.

2) Persons with laa.self-esteem, when left alone, tend to

resist change.
'410-

3) PersoRswith loW pelf-esteemebelongihg to a group that

adopts an innovation, tend to adopt italso.to gain group

approm01. If the group rejects it, be .Or she doffs also.

Authoritarianism and;'16o4matism

1) persoRs lower in dogmatism abd authoritarianism tend to be

more, receptive tos'imnovations.
^4,

2) Persons high in- dogmatism and authoritarianism tend to

Accept innovationspraposed by persons in positions of

power and authority.

Values

Needs

Innovations perceived by the,.

values ,are accepted.

Innovations perceivedbyAbe
her,values are' rejected.

individual as

individual as

related.to highei

counter to his or

1) Innovations' relevant to and effective irk fulfilling important,.

'salient needs tend to be accepted..

2) Innovations that do not fit one's needs_tend to be rejected.

.0
3)*If the person does not perceive a conflict between innovation

and his or, her needs (or values), the innovation ,may be adopted.'

21
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4) If 'person has lower-level needs .that e.been aroused and

are unsatisfied, but'an innovation fit a higher -ordet need,

the person will tend tq reject innovation; L
. .

5) Persons high in achievement motivation-,are more inclined to
pinnovate (take reasonable risks) than persons lqw in achieve-

ment motivation.

6) Persons high in need'for affiliation tend to overemphasize
being successful and getting along with others and, there-
fore, go not take the risks involved in adopting, innovations.

*' .

7) Highly dependent persons could tend to adopeinnovations if
leadership was ex4rted by a forceful change agent.

8) Active coperi (they try to change the environment) are more
'likely to be innovative than passive coperS (they trlto.
conform to the environment).

.

9) Persons who'have had -sudbessful RxTerience with a previous
innovation are more likely to adopt a new innovation tha',
persons who haVe experierIced failure with previous innovations.

...

,10) Persons experiencing extreme cognitive diSsonan
61

q when con-
frontedfronted with a new innovation and persons per'encing n

dissonance are not likely to adoptthat innovation.

Interpersonal Variables. In addition to the individual variables

outlined above. interpersonal factors operating between the potential

Adopters and the innovators, are involved in determining the success or

failure of a given change effort. The following are conclUsions drawn

from social_ science research on change and discussed by Jwaideh and

Marker (1973, pp..41-45):,
. .

1) The greater the timilaritYbet*een the change-agent-and the
potential adopter, the greater the likelihood of the latter

adopting the innovatiori.,

2) PIt more the, potential adopter likes the innovator, the more
likely the innovation will be'adopted.

3) The more credible (competent, trustwo ) a change agent-il

perceives to be, the more effective h she will be.,

accepted as legitimate by the
will 15e more predisposed to

the form 's skillg as accurate
;

wilkbe ore likely to adopt

4) If.the change agent's role is
potential adopter, the letter
accept information related to
and reliable, and, therefore,

'thejefthovation.

22
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5) Past experience with a change agent like past experience

'with innovation, is a Significant ctor in the innovation

NP16 process.

Seven factors related to the change agent h ve been identified

by Rogers and Shoemaker (1971, pp. 247-48, 389-8 as significant

to the innovation process. They are summarized by Jwaideh and Marker

' (1973, p. 44). A change agent's success is positivtly related'to

(1) the extent of his efforts--that is, the amount of activity in

which.he engages and the number of contacts he'makes- Ilth potential

adiXers; (2) the degree to which.he is client-oriented rather than

change- agency oriented;, f3) the,degree to which his"progkam is

-compatible with clients' need's; (4) his homophily (perceived similarity)

with clients; (5)<the extent to which he works through opinion leader

(6)° his credibility in the clients,' eyes; and (7) his efforts to

increase the clients' ability to evaluate innovations.

Organization and Social System Variables. Anolitr set.of fac

influencihg the degree a person accepts or chooses an innovation

involves the relationship between the individual and the group or

organization to which he or she belongs. Some of the- key group

v riables that might. influence an individual's 411ingness to_ adopt an

ovation are discussed by Jwaideh and Markey 1973, pp. 46-47):

Participation., Research has found that participation with

qthers in decision making usually leads to commitment to the

,group's actions. "Much of this research has been done in

studies of pareicipatioyi industrial'organizations, but

Ustudies'n group dynamic and community decision making also,

support this principle.

Cohesiveness. TNe greater.the closeness of ties among members

of a group the greater, will be the agreement between them in

terms of attitudes toward innovations.

Conformity,and social support. -The closer a group is to . //

unanimity on an.issue, the greater the resistance will b to

an action contra -y to the norm. Individuals who are.highly
accepted by the group are ali-Fe likely to deviate from group

norms:, individuals who are insecure about their positions in

the' group will.tend.to follow the group's norms.

Social integration.- PersonsWho are socially integrated are more

likely -to adopt innovations than social isolates. People are

most likely to adopt an innovation through social interaction

with persons whb use or know about the innovation.

23
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Status. Personal social influence deems to-operate mainly with
persons of the same status under most' circumstances,. An exception
isithat person's tend to' look to People of higher status for in-
formation and advice if such is needed and if status differences
,do not proarce anxiety or tension. However,persons of lower
Status tvAil.to resist influehce if they perceivelkhatthe person ,

of higher Status is attempting to - influence

mother set of variables related to innoiration'is the particular.

characteristics of the larger social system to which'the individual

belongs. These.vari46.s are also discussed by Jwaideh and Marker.

(1973, pp.. 47-51) :

Considerablei research has been condu2ted to determine how social
systems that are receptive to change differ from those that are
resistant to,change. Much of this research has focused on the
ifference3,4etween social sYstems,having so-called ''traditional"
norms and those having "modern"-norms.

Traditional social systems are characterized by (1) lack of
favorable orientation to change; (2) a less developed or simpler
teehhology; (3).relatively low levels of.literacy, education, ,

and understanding of the scientific method; (4) social enforcement
of the status quo, facilitated 'y affective personal ,relationships
(e.g.%, hospitality, friendship) that are highly valued as ends in
themselves;5) little communication with person outside a given
system; and (6) rility to "empathize." (Rogerspand Shoemaker
1971, p. 32).

4 Modern social systems are characterized by (1) a generally posit4ve .
attitude toward,change; (2) well-developed technology with a 4.

-complex divition of labor; (3) a high value on,edupation and
...

science; (4) social relationships that'ar rational and business-
like rather than emotional and affective; 5) frequent contact
with persons outside the system, facilitating the entrance of new
ideas into the system: and (6) empathy'on the part of the members.
(Rogers and Shoemaker 1971, pp. 32-33,4

.

It should be kept in mind that these two clusters of norms represent
end-points on a continum and that most social systems fall somewhere
between these two extremes.,- Also/ an inflividual,may belong to two
or more social systems having greatly different norms, and this
may produce conflict in the individual. For-ex" le, an innovative
teacher who has just completed training at a uni rsity where
innovations were constantly discussed is likely to experience
conflict if he wants to introduce these innovations into a
traditiOnal school system..

A
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Characteristics of Innovative 'organiz tions

A

A

basic element is organizati4a1 thelOry, is that of organizational

''health. A "healthy" organization isJan open system that is

relatively susceptible to changeandthat takes care of
ations'ap an adaptive response. Further, the healthy

o ganization is continually growing in its ability'not only to'

function effectivelacbut to develop and extend its Capacity
for coping creatively with its environment.

ri

. 1........
. ,

. .

-t..-/lideemaidtains that- the state.of health of an-organization,-
-...

including an educationalorgan/ation, can tell us more.than

anything else about -5M- probabile success, of any p4tticular change

effort. He suggests,thac organizational health consists of ten

4014kmenskonS, which are bas ed partly upon behavioral research
findings4 apd partly upon.his extensive, experience with school

systems. '

.---." , .. '

_Goal focus, The goals of the organization Are clear, accepted by

the members, achievable wit existing or available resources, and
.

appropriate to demands of the. environmeht.
,.

Communication adequacy.' There is relatively distortion-free
communication vertically, horizontally, and across the boundary

of the system to and from the surrounding environment. People

have the. information they need or care get it without exerting

efforts.,

Optimal powe equalzation. The distribu5ion of influence is

relatively eqt ktable,.and subordinates at%all levels can in-

fluence upward. ,Relationships are collaborative rather than

coe;rive, and units are interdependent. rifluence irCa given

situation depends Upion competence and knowledge rather than

organizatiOnal position.

Resource utilization. The systemis inputs, particularly its
personnel,are used e4ectiyely and are neither overloaded nor

idle: There is a minimal sense of strain-along'with a good fit

btween People's dispositions and the role demands of the system,

so'that people feel reasonably "self-actualized"--that is, they-

have a genuj.he sense of growing and developingas persons while

making their contribution to the organization,

Cohesiveniss. Members of the organization feel at4acted to
the organization and have a sense of identity with it..

MOrale. There isa sense of well being,'saiisfaction, and

pleasure among members of the sYitem as oppoSed to feelings of

' discomfort, strain, and dissatisfaction. --

7-1,
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Innovativeness. A healthy organization, grows, develops1,_ and_

changes; it tends 56o.invent new procedures, move toward new
'goals, an4 become more diversified over time.-

..

,
',---

,
.

Autonomy. A healthy organization does ndnot red passively to
demands from the outside'but maintains some deg e.of independence.

.$ - .

'' Adaptation. '-A healthy organization has realistic, effective
.

contact with its surroundings. It has tke ability/to bring about
_ corrective change through a probleni-solving,-restructuring app oach.

. -

Problem-solOinq adequacy. 410ealthyorganization has well-
developed btructures_and procedures for sensing the existence of
problems, inventing. possible solutions, deciding upon solutions,
implementing them,.and evaluating their effectiveness. (Miles
1965, pp. 11 -34)

CharacteriStics'of Leaders
I

.
,

Extremely import t in terms of innovativeness within organizations .6a

are the characteristics of individuals in top leadership positions.
The persbnality attributes, interests, training, and attitudes.
toward new techniques that characterize such persons have been

'..found to be dlodely related to the'degree of innovativeness, of, t.
.

industrial firms. Research in education also indicates that the
characteristics of school duperintdsdentslare importantNabtermip-
ants of the innovativeness of school districts.

dem

Communication Within Organizations
.44

Frohman and Havelock who reviewed the factors that facilitate or
inhibit the fix*/ of new knowledge through organizations divide
information flovrinto three categories: input, internal process-
ing or throughput, and output. These authors point out ,that the

4 effettp%of organizationalcharacteristicS on info5mation flow
depend *bp resolution of two competing de4nds: (1) the drive
to maintain order and certainty; which tends to creAp Structures,
hierardhied, requirements) and screening procedures that'act asp
barri*s to information flo4; and (2) the drive to innovate an
improvet.which tends to reimtvd_suah barriers. (Frohman and

1969)

r-

*Education Studies

The innovation proceshas received considerpble attention from
, 4

educati onal researchers in recent years. Their studies mainly fall

into two categories.- One.categOry consists of analyse'd of the success

or failure of-a specific innovation. UsUally, these studies reflect a'

particular disciplinary approach to innovation research. The other
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category contains investigations that have attempted to identify those
,

indiVidual and sitol -system variables that correlate with general

;educational innovativeness or innovation adoptn. ,ar

Studies that examine a,particular educational innovation, usually
. ,

. . . '

by a case study method, are mo75101uable as sources of hypotheses-for
-

further testing "and.as in -depthlessons for persons -involved in siMilar

th,

particularsituations. Their conclusions, hoWever, a- re not generali-

zable. The most relevant aspects'of-thig:research -to this study are

the'particular kinds of innovation-oonsiderixl and the methodOlogical

approaches employed, rathertthan Olity.., speCificresults.
---

.

-1

.

_ variety,of methodolbgical approaqies hay'e been used in these.

) . 'studies. Although historical accounts of particular a ions are

' most frequenti;, used, other methodological. apProache haie been

applied. Gross (1971) did a sociological case study'of the imple--

mentation of the "catalytic role modei"of teaching. The anthropologi7

mode ofinquiry,is reflected in Smith's (1971).study of

open-space instruction infour school hiildings. A similar approach

was employed bd examine one,set of related schodlorgaltization
.

-).
innovations-in four Canadian schools (King and 'Ripton 1970; King

.
.

1972).

_ ,
The case study approaches also used by SMith and Keith (19,71)

compilgd arrin-deptharialySis of the first yedr of an open7space,

school. Finally,.Evaps and Leppmah (p1967),applied social-psychological
-

analysis in their case history of the response Of the cademic-

community of;One university to instructional televisio .interest

ing methodological aspect of this-study' was the invest ttempt

'to gain tome indication of the generalizability of their' findings by

'compariK4 their conclusions with:theinterVie)g iasuit'S of.i sample of

administrators and faculty members. from nine-other institutions in

- :0.

the nation. * ,

1

...

*
.,

*Another Atter of research-Studies on particular innovations is'.
..

'

found ir& social studies education.. Several Of these studies examine

and eval Specific diffusion models in social studies,. Marker and
. .s . , . . -as -sr-

Mehlinger (-972), for instance, pv'aluat two-year ejcperiMental
,

.
r ,

program at Indiana University that remov trained, andrerimplanted
,. .

.
.....- .

. ,

ri

2 7'
-me

4
r
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field 8iange.agents in ,41
school districts to enhance the diffusion and

. .

w
adoption ofsocial studied innovations., Other models of social studies

dissemination and adoption have also been studied (Myers 1969 and

Center fOr Educational Studies, Washington University,1970). A. few

social studies curriculum projegdi have attempteVd to investigate and

evaluate efforts to disseminate their innovative materials. Richburg

01970), for example, used open-ended questionnaires to determine how

amd.why schools adopted the Anthropology Clirriculum Project materials.

This question- is of central importance to this study: Richburg found

several factors related to the adoption of.those materials, such as the

desire to improve the elementary Social stUdiep program, previous

experience with adoptj.onof other innovative social studies materials,

and the existence of a Change agent in the schools.

The second group of studies on educational innovation involves

attempts to correlate variables related to individuals aid to,school

systems with innovativeness or innovation adoption. These studies
.

t
reflect a wide range of conceptions about what constitutes educational

. innovativeness. Some studies,a such as Carlson (1965), Kohl (1969), and

Ziegler and Johnson' (1969) used the adoptibn of innovations, such as

the "new math," flexible schedUling, team teaching, lahguage labs,

televised instruction,. simulations, aal games,
*
as the criterion.

'
.

-
.

Hilfiker (1970) on.the other'hand, used rankings on innovativeness

from three sources (district ,superintendent, proies4onal staff, and
.

1Per .

:4' a panel of ten experts) as the measure of the schoied innovativeness

StudiesfocUsing on social studies edjation, such as Matula (1972),

usually have used the adoption of certain social studies classroom

innovation's as the criterion of innovativeness.

Ev'en in those studies that use adoption as the criterion of

innovatiOn, there is little agreement as to what constitutes adoption

Or, dust the materials' actual

if so, how widely throUqhout the

constitute a state of adoption?

Is purChase of meter' is sufficient?

use in the
00

schools be demonstrated?

system must the material's be used to

Must materialsbe adapted to local conditions to be truly adopted?

Another sei,of problems arises-when one Considers particular,school

situations.' The ttse of a particular "innovation," or "set o?

;
r4,
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innovations" in one school may represent educational stagnation rather

than innovativeness. This is especially true if studies in the

seventies continue to use the innovations of the fifties and sixties

as their illicators. Conversely, it is pos e'that certain schOols

mare very innovative without using the " ypical" educational innovations.

These issues must be considered when one interprets and compares the

results of the education studies outlined below. The discussion of

, the studies dealing with characteristics related to educational

innovativeness will be organized into those focusing on school-system

variables and those focusing on individual teacher variables.

School-system variables.- Rewarch to determine,the characteiltics

of innovative schools is fairly extensive but inconclusive and con-

tradictory. Much of this research has centered around the organizational

climate of the schools. Ohile Crandall (1971),and Miles (1964) found

that open communication channels were characteristic of irThovative

organizations, Chesler (1966) did not. Marcum (1968), Hilfiker (1970),

and Hillman (1969) found that an open orgdhizational climate Was sig-
,

nificantly and positively related to school innovativeness, but Dick

(1974) and Bamberger (1970) discovered no such relationship. Dick ,

11974) in fact, found that eight of the ten 'innovative "oidiStudies

departments researched'hadclosed climates. Gill (1960 'end Miles

(1964) reported opposing findings about the need for specialists within

the school system to promote innovation. rue degree of social support

proyided by principals to teachers and'problem-solving abilities of,
4Ar

staff meetings (Waiker 1970). have also been significantly related to

the organizational'climate for innovation in some, but-not all, studies.

The personality characteristics of the administrators are important

aspects of the organizational climate),/, earlson (1965) found the follow-

ing personality characteristics related to the.ihnovativeness of the

'school: willingneisOf administrators to adopt innovative ideas,

leaderthip style of the administrators, and the communications network .

in the organization._ From studies Of superintendents West Virginia

and Pennsylvania, Carlson distinguished groups-- ovators and non-

adopters. He found that innovators tended to: (1) be origer;

(2) know fewer of their peers well,' (3) be sought less-often for,their

41
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advice, (4) receive hiller professional ratings, (5) exribit greater,
e

accuracy in -the judgment o ir rates of innovation adoption,
. . I

(6) haveorter tenure in theirpresent. pdsitionl, and (7) seek more

adviEe and inf6imation fr more persons outside the local area. Non=

t
4 P

$.
adopters, by contrast,itended to: (lr have less formal education,

(2) receive fewer frie4skip,choices, (3) be less well known by their

peers, (4) participate in fewer Professional meetings, (5),interact

less oftgn with other superintendents. in their area/ (6) be sought less

often:fo information, (t7
.

):receive-lower ratings on the professionalism

scale, ) hold less prestigious superintendents (9) perceive less.

'iuppor from their school. board, and (10') rely moreon local sources

fdt advice and information.

Studiesof the wealth of school districts have also produced,

mixed results. Ross 058).4and Zeigler and Johnson (1969) claimed

that school Wealth is the single most powerful predictor of. school

innovativenegs. ,Studies by Mort and Cornell 11941), Mort. (1964),

Oarlson (1965),.and Marcum cf968) , which focused on school- spending,
,===:

?

supportedthis view. Other studies, including Kohl (1969), Hilfiker

(1470), and Hawkins (1968), found no significant relationship between

.school wealth and innovativeness. t
1

le

.
..

..
.Variableg besides per,capita expenditures-and income, organize-

.

tional.climate, and personality characteristics of administrators have

been found related to school innovativeness in a few'Studies. Two

studies found School.size was related to innovativeness. Marcum (1968)
. .

used,the_size or the professional staff as an indication'of the school
_ ..

size, while Ko441.(169) used the site of the graduating class. Both
,

concluded that the larger the school, the greater the degree of -

innovativeness. In dr study, Matula (1972) attempted to identify

factors that. contribut 'elementary teachers' willingness to'try

selected classroom social iiidies innovations. Through use of a

simulated adoption situation, Matula fourid that inteEest in the

innovations and peer siapport for trying them enhanced the .chances that

* the innovation} would beoused. It was-p+so found, however, that the

greater the complexity of the innoVatio4-and themore work Wdemanded
41.

from t teachers',lhe less likely loinnovation would be tried.
oar

440-..tis#
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Other researchers examined the relationship of geographiC .

location Orschool systems to innovativeness. Hawkins (968), for

. example, found th'at the most innovative schools tended to bd located

in homogeneous, middle-class neighborhoods, oit4near universities

or colleges: He also fOundAhese an .an optimum school Astrict size .

for ilinovation.

Individual Teacher Variables. Anothr group of reseatch
1

#

studies attempted to determine the characteristics rela to

individual(teacher innovativeness.' As cited earlier, Roge sand

Shoemaker (1971) identified,five categories of individuals. They

describe "innovators" in the following manner:

Venturesomeness is almost an obsession with innovators. They F 4

are eager to try new ideANT This interest leads them out bf
a local circle of peers and into more cosmopolitan social
relationshipS. CommUnication patterns alid-Friendships among

a clique of innovators are common, even though the geographical
distance between the innovators may. be great: Being an

innovator has several prerequisites. These include control
of substantial resources to absorb the possible loss due to an
unprofitable innovation and the ability to 'understand and apply .

complex technical knoWledge. / .

The_ salient value bale innovator is venturesomeness. He
desires the hazardous, the rash, thedarigg, and-the risky. 4`
The innovator also must be willing to aceept;an occasional
setback when one of the new ideas he adopts proves unsuccessful.

.

(Rogers and Shoemaker 1971, p..183)

The results of several studies, ave found the hollowing
.

character- '

istici.of innovative teachers in contract to noninnovative teachers:
4..

innovative teachers are younger (Lean 1966; Gulesian 1970); use a-

0

far

-greater number and variety of information Sources (Leas 1966; Gulesian

1970; Dick 1974); have a medium amount (nine to 13<lears of teaching
.

experience (McClimans 1967; Dick 1974); and, are Outsiders, that is,

they'cove from 'outside the district and community where they are

teaching (Ross 195P; Dick 1,P4).

Leas (1966) also found that innovative teachers had high social

status within the school, were more cosmopolitan than noninnovatorg,

and perceived themselves as opinidn leaders in the school. McClimans'

study (1967) indic,ed-that innovators held more leadership_positions

and attended more out-of-town professional meetings than did.non-.

innovative teachers. He also found .that females were More innovative

31
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than malls.

S

-

'In a summry.or other research on-educational innovativeness, Ross

(1958) c onelucied,that innovators were more career oriented, more skill-
.1

ful in. wotking with others, and more aware of community values. Age and
,

nature of teacher training,however,were not found` significantly re-
.

lated to.eddcational innovatiyenest intteachers. Miles (1964), in a

.similar repoO.,-L4ncluded that innovatois'were highly - intelligent,

possessed keen vtrbal.ability, were less bound by group norms, and were

mgie,individilaiistic and creative than aoninnoirators
. .

Conclusion
i ,,

.
4

1

-There are numerous. studies on educational and other kindS of
/

A
innovation and,on,trar les directly related to adoption of innovations

by inaividuals.. Sev'raa problems, however, prevent the-many findings

. from these stUdiei 'from being conclusive and widely generililable. Some
. -

.problems concern the lack of agreement among-researhers over the meaning

and value .of edtic,itional innovation, the wide variety of met:hodologicill

approaches
usedlqn.

the educational studies, and,the conflicting-results

obtained "in' many studieg., Much researc still needs to be conducted.

on the diffUSion of educatibnal innovation.* 7

OF

I
,

I

*Two studies haye been completed since the writing of this revieuf

research. Both_are the result.of mayor Federally-Funded projects.

See: BettitiAii, Paul and Milbrey McLaughlin. Federal Programs

Supporting Educational, Change, Vol, IV: The Findings in Review.

SantaMonida, CA:' The Rand .Corporation, 1975.,

and

Silorski, Lind4 A:'; et 1. Factors Influencing School Chrange.

San-Vrancilco, CA: Far,WestLaboratoryJor Educational Research-
.

andDevelopmeme, 1976.
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4WItiooses and Procedures of this Study
I

40,

-The purpose of thi tudy is to examine some factors that relate

t.44.tlte innovativeness aninoninnovativeness of social,studies teachers,.

departments, high schools, Mid school, Aistricts.

SSEC taff and the Research-Team

To establish a multidisciplinary perspective for tAis research

**eject, the-Social Science Education Consortium (SSEC) staff decided

to assemble.a team, of eight Social scientists with expertise in

computerized empitical research and in_case,study fieldwdik. _It was

believed that this composition would enhance the scope of content and

methodology in the research effort. The team consied of a psychologist

(John, K. Bare, Carleton College)', a historian (Richard H. Brown,

Newberry Library), a soaiolOgist (J':...loss Eshleman, Wayne State

University), an educator (Geneva Gay, Association for Supervision and

Curriculum Development), an economist (Peter Senn, Wilbur Wright

College), a geographer (George Vuicich, Western Michigan-University), an

.anth pologist (JaMes B. Watson, University of Washington), and a

Political scientis(HarmOn Ziegler, University of Oregon).

The original intent was for the research team to clarify the

specific objectives and to execute the plans of the research study..

The central purpose of the team approach was to ensure the unique

perspective of each academic area in planning the study and in

examihing the schools, social studies programs, and teachers.

The original roles for the SSEC staff and the team, however, were

not strictly adhered to. At times, both the staff and the team made

significant decisions abort research methodology (e.g.; sampling`

procedure) and about substantive matters (e.g., content of question -;

naires). Throughout the two-year study, the Siaff continued to

r opordinate the procedural aspects of the project; including duplicating

and mailing materials:setting up' meetings, and communicating with

schools.. Eventually, the social scientist team became moreof a con-
.

iultation group to the SSEC staff.:

33
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t 4.Key Questions -
.. . .

Early Aeetings of the research team and SSEC stag were spent dis-
. , . f

cussing the question,'WhAconstitUtes innovativeness in social studies

education? There was much disagreement among The individual investi-
.

gators, Doss an innovative social studies teacher: use inghiry

__techniques? know about the federally-funded project'mateials? use,
.

those materials?* create his or, her oWn materials? involve4students

in plahning? teach more than. facts7 use individualized instruction?

use small-group learning activities? Do innovative high schools: have

. .-...

considerable new equipment and multnedia materi involve'teachers
..,

itenin decision making? involves students in decisio g? change their

progrOms frequently? employ-te teaching? have open-s ce learning

areas?
.

After much discussion-among Investigators
4

and staff, social studies

innovativeness was defined for purposes of this study as a combination,

of seven indices: teacher awareness of the federally-funded social

studied project materials, extent of use of these materials, frequency

of use of these 'materials, extent of uses of 12 other innovative

educatipnal praotibes; degree of teacher,participation in school

decisiOn-makinq processes, degree of student involvement in,,classroom
., .

decision making, and extent to which teachers create their own turricu-

lup materials\- This list was narrowed eventually to four indiges of

innovativeness, described.in Chapter Two. This definition enabled,the

O.

investigators to.study.social studies innovation emp1.54cally,without

focusing on merely one possible indicator of innovation.

The next-question tackled by the research team and staff was,

What variables probably relate to social s?idies innovativeness?

Suggestions were based on-previous research findings and the extensive

experience of the investigators and staff in working with teachers and
s

schools. The following categories of variables were formulated:

1) Individual" teacher characteristic a, such as age, teaching

(experience,"length of tenure, amoukt of inseryice training, involvement.

in professional organizations, and reading of Rrofessional journals.

.2) Social studies department characteristics, such as the nature

of chairperson's leadership, communication among teachers, nature and ,

.34
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frequency df department meetings, degree of cooperation among depart-
.

mentmembers, and existence and use of a budget:

3) School characteristics such as size, faculty age and racial

composition, average faculty tenure and teaching experience, provision

or alternative programs, ethnic studies, open-space learning...aeas,

nongraded clastes, and administration.percerved by teachers as

responsive to change.
'

4) School Oistri a. characteristics, such as size,wealth,.'

' geographic locationi_political climate, socioeconomic environment,

and nature and operation of'the school board.

The final questiof was, What research-approach should be

'used to determine the relationship of these variables :to Uocial

studies innovativeness?' This questirproduCSd the most heated debate

among the investigators. BAs was expected, since the team was selected

on the baits of differing methods, logiCal orientations. as well as

content back0eUnds, some favored a large-scale statistical survey of

teachers, schools, and districts throughout the country, while others

suggested in-depth case studies of several schools based on field

observations. Eventually it was decided to use the best aspects of

both those approaches." The study would focus on asmall number of

,schools and districts thtt could be identified as innovative.or non -

innovative,' but would 'draw on previously Conducted large-scale survey

, studies. Datawould be gathered on the selected districts to determine',

- the nature andvextent of that innovativeness and the degree to which

certain variablesseemed related to teacher, department, school, and
.

district innovativeness. Thess data would include: questionnaire

information mailed to social studies teachers,adi administrators,

observation data from school visits, preirioUsly gathered census-type

dati, encl.-political climate information froma previous study by Ziegler

and Johnson (1969). These procedures and data, are fully explained in

the following sections.

Sampling Design-and Data-gathering frocedures

Starting,with a random national sample of 86 school districts used

in a previous study of political interaction by one of the team members
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(Ziegler and Jennings,1974), lfdistricts were selected to reeeive

questionnaires. Six were initially judged innovative and six non-

' innovative. From this group, four districts were selected or site
,

.

surveys (case studies). Two sets of data were already available on these
. -

districts--cerisus data and that of the Ziegler and Jennings study (tO

N described-in.a later section):
/

Seledting the 12 districts for the questionnaire process began by

ranking the 86-districts accordirl to per capita incom0,--the only

variable found consistently related to school innovation in previous-
*

studies. (See page 22 of the review of,research section.) The staff

then contacted the socials studies supervisor of each'state in which' the

districts were located to have them rate each district on,a, one-to-six

scale on three characteristics indicative of educational'inilovation:

,openness tq change, use of inns ative social-Studies practices, and use,-
_

.

of new social studie6 materials. No definitions of either the,character-. .

istics or tennis were provided. The supervisorivespqnded according to'

their particular conceptions oft "openness" and "innovative.'" Frequently
%:,

a second person was iought to rate districts 'with which the State'
A'

supervisor wasinfamiliar. Sixteen'diStricts were eliminiated due to'

lack of information. Of the 70 remainin4 districts, the 12 highest and
..,

.
(

, 12 lowest.on per to income and On innovativeness were chosen. Each

of those distribts w s contacted by the staff and asked tb participate
.

,in the study._ Due to time constraints (end of school Tear} and other
. .

. 'commitm

L
s, many - districts declined to particitlate.

I,An r sample Of innovative and noninnovative districts was draWn

from the pool of 86 districts. Again those distridts_that appeared most

clearly innovative and norlinnovative'(according to SSEC rating scales)

were'selected. After contacting 20 noninnovative districts and 14

innovative districts (according to above criteria), nine-districts agreed-
_

to participate. Questionnaires were mailed to either the social studies

supervisor of each,district or to the department chairperson for distri-
,

luiion to principals, superintendents, and secondary social studies

*
See-Appendix A for copies of the teachers, princ ipal, and superihten7

dent questionnaires. 0

.36
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teachers. Auniform instruction sheet was gent and the questiOnnaires,

although coded for identificatiOn purposes, were placed in sealed

envelopes to: protect the respondents' anonymity. District supervisors

withmore than six high schools were instructed to choose six schools

that repregented the districts range of educational innovativeness and

to deliver-and Collect the forms personally. To proiride anonymity for.

the schools and school districts, fictiti8U6 names are used in this .

report. Table 1 on thfoll4ng page Almmariies the district responses

to the questionnaire..
/ l*

Since the end of both the school year and the project was near,

the decision about which districts would be the subjects for case
.

studies was based on Which of the districts most Promptly and, completely .

returned the questionnaires. A quick hand tabulation of various

questionnaire variables was the only knowledge of results obtained

.prilOr to the site visits. The purposes of the site visits were to

(1) understand the reality of the school, (21:follow-up on selected

items on the questionnaires (elaboration, reasons, confirmation, etc.),

and (3) explcire variables not covered in the questionnaire, such as

departmental interaction and etcher conception of the meaningnaf-

innovation. Table 2 on page 31 shciWs the districtSand schools-visited.
.

' The case studies. of -each of the small districts (Williams and

Flint) included: interviews with all social studies-teachers,

principal, and superintendentobservations & two teachers; and;in-
.

-formal discussions with several students. The site visits to all

supervisor- selected high schools in the large districts includedt

.interviews with three to six social stUdies teachers (out-of ei

to 1.7 tdeal).and the principal or assistant principal in charge of

curriculum; observations of from three to seven teachers and informal

discussions with several groups of students.

The department chairperson was interviewed in every high school

visited. Other teachers Were selected on'the basis of several.'

factors, including their teaching schedules and* course content.

(A range of cont areas wqs desired and, if a sociologist or

historian was oile of the observers, a course related to either

sociology of history, was selected for observation.) The investigators

had no prior knowledge of the questionn" responses of the tieChers

37
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Table 1

Summary'of

Completed Total #
Social Social
Studies 7 Sttdies
Question- Teopers
naire

79

, 21

30

. \

Diamond Cdunty

Oceantide

CO

1 f.) Williams
r4 >e V W

1.1
Qreenhaven

e
TOTAL

27,

92

1
Sy

14

80

N

61

40'

3

27

103

5

15.

329 398

District .Resp9nses

Percent- Completed
age Principal
Responded uestion-

naire

No. of Total Completed
Schools No. of ,Supervisor

Partici- Schools Question-
patine naire

100%

89%

6

1

t.

20+

1

20+

1

1

1

1

1 ).

91% '6 7 7 1

91%

1 -' 1

86% - 27

..

39_
/

1

'1

72+ 9
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List of Observations -,

High Schools Date of Visit

Williams,

Opal

P1)

Oa
Diamond

Diamond

Diamond

Diamond

, Flint May 16, 1975

Williams May 22 -2i, 1975

Raintree May 19, 1975

Riverside flay 20,, 1975 Air
f.

Ribs May,.20-, 1975

Lighthouse May 22, 1975

St4phen A. Douglas May 22p, 1975

Clouds

Hunter

Number of f.

Investigators

/
3

May 23, 1975 3
,,o,

May, 23, 1975 3'

in the large high schools. No teacher refused to-be interviewed or

observed. Some, however, were giving teats:or showing a film for the

entire period,period, In such cases, the observer changed plans and inter-

/viewed, observed another teacher. (In one school, Clouds, the

principal was not interviewed because of a time constraint. Since the

the principal's questiOnnaite',social studies chairman had completed

for that school, this was not deemed a serious omission-)

With the excePtion'tf one

interviews were conducted in a

viewed individually by one inv

IIcould be alone. The areas i cluded an office,, bookroom, classroom,

courtyard, and ballfield. .The interviewers asked questions from a

standard form and wrote the interviewees responses in short summary

school (Williams), the case study

standard format. Each pe2Son was inter -

stigator in a roonvgr area where they

statements on the form. The major topics on, the form were social °

studies curriculum teaching practices,,,departmental interaction, and (

innovation and decision making. (See the Appendix A for the actual

forms.)

The interviews lasled fr6m40 to,60 minutes. Later that day,

the interviewer elaborated on the responses either by talking

39
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individually into a tape recorder or by p'articipating in a structured

roundtable discuSsion with other investigators of that school. Typed

,transcriptions of these recordings wereipofollowing the completion _

bfall site visits. .

No forms were used to record the classroom observations. The
. .

investigatpth, floweVer, were told to arrive at class early, take an

'nnobt usive seat, and "serve quietly, takin4 a minimum of notes.-\

The rvers focused. on physical setting of claSSrdbm

etc.), the appearance of. teachers and students, the instructional

c meth6ds awd- (lecture,-discussion, question/answer, inquiry, etc.); the

grouping of students (indiVidfielized, smallIdtpUP, entire class)", the

levels of questioning (factual leecall vs. analysis or evaluation), and

the degree of teacher or student centeredness. The observers later

recorded elaborations of their obser ations in manner similar-tO that

of the interviews. The observation and interviewsWith teachers ofhtn

included the colle&ion of various artifacts from the school. These

items included:" testsrhomework assignments, cOurse outlines, special
,

memoranda, textbook lists', school newspapers, and evaluation.forMS.,
,. . .

4 t

The infotmal discussions with students we e completely unstructured.
-,-

They took place between classes, yin claSsrooths libraries, lunchrooms,

and outside in courtyards. InvestigatorS simpiy asked student's if they
4 /qv, ,..,

could talk to them a few minutes about _their school. The etudents never

refused and were often anxious to talk. Questions frequently asked
,

. , .

were How do you like going to school here' Why? What's the best/

worst thing about this school? Do you have any social,:studies cle:S400? AIlk 2.,

,

How are they? What neat things.have.you do it sociarstudiesi In

school? Are there any racial problems here
..

, .

.

414

.,

The ata--Description, Analysk and el
A_o

1,'
Four different data sets were availabl for the fotirt-gbhool dis-

tricts participating in"the'case stuaieetill nsus datailelegler's

school "board data, the ;questionnaire data, he swift site survey '

data. Each of these is describeetpelow:

40
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.a _ _./. ,. . .
,-.

.-
- , 1) SensuS Data. This consists of data m the National Center

. -.--
.

- t Nj. torgdtcational Statistic, (NCES) School District Fourth &Ault Tag.
. . -

,

k.

It contains 1970 Cedsus Bureau data on social and economic variables,
.... . .

,.

gull* as income, enrollment, dropout status, ethnib
C,

and occupatioa, for each U.S. school district with

300 or more.and for a sample of smaller districts.

.42) Ziegler's School Board Study Data. These

over 400 variables, were obtained by administering

statcts, migration,'

an enrollment of

data, embodying

a lengthy inter-
,

view achcduld a randOIA sample of 86 schodl boards and superinten-
.

. .

dintis atros
e

country, as part of.a etudy'of political interaction:
.. . ri ..1

. within local school districts conducted by.the Center for the .

Advanced Study of Educational'Adoministrationat the University of

Or and published 41 regent'bOOk (Ziegler and Jennings.127p.'

th
.

. 3.

The variables composin ese data consist primiely of superinre .al*
.

-and school boat ,member perceptions of and attitiEts toward district '

..
.

problems.(including racial and financial), earnation groups (NEA,

AFT, etc...) teacher behaliior;.teacher roles in prograa.44ege,' and
o

superintendent-school.board conflict. ,

, -

3) 8041a1 StAidiei Innovation Questionnaireepata. This includes '

1
data gatherdd by this research pfoject from questionnairef s completed '

,

. . r. .

by teachers, principals,- superintendents,in
.
nine school districts

. ,

*throughout the country he clata for'. social studies teachers Aclude
,

Seven dependent variables 'hypothesized as indicators of edUcationalii,

innaveion: awareness, 'frequency, and lbctens'ivetas of use Of 24

socialAptillelii-OjeCi materfars; extent of .use of various general
. p

educatiogallinnovations. 'such as instructional televisfti6n, non-
.

e

trAditional°qraaing,
,

and values 'ciirificdebn; level of teacher

involvement in tvhool decision making; level of student in
. ,

% in/school and classrood'decipion.making; and degree to which Oachers'
.

can.usCHMaterials they have created themselves in and out of- the
. . .

dl Among the many

experience; nVolvement in
- . .

Professional 9ournart. ii
. -..

'

independeht variables are:

professional organizations,

41
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The'questiOnnaire also provide s data on (1) teacher and:principal.

. perceptions about" the extent* the school enga ges in innovativepractices

suchas providing alternative,programs, o n -space Cl-a-;'Sroams, and

ethnic studies courses; (2) processes and persons responsive to change;

and 1P3) communication with parents and'thecommunity: Size and facial

composition.of the student body and faculty are other'. !ocpOol variables%

District leveYWdata include: number of high schoole, student and

/41 faculty population, number of social studies teachers, experience
-..

.

4Opr levet. of the superintendent ind 'superintendent perceptions of the
,..

.
.

effect of teacher decision, making, student involveMent, and general.

educational irliiVaebn in the district. (See the Appendix A for copies

of the teacher; prilliPal,'and superintendent questionnaires.)
.

4) Site Strvey (Case Study) Data. -The,data from the case studies

of four,school district6 were,, gathered pr y'ttrough stIActured

intervittwg with the Principals or assistant cipalt, department .

:e L-

' chairpersons, and-asawle of social toadies a6hersineidnechoo,/,
. -

ft, and through'semistructured observations of a sample of social studies
_ W.. t

teachers and' classrooms. -Additidna/ data were gathered-by_talking
4- 4, I

1--).'informally ttseveral.studentsiod py'randek 6bservatto of'nimerous ,

aspecteof the osch11:ol. For the two small diitrfit.ets, the,superiAendent-
. .

-,i
was. also'interviewed:

..',.f .,
Variables embodied in the interviews of%Sosial sthdle4 teaches

(
.... . ..1.

.
. ,iiflude:

. .
,) Ili

Curriculum Program: ;Materiarsused and. dev'eloped7 wto decides ora
o./6 `% .

9

"

`,materials used, the' program four to five-years ago, and the most
t

,

. desired futdie change ip burriculum. t
-(.. . '

'
.

, . , . - ,

teaching Practises:' AttitddetoWard countetatting racism and

sexism and imparting.certain values to students, names of prOfedsiontl
k4,....journalsreaa requlailly. end specific samples of innovative practices

004
engagedliAKe4chers.

L

Departmental Intera'ction: Nature, frequency,',and:wprth 'Of depart. 1.

1"... meni meetings; degree off- Cooperation among members;Tw o.Opinicin leaders * ,

's
, .

.

,are; and role and'style'of chairperson. , i . , , .

, . .

. .1

Decision Making and Innovation: Degree ;and examp e of support for
.

.

,, . .

, mu.., ,
.

,.. change from principal., superinterident, and social 'Ir3.'tidies teachers;

.,

4 '
..

. -.,.

4 2
-4.

,

,
.

. 1 .
.

,

t

y . .
sr'
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teacher cqnception of men g ofrinnovation; degree of satisfaction

with current level of teacher participation and student involvement

in decisOn'making.

The depaitment.chairperson interview schedure.also included
.

-ea

items on the size of 'the social studies budget, the type of courses

offered, commu4ty reCction to)the social studies program,aends

. closest colleges and universities.u.

The principal interview schedule included questions about per-

o-ceptiohs of their role in effecting cnange,,how they encourage

teachei: participatiop in decidion Mbicing,'tfiair attitudes toward

level of teacher ipariicipaton in decision making, the rewalli d systems

for teachers, how accountability laws aff4ct local planning,-staff

.

and department turnover rate, opinion leaders, and nature of staff
.

.
%

'Meetings.
. 4 .

__ _ ____

The classcoomobservations focused' on 4ariables:buch as the

'..J.-
,physical settiNg, (arrangemelliof desks, displays, walls and w

.

climate), in'teribtion between students and teacher (levels of

linquestioning and thinking, terest and,motivation, kind of reation-

'Iship, discipline and behaiiior), social studies content and teaching

methods (facts, -concepts, generalizations, hypotheses, inquiry,

4 lecture, question answeiing, dames and sinalations-i-role playin

- etc.)., and .the grouping of students (homo- vs. heteiogeneousi entire
. .

class vs. smallgTolp vs- individualized instruction).

Other, data collected included each principal's rating of the

social studies department compared to other school departments and

- examples of teacher-created or adapted curriculum materials.

,
Several types of allaleses were performed with these data. 'First,

,

there was an effort to determine whet)r several fa#ctors could be

isolated and identif ied-that rad indite 3.nnovativeness of social

studies teacherd and whethyr other variables were significantly re-
,

lated to teadhpr innovativeness.' TO accomplish this goal, the SPSS

'(statistical Package for the Social Sciences) Cross- Tabulation

program' was run for the 206 teachers in the five districts that

responded most promptly and completely to the questionnaire. These

districts were: Flint (3), Williams (5), Farmtown (27), Opal County

;R1...
. to
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(79)., and Diamond County (92). This program involved generating cross-

tabulation tables for,feeven indices-of innovation against 32 indepen-

dent.variables, dmcludiftg: age, teaching experience, professional
)

journals read; salary 4ivel, and each of the other cl;;;hdent variables.

Three yf the seven indices' of innovation were eliminated. For two--

frequ cy and extent of use of the social studies project materials--
% . ft 2

the ran of responses was, so narrow that very few teachers coulk>be

'identif4 as high on th e measures. A third index was eliminiated

because o ambiguity in how the teachers interpreted "commercially

published." Thus, four main indices of. innovation witeleft: aware-

ness of the social studies project materials, use of various innovative

practices,' participation in school decision-making processes,, and
4

involving students in classroom decisions. Analysis of the.inter-

relationships among these four indices and between each of them and the'

32 independent variables'is thelbasiS of Chapter 2, Teapher Innovative-

ness, of this report. .

t ,

Chapter 3, Social Studies Department,and High School Innovative-
.

ness, is based on two.clifferent dada sourCeie- First, the SPSS
. ,

.
Frequencies program was r,up foeselectedveriables on,the teacher

. questionnaires for each of,,the nine,hi14,tchools visited. The variables
. ...

included: teacher age, sex, expvienma, nunlbu'Of years at that schdol,
,

college course credWhours, professional jOurnals read, professional
2 vo0

meetings attended, as well as the.foutdependem4ovariables chosen as

indicators of innovati .--,." The Itatistick Eiro'videst.147his program
. , .

,-.

7included., for each variable: absolute, relatiVe, and cumulativo,fre-
quencies; mean; mode; medianrstanglarddeviatiop; Varian; anA maximum -

minimum responses, The akcond sourcirof data was the information

-gathered by the site sUrveyS. dombining-the'se two data sources, a

profile of each school wes writtetby one of the participating

observers and critiqued by. the others. Thf profiles of the two small. -

schools v' sited and a coMfarisbn'of the schools is the basis of

Innovation din Two SmallpRural High Scheols,,A subsection of Chapter 3.
'W

Profiles of two high'itheols in eine of the largeAmnov ative districts

and a comparison of those schools'is'the basis of the second subsection

of Chapter'3, Innovation in Tw2 Large Urban /Suburban H2gh Schools. The

411110 1.
4 4 11

I o
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remaining five profiles are in Appendix B.

Finally, an effort to, examine social studies innovativeness

on a district 1 el, several other analyses were done. Concentrating

only on the°two large districts visj.ted--Opal County (noninnovative

,according to the state supervisor ratings) and Diamond County (innova-
.

tive according to those ratings)--three types of data were analyzed.

. First; based on, the 79 teacher questionnaires from Opal-and 92 from

Diamond, 0 frequency distribution and an SPSS Condescriptive prog ram

were iun on all variables for each of the two districts: In addition if

v.
to the number and percentage of responses,to'each itemlithis analysis

also produced mean, standard error, standard deviation, sum of

.squares, kurtosis, skecness, and range for each variable. The.other

two sources of district data were the census information and
AP 0
Ziegler's school board data for Opal,and-Diamond counties. Analysis

and comparison of the frequency distributions and mean scores from

these three sources is the basis of School District Innovativeness,

aapter 4. 0

reati'ze that thepe analyses would lead to a very limited

:kind of 'results. Unfortunately, finanCial constraints of the

project prevented further statistical analyses.

a

Ir-
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* Cidepter Two

TEACHER INNOVATIVENESS

r.

Aif

Based On the questionnaire.responses of the 206 secondary social

studies teachers i n our saapOprthis chapter attempts to describe teacher

innovativeness and its relationship with 31 other variables. For the

purposes of this study, teacher innovativeness consists of'four

indices: 'bareness Of social studies project materials, use of

various innovative teaching :practices, participation inschOol

decision making, and involving students in classroomtecisions;

Bach of these four indexes is explained. Then, from examining the

six cross -tabulation:tables generated by interrelating eadh of the

four indexes with one another, the relationships among these four

variables are disco d. Thus, for example, the extent to Which.

correlations exist between awareness of materials and use of certain

innovative practices isdescribed. FinallY,ethe,relationship between

31 independent. variables--such as sex, teaching experience, and age--

apd each of the'f7mAindexes of innovativeness is explored. This

dispussion is based on examining the 31 cross-tabulation tables for

each index. Before presenting those analyses, however, a brief--

discussion of ,phe' representativeness of our, sample is provided.

Representativeness of the Sample

The 206 secondary social studies teachers from five school dif-

tricts who formed the sample for the Teacher IppoyafivIness analysis

were not randomly selected or chosen to'represent a-cross-section of

tarties in the United States. Nevertheless, that group of 206

tea hers is similar on several key characteristic s to secondary_ .

teachers and/or all secondary 'social studies teachers in the nation.

The following. table compares our sample with tie popplation of

secqndary teachers in the.couqry. f

if

4
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- Tible 3

Comparisort of Sample with A11' U.S. Secondary

Public School Teachers

$ , v All Secondary.PUblic TheSamle'of 206
School Teachers Secondary Social
in U.S.* . Studies Teachers

41,

.

Teather's Age (Mean) . .36 yrs. 35 yrg..

Teacher's Experience (Median) 7 yrs. 8 yrs.

Teacher's Salary (Mean) $9,449 .$10,800

BA MA Other BA, MA Other

j Teaoherii, ee 64%. 34% 2% 53% 46% 1%,

'4111

F MI F
,-

'Teacher's ex 53% 47% 71% 29%

*Based on T le 52,'"Selected Char1acteristics of Public School Teacheak,
.by Level an by Sex: United States, 1970-71," published in Grants

W. Vance and . George Lind (National Center for Education Statistics),
digest of Educ- Tonal Statistics, 1974 Edition,_ Washington, DC:

. U.S: Gove,rnTeet printing Office, 1975, p. 48.- .

Ir

# Thus, our sample of s ial studies teachers is very similar to the

secondary public school t chers in age and experience; Moreover, when

one allows for the increase in the average salary since the 1971 data

was gathered, the two groups are algo similar ,in average salary. Our_

sample, contains a somewhat larger pe.rcentagef. teachers wtih master's'

degrees than the national population (46 percent'to 34 percent). This

should be recalled when interpret.in4 and generalizing from the results
.--

ofthis study. One suspect's, however, that 46 percent is near the

percentage of secondary social studies teachers iNthe United States

who itavellwaster's degrees. re English and social studies teachers

tend to have master's degrees than mathematics and science teachers.

Finally, the sex distr tiOn.of our sample issubstantial/y

different from the population of secondary teachers -- Males: 71'percent

to 53 percent. Statisticspbn ex were, however, available for
0

,secondary social studies teach rs. As the figures below indicateour

sample had only slightly more female teachers than the population of

secondary social studies teachet§:

,

47
.0
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Table 4 ,

Comparison of Sample with All U.S. Secondary'
Social Stpdies Teachers

All Secondary Social The'Sample Of

Studies Teachers in 2b6 Secondary
U.S. ** Social Studies

.7,
Teachers

Teacher's Sex M F
.

e M F

76% 24% 71%; . '29%'

**From Table 54, "Public Secondary Teachers, by teaching field and by

sex: United States, 1970r7.14," in Digest of Educational Statistics,

l974 ed., p. 48.

Therefore, we conclude that our sample of 206 secondary social - studies
ti

teachers is reasonably representative of all secondary social studies

tqachers or secondary.palic sch6orteachers in terms, of age, teach-

ing experience, saary, and itex.

The Four Main Ind ices of Innovation

Awareness of Social Studies Projects

This dex is a weighted average of the teachers' responses to

tIna24 items t relate to arvariety of social studies curriculum_

materials. For each of -t4-24 materials (see Appendix A, Social
. . 1

Studies Teachers Questionnaire$ p. 10), the teacher checked a square.
.

Zero was recorded if the teacher said he or she was not aware of

the materials; 1, aware of materials; 2, examined materials; and

3, received instruction in use of materials. The items were mainly
.

the titles of published materials or projects that produalod social

studies materials in the late 1960s. 0
The average of dlk the responses was .602, or six- tenths of the

distance between not being aware of an materials and simply being
.

i 'aware of all the material*. This is acleir indication that Most of

the teachers were not aware of the materials.

The average is diffic ult to interpret because it is composed of

a large. range of answe f to 24 items. For instance, the Anthropology
i

Curriculum Study Project had an average of .345 while the Carnegie-

4.8

.4

P
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.Mellon matetials;COmparaive Political System*, had an average of 1.15.

This is a three,to one tinge: Economics in Society had an average, of
1 , .

Only .118.' Therefore, the range between the lowest and the highest was

more than four to one. There is little doubt that mostteachers were
)

not aware of the social studies proiject materials.)

When the' data were recoded for prdcessing, they were broken down

into fourcategories of
'
unequal intervals. If a respondent's average

on all 24 items was fror zero'to .15, that person was coded as ones from

.16 to .49, as two; from .5 to .99, as three; and from 1.0 to

as four. Only 46 teachers out of the sample Of 206 were coded as fodr.

These 46 teachers were 22.3 percent of the sample."In the analysis that
4

folldws, the key word to describe these teachers is aware. Awareness

means that the teacher_said he or she was aware or had examined materials

or had received instruction in their use.

Fobrevity (and assuming the results are valid), the report often

states that "teachers were aware", ratherythan.that "they said they were

aware."

Use of Innovative Practices

On page 8 of-the Social Studies Teachers Questionnaire.(Appendix A),.

the teachers were given alist of 12 activities that could be defined

as innovative practices, including such things as nontraditional grading

systems and participation in team teaching. The teachers were asked to

.rank the extent to which they "engaged in the educational activities."

-They ranked them as follows: 1 = little, 2
f

=.)4,ioderately and 3 = great'. 4e'

The index--labelled usage or use--is the sum of the responses the

teachers gave to these 12 items. For example, if they engaged ir, non%

of the activities, the sum would be zeio. If they engaged in all

the activities to a great extent,. the total would ber36. Ii other words,
416

r I

for each of the 12 items a maximum score of 3 is possible and the range

is from 0 to 36.

The average for all of the teachers was 16.77, which is not quite.

halfway between little and moderate. Another way to put it is that the

teachers, on the average, saw themselves as using the listed educational

,' activities more than a little riot nowhere near moderately.

49
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Once again the average masks a very wide range of almost five to
. -

one for the.12 items. The lowest average was .54 for the usage of
PAO

computer-assisted Atruction and t- he highest was 2.31 fOr combating

sexism and racism. Interpreting these in another way, there was less

themotrlittleime of computer-assisted instruction but more than a

modetate-extent of combating racism and sexism by the teachers.

The findings on racism and sexism cast some doubt on either the

representativeness of the sample or the teachers' understanding of
ti

the questionnaire or both, unless, however, a vigordus attack on racism

and sexism has been unnoticed by other school-observers. Nevertheless,

the average is probably fairly representative because so many items
fa/

were included- Errors of interpretation on onetside might'have been

offset by other errors of interpretation on the other.

In--the coding, a score of 0 through 324 was assigned a one; 15

through 20, a two; and 21 through 31, a three. At least one teacher

scored a 31, close to the maximum of 36 and at least one teacher .

. 4
scored 0, louse of any imnovatil*practice

ConsOtent"with-bur attempt to isolate innovators andinnovative

practices, users willrefer only to those who scored between 21 and 31.

Sixty-five teachers, or 31.6.percent of our sample put - themselves into

group. In other words, almost a third of the teachers sampled'

stated that they made a somewhat moderate use of the 12 innovative

practices listed. Often we will simply state that these teachers

",used innovative practices." Use or usage in.the future reports

refers, then, to about 65 teachers -,with scores ranging from 21 to 31

out of a,possible 36; with the average for all the teachers being

16.77.

Participatierhoy Teachers in Decision Making

This is an index of teachers' perceptions of how often they

participate in making decisions. On page Hof the Social Studies

Teachers Questionnaire, the teachers were asked to estimate the'fre-

quency of their participation in-decisibn making over six areas"

ranging, from curriculum program changes to budget decisions (see

Appendix A). They were asked to mas( a zero if they never participated,

_50
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a one if seldom participated, two if they participated some and three if

they participated often.

The overall average was .666,_whiCh might be interireted thet the

teachers thought that they participated in dedision making more than

"never" but, not AOite."seldom." At least one teacher felt that he/she

-44-

never participated in any decision making and got a socre of zero. The

highest score for at least one teacher was 2.3, indicating that teacher

felt he/she participated a little more often than "some."

Once-again the overall average masks a wide range in the individual

avera4es. The overall average for participation in hiring new adminis-

trators was .0097. For all practiCal purposes, all the teacher indi-

cated they never participated in hiring new administrators. The highest

average was with,respect to the selection of curriculum materials, where

the index was 1.49, indicatingothat the teachers, by and large, felt that

'they participated more than "seldom" in the election of thee materials.

An, interesting question that deserves more investigation is the

differences between the teachers' perceptions of how .much.the actually

participated in making decisions-as opposed to how much they felt they
r

were encouraged to participate in decision makingly their administrators.

Without-the full data, it appears that the teachers felt they were en-
.

couraged to participate Much more than they actually did.

. In the coding, a core of 0 to .4 was given a dne, .5 to .9 was
1.

ilgiven a two, and from to 3 scored as a three. Therefore, when the

key word papticipate or paAicipation is used, it will refer only to those

teachers whose was one or more. This includes 53 teachers, or
,

percent of the sample. Put another way, persons receiving a high

index on this yariableperdeive themselves as participating seldom,

some, or often. requently, this report states that these teachers

"participate rather'ihan merely "said they participated."

In general oth the very low average and the low maximum score

indicate that the teachers in this sample did not see themselves as

participating very )such in decisions.'

Involvement of Students in Classroom %

On pdge 7 of Ote Social Studies Teachers Questionnaire, the teachers
-.,

.

were, asked, "To.what extent ate the students in your classroc asked for

51
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I

formal participatilin-the.following areas/" (see Appendix A). 'Six"

items, ranging from "choosing learning activities" to "evaluating you,

as a teacher," were theivlisted. The teachers- were to score-each item

on the following scale: .zero for no extent; one for little extent,

two for moderate extent,. and three for great extent. The index is

a weighted average of these scores and, thus,the value can vary from

zero to three. The average for all the teachers for all,thp items was

1.31, which might be interpreted as more than a little Mit less than

a moderate extent.' At leaSt one teacher reported no formal student

involvement for any items, and at least one teacher reported a great ,

extent for every item. The range, of the averages was the lowest of any

of the four indexes under discussion. It was .95 for teacher evalua-

tion of students' work at the bottom end and 1,76 for students'

evaluation of their own work at the top end.

In the coding 0 through .9 was codea as a one, 1 throu 1.4 as

a two, 1.5 through 1.9 as a three-and 2 through 3 as a four.

In the analysis that follows, the key word-will be involved or

involvement. It will refer only to classrooms where provisions have

been made for forrhal studet involvemeneand ,the involvement is at least

moderate. In otharlpords, thj,Canalysis focuses on those classrooms

where teachers stated that student involvement is moderate or more.

Frequently the report states that these teachers "involved their

students" rather than-merely "stated that they involved': them.

only 39 teachers of the sample Of 206, or 18.9 perdent, said

they involved their students "moderately" or more on the listed items. -

When we speak, _then, of involVement or siudent involvement, 'we refer

only to those 39 teachers.

Tnterrelationship Among,the
Tour Indices Of Innovation

-7-

Teacher Awareness and Innovative Practices

There is a strong and clear relationship between teilOhir awareness

of the social studies project materials and teacher use of a variety of

general innovative. teaching practices, such as instructional television,

"community-based learning activities, and inquiry teaching. Themore a

52
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teacher uses innovative practices, the more likely, the teac r is to be

-aware of project materials. -Only 14 percent of the low awareness teachers

use innovative practices extensively, while 52 percent of the awareness,
. .

teachers do. Also, of those:teachers who use innovative practices eX-

tensively only llepercent have the lowett awareness of materiali, while

37 percent have the highest awareness.

Teacher Awareness and Student Involvement

Although tbe relationship Mg nOt obvious or strong; the more

teachers perceive that they involve students in classroom' decision'

making, the more )hose teach rs re aware of the social studies project

materials. As the level Of st t-involvement increases, the percentage

of aware teachers increases fromll percent to 37 percent. Also, as the

level oeteacher awareness increases,the percentage of teachers who per-
:

ceive that they,involve.their students increases from 15'percent to
f

44 percent. The 17 teachers who are,most aware and who state that, they

involve their students the most make up 3V percent of the aware teachers

and 44 percent the teachers who most invo ve their students. (See

Appen4* dix C, section 4, CYosstabulation Table 'SPRJAWA by STDTINV.)

Teacher Awareness and Participation -in Decision Making

'There is no clear rerationship between the'level 0 teacher aware-

ness

.

of the social studies project materials and'the degree of teacher

partiftpation in school decision making." Twenty- eight -percent of the

teacher* who participated in decisiOn making seldom or' moAQ. were aware,

while 26 percent of the teachers who participated less than seldom

Were.aware. (See Appendix C, Crosstab Table SSPRJAWA'by TEACEIDEC.)
A

fnnovative PrafticeS and Student'Involvement

There is a strong correspondence between teadher'use of general

innovative practices and the extent_towhiLh teachers perceive that they
. -

involve students in classroom decision making. The higher thefitnnovative
_V.

practice score the better the chance that-the teacher states that he or- Aka'

*,

she provides'for student involvement. Only 10.percent of the teacher*

who provide, for student involvement use innovative practices'
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1
to 'a moderate or great extent,

r
while 70 percent of the teachers who

provide for a moderate or great degree of stIdent involvement also use

innovative practices to that extent. As ,a- teacher's -level offituderit

involvement increases, the percentage of teachers who,mse-iinnovative

practices at least moderately increase from 8'percent to 42 percent.

(See pendix C, section 5, Crosstab Table INNPRCTR by STDINV.)

Innovative Practices and Teacher Participation in Deci;ion Making
1

There appears to be a connection between these two variable;.

The more a teacher uses innovative practices, the greater the possi-

bility that the teacher perc ives himself or herself as participating

*school decision making processes seldom or r.' This perc4ntage

of "participating" teachers .increases from 25 percent to 43 percent__

as the extent of their use of innovativepracticesAiicreases. f (See. .

Appendix C, section 6, Crqsatab Table-INNPRCTR by TEACHDEC.)

. ,

Student Involvement and Teacher Participation in Decision' Making

' There is a slight relationship betweeap these two variables. If

. teachers said )they involved students in classroom decision making

m oderately,ormore, theyk.were slightly more likely to' feel they _

(teaches) partcipated in school decision making. HoWevar, ontyle

. teachers were high omboth indices. These 18 teachers, on the other

hand, accounted for 46 percent of the teachers who involved their

Students moderdtely or more and 34 percent:of the teachers whosaid

they participated in school decision making seldom or more. (See

-. Appendix C, section 7, Crosstab Table, STDINV by TEACHDEC.)

Summary and Discussion

The index Of teachers' use of general innovative practices appears

. to be strongly .related to each of the other-three indices of imovation.

A high score .n innovative practice use corresp9nds
.

wit4 student

involvement in the classroom, teacher particfpation in decision making,
. -

and teacher awareness of project materials.' To put the smatter in
,

..
a peispegtivd, howex;ik, it must be kdipt in mind that only 24, teaoherti'are

. -

in the highest/Category of bothl?roject awareness And high innovative

practice usage.- Only 23 teachers are in the highest category of 4ift:;

.5 4

e.

*it
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emselves asi:toarcipat

Only 27 teachers a

r .

g in decisions and-dsing.innovative

.the highes't category-of involving

s and using Innovati e practices.,
4 .

The.relatibAshipwbetween innovative prac

indi;tei'probably occur partlybecause several components of the pracUices

index are directly:'related.to the other indides. ."Use of student
4 ' 4

4
-feedbickitO make changes," for` example, relates directly to making,pro.'""",

alN
ces and the other three'9'.,,

4410sions di student. 'involvement in
'.

caMmUnity'besed leorti t'
, ....'

_ a
methdIA" are ethbCdie t

that'coalposed.th awpre
...

classrotm

ities"

decisions. "Use-of

qnd "inquiry as discovery teaching'

f the social studies project materials

ex. The'relatioffohip may also be strong

. .

becaUseeadhVie -of the four di e§ is tapping a dharaclIOStic of the
$

. . .- 0

teacher titit-it common to each .of the ind)geS4 although most pervasive in .

i , f

ihnovagive practices- -the desire to doriewand diffelpht thffigs wou18
,.L----,.k-- '. .i

.$4+ 4
4 .

lead teacherS to eXplbre newmatorials, engage in-innovative practices,
"". '

f

and.involve themselves and their stuths in decision making related to .

, .

-:

, ;

..,

... Otie14'parliCular spheres' of'influence. )
. ,r

.

'140kisg provisions for Student involvement in classrodm decisiOn
.-

-

1 , ° , pt. )

makind.corredpondsSOteithat but
i,

not Strtipg14 with teacher awareness of

social studies project materi4S and teacher pdrticipation in school

decisioimaking. ' Once again,, however-, only a small number ofteachers
.

#

dtore ,high on both student involvement and awareness (17) and on studenip

. .

olvemeneartd,eacher decision making (18). .'.

The.connedtion between'. teachers involving studedts in classroom
- , ?

,

'-deFi n making and participating themsel* i,inschool decision making
.

may be due t6A tendency ..corranori to both acions of broadening ;the
% ..... - ' r 9

"v
'

4egree o participatiSn in edlicational dedition making. Tie fact that
. r - , .

'-the asQcciation'is not stronger mat be due to scbool factors (principals
.., .0 .

- .

. sgwort fcfc example), inhiLiting teachers"' 4f forts to participate int
schCbgecigion making., while, leaving them fpeetd. institute changes

ln,their'oum classrooCs1
,.

'the rgi4ignship`bstween

teaiher awareness.* new

Os` Ifi

These f *tors might also be responsible for

teacher participatidn in dedision.making and"

materials.

44.
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,

- .

The -few indications of organizat nal cftmate that were gathetelle°
, .01 r

.
tend to support this hypothesis. If teachers. stated that the-adMinis-

tratiqn encouraged thei more th'an a_little t6 partiCipaVo i ion,
,

)

° making,8 they felt thatrthey did participate in those decidiohs to a

greater extent 'than they did if they were' not encouraged at ,kbig
.

is a weak finding, since only five teachers in the sample incicated

.thatAthdy were even moderately encouraged.
a

ere, was also a slight relationship between4how teaiahers_per

1

k cei .the school in terms of using innovati V4tpractices and thek

'extent. to which thelasaid'they used thode pr'actices. Once the scho61
NA,

Was perceived as using to more than a little extent, those praCtices,

it

I

,
.

then it was More ]ripely that "the 'teachers Said._they used inspVativd
..

'

-.

prac tices. . -

.

4
c ;'. , ,

By contiasi, however, .there -was no clear selationshipdbetWeep how
i .

much teachers pe* e ved'the school as making fqrmal provisions for
. . ,-,

student involv :in school decisions andthemtelves as making

provisions for studentAnvalvement in the'cAssroom. This finding,
# 0 . ,

owever,nseems reasonable. Teachers are still, very autonomous in''

classroom -matters and, therefore, could inIZIve or not.involve students
1

-.A

regardless of.theschool tendency. 16

~There is a moresdireCt connection between perceived characteristicsj-
.

,
.

of the School, and thepentorMance of the teachers on the.other
L

, .

variably. Some innovative pfactices, such as team teachin d

instructional television, for.,instance, need school support before°

. .

individual teachers can use them.. Also, if administrators do not
. f i

. ,, ii.

411E1/

t, encoilrkeacher participgtionein depisions such as' faxinulating the,

t,, budget and hiring new.teacherS and administrators; it is difficult

A -
V -, 4

'for teacher's to engage ih such decision making.-

40 ' Ali. l.! ..

Arms, five oeitne six pOssible'interrelationships among the four'
2'"

indices Of',innovat4on were 4MeWhat or strongly 'gaited. We assume ..

,")

that the basis for001ese interrelationships is a waif rm

tea-chat inliovativeness. In additions two of theseAndices - -teacher

' . ,

r % participation in decision making and-teacher use of innovative
. . -

practices - -were somewhat related to certain perceived characteristics.,,
- .

k-k.

;i6.

of the school.'

56
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Awateness of Social Studies Project Materials

A

Teacher awareness of the social studies projectitaterials correspond-

ed'somewhat or strongly with the following variables. ("Note: Only-46

of 206 teachers wet aware of many social studies project materials.) .

Sex:'Generally males were slightly more aware than female's: Twenty-
,.

four percent,of the males were aware, while only 18.6 percent of the ,

females were; while males comprised 71 percent of the total sample, they

made up 76percent of the.aware teachers:

Age.: Teachers over 40 were more like ly to be aware than teachers

under 04 but the correlation between age d iWarenebsywas nottrong.

Thirty -one percent of the Le chers over rs old were aware, while

only 17 percent oche Under-40,teachers d ware.

-
3

Race: White teachers were more likely to be aware than black

teachers. 'Twenty-six percent (42 of 162i of

aware while only 11 percent (2 of 18) of the

Of the aware teachert, 91 percent wete white

the white teachers were

black teachers were aware.

4 percentblack,,and

5 percent other racial/ethnic backgrounds. Of the total sample 51.per-
..

cent were white, 9 percent black, and 10 'perCent other.

Tenure: If teachers, did not have tenure, t ey, would most likely

not be ware (80 percent of the,nontenured ers were not aware).

If, teachets were aware, they most litely had tenure (80 percent of the

aware teachers had ten e).

Position:' Chairpersons who also taught-were much more likely to be

aware than fu47-time social studies teachers. Sixty-seven, rcent of-the

.* chairpersons were amare while bn1S, 20.5 percent of the full me teachers

. were. Alt4pugh chairpersons comprised only 4.4 percent of the total
-

sample -they comprised 13 percent of.the aware teachers.

-Degre :leachers with master's degrees and beyond are much more
414

likel}, to be aware than teachers with hachelor's degrees but less than

0

,

a master's." While 31 percent ofothe MA teachers were aware, only 16 per-; . j

cent of the BA teachers were. Also) while the total
,
sample Las comprised

of only 46 percent MAs, the aware teachers werecomposed of 61 percent

;MAs.

T.
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Inservice: Teathersvith.20 or more hours of ineerVice'training
I

related to social studies education- were more. likely to Waware than
,. ,... -,

those With
*
less then -20 hours. 'Althdugh teachers-with 20 or more

hours comprised only 19 percent of the total sample/ they comprised,
_

,-
044 percent of ihe9 . ware teachers. .

,

, .

Professiipnal° Organizations: Teachers bel nging to,. t4lree or four

professional organizations were more likely to Y
aWOurthan teachers )

41-

belonging to less than three. Forty percent of the'teachers who be7
i

longed
.

to three to four organizations,were.i, aware,
1

while, only,"16 percent
.

46f the other teachers were. Also, 48 percent of the aware group were
,.

a.
teachers belonging tib'three to four organizations.

,

Professional.liournals: As algroAD, those whO reacrno journals were
. _

. ,

less aware than those who did. Significantly, increased awareness

t occurred, however, Only for those who readifOuror more journals

regularlie. 'Fifty pertent of those teachers who read four or more
: .

%
journals wereaware while only 7.5 percent4who read none were aware. '

Number of Coukses Taught: Although'nO stving relationship existed,
% .

tween number of cdurses6teachers had taught more than once in the
goo

3 last three years and.their level of awaenss, teachers with the

maximum score of six courses tended to'beware in .significantly

higher percentages (42!5 percent) than the groups-of teachers who

taught less than six courses (12 to 27.pertent).
-1

Little or no correlation was found, between teacher awareness o

the social studies project materials and the following variables:

Number of years teacitng experience.

Number of years ip the present school
'system

-

Percent-Jet Caching time spent on' 4

-.: social studies

t of released tilt

'1'eIlke er's salary .

Teacher's undergraduate major

Number of collpgedikedit_hours
.,

Number of professiomid meetings attended*in
last three years

, .

Teacher use of.commercially-published
r .

11

materials ;Or,

58
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Many variables aweared to be related to teacher awareness of the

social studies project materials. The strongest relationships were, found

between awareness and hare, current position, and degree. Tenured
.

teachers, chairpersons, and teachers with master's degrees am."Seyond were

much more likely toshe aware than their counterparts. Since chai0ersons

usually receive the a tion of publishers, it seems reas le that\

they would more 1 aware of giVen set of se6ial StUdies

materials, including those of the fe derally fundedprojects.,, Teachers_

With master's degrees might have been, exposed.to courses that made'them

aware of these materials. Since neither the amount of teaching expei-,
7 ,

ience nor the number ol:years in the present system was related to

awareness, the tenure relationship is more difficult to explain. 4,er-

haps the only reason a relation appears in the'latter case is that
. ..-

tenure is a'dichotomouA variable (only two categories), while the other
,

4 ,

two are continuOus (with six toseven categories). Indeg when telochers
,

R
are divide4,into'hose with less t 14 years experience and those

with 14 orpore years, an asscitia n appears--the latter teachers are
.

more liMely to be aware.

fi

This type,of relationship also appears for-age (overAO mote aware); t

inservice training (those with 20 or more hours were more aware), pro--

fessidnalor5anizations (those with three or more memberships were more

aware), prcfesspional journals (those who read four or more were more
.

aware), and number of courses taught (those with six were,more aware).

Each of these fact generally relates to a broadening of the'teacher's.

activity and cont t.. It might indicate that' until a Certain level of

activity is reached there (is no significant change in awareness of the

project materials.

. ftnally, two other dichotomous variables seemed to be.'tlightly'
4 .

' elated to awareness. Males were slightly more likely to be aware than

females and white teachers more All blacks (white males formed tbe'

overwhelming majority of thetemple). Sirice the number of blacks in the

sample is small (18 of 206) t atter findingt.not conclusive.

hIlilr
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Teacher.Use of Innovative Practices .,
- 4 _

Tea er use of various innovatilLpractices,'such as inquiry

teaching, instructional television, and values 011rification, syMed

somewhat or strongly related to the following variables. (Note:

Sixty-five teachers, or about 32 percent of the sample composed the

high-index group on this variable. Thatwour was composed of

teachers who stated that they made a somewhat moderate use of the

12 innovative practices listed on-the questionnaire.)

Tenure::" Teachers without tenute more likely to be

users-of innovative practices than those with tenute. :Thirty-eight

percent pf the nontenured teaChervwere users, as com r to 29 per-

cent Of.the tenured teachers.

Teaching Time: 'Those who teach social studies 75 percent or more

of the time are somewhat more:likely to use innovative} practices.

0 Over one-thfird of the teacpers who spend 75_ percent or more of their .
4 I

tsaching.time VII social studies, use innovative practices,4hile only

one-fourth o those Who.'teach between 50 to 75 percewoknt, and one-sixth

those wholeach less than 50 percent dbcial studies use innovative

practices. The last group (under M) percent) contajn6d only six

teachers, however.

College Coyrses: Teachers who have taken nine or more credit

hours of 'college courses related to teaching social studies,in the last

three years have a clear tendency to use innovative practices-more

than teachers who have less than. nine hours:'

'70 teachers who have taken nine or more hours
.

while only 26 percent of the 136_teacheis who

nine hours are users.

Forty-one percent oe the
4. '

use innovative practices

have taken less than

Professional Organizations: 'Teachers- who belong to three or'four

professional organizations are clearly more likelyuse innovative

practices than thOse w belong to fewer organizations. Forty-seven

percent of the teachers who belong to three organizations and 40 iercent

of tftose teachers who bAong ,to four organizations 'ate useri,''As

compared to 21 percent for members sot none, 32 percent for members of .

one, and 29 percent for memb4rs.of two organizations.'

,r Y
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Few connections were found between
,
teacher usd ofsinnovative-

.
. . .

.practices and the following.var ables: i. .

.11'

-

__Sex'

Age
,

%

Racial/Ethnic backgrounds of the teachers

N.unber of-years-teaching expeiience (except that halfof the ten
teachers wht had less than a year.ekperience used-innovative

practices) ,
. ,

Number of years teachers were in'school system

Current positic (One-third reetf nine) of the impartment

41,
ditiirpersons used innova -ve practices and nearly 30 percent

of the fuX1=t1me teachers did. So there was no' difference.)

Amgunt of Released Time

Salary

Degtee

rAcademic Major (Nearly half [461percent] of the eslucaticin majors,

were users of innovative practices but theyrare only 14 per -'

cent of the sample. The percentages of users inpzitheemajcirs

.were'hi'story, 3 percent and social science, 36 Percent.)

n erv'ce (N Arly half [five of kl] of the tejachersgho had
xirsl'or more of inservice training used inho/ative

.

pr.actices.)

Numbei- of professfOnal meetings attended a-
.

Number of professional journals read (But 64 percent mine of1/4) .

of those teachers who lead five or more j6urnals
j

Were Users at

ooMpared to percentages of 47 to 13 percent.of teachers who
read from four to zero joUrnals.)

. ,

Number of, courses taught -. ,

-
,

Ulr of commercially.produced materials
. .

Number o f college courses and professional membelliships were the
I

variables which wera strongly and positively associated with teacher use

.. ' of innovative practices. 'In both cases 'a certain level selemed to
I *

;correspond to use of various general educational practices. Thus,

i

'teachers with nine or more hours of courses in social studies and those

...):AO belonged to three or more organizations clearly uselirovative

practices more pervasively than those below those levels., Perhaps the.
1.

variety of courses and contact.with organizations exposed these teachers

to more new ideas,and involved -them with groups of teachers who re-
!

igforced the tendency to dse those new ideas. Since there was a slight

4 4
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41

tendency for teachers who'read five or more to use practicet

more than others, this hypothesis seems rdlconable.
4

There was also a slight. tendency for nmntenured teachers and

.thoqg who eaught.sellial studies more than 75 percent'of the time to

use innovative practices. Those whose priwary )ssponsibility--and.

therefore, probably, training--wai in social studies would havd'more

time'and energy to focus on doing new things rather than merely teach-

ing the content. The use of these practices by nontenured teachers

could be due partly to their recent contact with college courses that

aF stressed those ideas. Since a number or college courses strongly

correlated with use of innovative practices and since haleof the

teachers *with less than one year experience used innovative practices,

this cOnclus,ion,shans reasonable:

While all other variables did not relate to tip use of innovative'.

practices, teacherswho,majored in education were somewhat more likely

to use innovative practices than history or social science majors.

This seems reasonable since hools of education stress methodology;

especiallx new techniques an strategies, while the'ttectdemic depaAments
:

would stress the content of tie areas.

Thus; a coiiposite picture of the teachir most likely, to use various

innovative practices 'might be the'teaoher whb had recently taken :many' .

college courses'relateato teaching social studies, especially eduCation

'courses; who belonged to sevevai organizations; who taughtpostly.social

'N studies; but who id' not help's tenu±e.

Teacher Participation in School Decision Makin

The frequency with which teachers participate:in school decision

making in areas such as changing the curriculums hiring new teachers
. r .

and administrators, and formulating the budget, is associated somewhat

or strongly with the following variables. (Note:, Fifty-three teachers

of the 206 in the sample [26 percent] form the high index group on this

variable. These teachers perceinothemAelves as' participating seldom,

sometimes, or often.)

62
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Sex: Women saw themselves as slightly more involved in decision

Making than,the men. Twenty-nine percent of-the female-teachers .

participated.in decision making while 24 percent of the-male teachers did.

Also, while the.women comprised 29;perceut of the total sample, they

forged one-third of the participating teachers.

. Tenure: Nontenured teachers were slightly more likely to see them-

selves as pdrticipating,in School decisions than tenured teachers.
6'r

ThiEty-two percent of the nontenured teachers perceived. themselves as

participating while only '1'3 percept of the tenured teacher#,did.

Current Position: Over half of the chairpersons (fi've of nine)

A saw. themselves as'participating in school decisioriemaking while less than

one-fourth of the full-time teachers '(43 of 185)'did.

Degree: To a slight degree, teachirs.with master's degrees were

more likely to see themselves as invplved. in decision makinolitthan those

with bachelor's degrees. Twenty-eight of MAs.S.SW themselves as rtici-'

pating while 23 percent of the BAs did%

Little or no relationship was fbund between the frequency of teller,

participation in school decision making ax* the following variables:

Age (Except that the youngest tedchers do not perceiN.Te themselves

as participatingrIK-4466104?,decisions)-

.aM

Race

. Teaching everience

Yeart experience in school system

Pecent of teaching time spent l'onsotiar. studies
. 4

AmoUnt of released ti

Salary

Academic degree

Inserve training (Except that 46 percent (five of/11] of VIE?
teachers who had 37 or more hoirs pf inservice-training

saw themselves as participating in decision making while
the other grbup's percentage of perceived participatiog was
smut!! less (frog 20 to 33 percent].)

41
College credits

.
.

cPMembership in professional orgahizations

rofessional meetings

Professional journals, num ber. of .(Exclept that 57 percent [eight of

."14].teachets who read five ormore jburnals saw themselves-as
participating.' This was by far a high percentage than any
other group of riders (.19,to 29 percent].)

4, 63T
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Number of courses taught.

Use of commercialty published material
4

Of the fOur indices ofinn'ovation'in this study, teacher

participation ih school decision making had the weakest ,correspondence

- with the indepefident variables under consideration. The only variables

to which teadlier decision making appeared related to any degree wete

sex, tenure, position, and ;degree. 'EVen those relationships were,

.

very weak. . . J ,,.(
.

Females, nontenured teachers, 10 polders of,maaer's degreesr,saw
.

s.

themselves as slightly more involved than their counterparts., Slightly

'_ more women indicated that they were involved A school decision making

''than men. More nontenured teachers also stated that they participated

- in decision making than did tenured teachers.- Perhaps the latter

teachers have a more extreme view of'what constitutes real' participation
_

in school decisions, whereaS nontenured teachers, new to the system',

might be more likely to interpret even the slightest input into minor
. 1

\ decisions as real participation.
.
However, sir$ce number,of years in

the present systehAid not correlate with teacher decision

. this hypothesis it very weak. The slight tendency forpaster's

degree holders tobe more involved ehan thosewith bachelOr's degrees

. confuses the restilts even more, since more-of'the formef'uould have
,

tenure than the latter.-

The clearest, bilt also Least:surprising,=result was that more

department chairperson; saw themselves, as participating in decisiOn

making than surelyregularleachels. This must sury be 4ue.to the nature.

,of the position, especially in large schpol, districts, whpre the

department chairperson.functions as a quasi - administrator. Interviews_

with department chairpersons tended to confirm this hypothesis,

though it is not known exactly, from which districts the five chair-

persons who said\they participated came.

AlthoUgh there were some interesting aspects of the relationship

n teacher decition making and several other variables such as
I

, inservice training, and number of professional journals teachers

ad, there was no apparent relationship to the other variables.
6
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Sent Involvement in Classroom Decision Making

The extent to which tedgiers said they made provisios for formal

student involvement in classroom decision, such as choosing content and

letrning activities and. evaluating the teacher, appeared to correspond

Somewhat or strongly with the following variables. (Note: 39 of the

- 266 teachers in the sample119 percent) said-they involved their students

in classroom deciSion making.)

Sex: A greater percentage of women (25 percent) said they involved

their students in decision making than men (16 percent). Also, although

women comprised 29 percent of the total sample they made up nearly 40 per-

cent of the teachers who-involved their students.

Race: Black teachers were far more likely to involve their students
_ - i

in decision making than white teachers. Fifty percent of the blackl
-

..-

(nine of 18) involvedlstddegts while only,1-7 percent (2d of 162) of
. .

the whites did.

-Teaching Experiente: Teacheriwith4ess than -four years experience

were-el:most likely to involve students in decision Makingthan any other

group.. Twenty-eight percent of those teachers involved students, as
.

opposed, to percentages ranging fr8m 10 t0,22 percent for teachers with

mace experience.

'.Tenurel Nontenured teachers were sghtly more likely to Involve,

their' *students in classroom decisions than tenured teachers. 'Twenty -five

percent of the nontenured teachers involved students while only 17 per-

./
cent of tenured teachers did. Also, althougt'nontenured teacher's colorised

only 27 percentof the sample, they made up 36 percent of the teachers

who'involved students.

Current Position: Full-time-teachers isle somewhat more likely to

involve their*students in classrobm decisions than teaching:_chairpersons.

Of the full-time teachers, 18.4 percent -- cbmpared to 11 percent of
.

--chairpersons -- involved their students. But there were only nine chair-
s.

per-ions in the sample.

Teaching Time: Those who taught social studies 50 to 75 percent of
.

the time are slightly more likely (24 percent) to involve their students
c

than those who taught more than 71glettent social studies (18 percent) .



Degree: Teachers with a bachelor's,degree were more likely to

involve their students (21 percent) t han teachers with master's

degrees (14 percent did). Alsb, bachlior-degree teachers comprised

53 percent of the total sample, but 61 percent of those who involved

students.

Professional, Organizations:
.

The teaChers'who belonged to four

organizations were much more likely to involve their students in

-decision making (36 percent) than teachers who were members of fewer

organizations (14 to 20 percent of those groups of 'teachers involved

their students). However, 'Since:the 36 perdent who did involVe'

stUdeas amounted to only nine teachers, one must be cautious in inter-
6

,-
preting this result.

Professional Journals: There is a clear.and strong positive%
.

relationship between the number of-professional journals.teache4s

'read-and the extent to 1,414.ch t4iirteachers involve studehts in decision

making, The more "journals. teacheks read the wore likely they involved

their students. Among_the teachers who involved their students =3.n.

decision making, 57 percent read five or more journals., 13 perCent

read four, 29 reset three,,19 perCent 'read two',, 10 percent read 6®

and 6 percent read none. Also, those who read three or more journalf

composed only 29 percent of the total sample but nearly half (46.4

percent) of the group who involved students in decision making.,

Little or no relationship was found between the ext ent to which

teachers involved their students in'classtoom decision making.and the

following vdiables:

Age .-

NuM4er of years in present school system

Released time

Salary

Academic major (Only a slight tendency for education.msjors'to
involve students more tflan others was found.),' I'

S

/nservice training

College credits. I

Number of professional meetings attended

Use offroomMercislly produced materials

. 6_6 4

,..

el
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4

The number of p4ofessional journals. teac herb read was most strongly

frelated to the extent to whicheachers said they involved their students,
.

in classroom decision making. The mope journals,read the more likely

that teachers would involve their students. It is difficult_to hypephe-

',size what caused that, relationship. Type of - journal, (edu cation, social
. ...

.slience; and so forth) was not spdcifie in the'analysls.
i

Fairy strong''relationships were also found for s x (women.said they
%

involved students more) Andrace.(blacks.said they evolved students
. .

.

. . .,

much more). Perhaps there is a relatdnship between the fact that women"
. . -

teachers saw themselvestsvinvolved in school decision making and that
..

. . they,involvecbstudents more ii classroom decisions. Nothing in this
. ..

set of data points to factors that wjuld'explaln'the surprisingly"pigh,

. . evel,of student involvement by black teachers.

4 Slight ObrrespondenceS were found between student . involvement and ,

teaching experience (the leis experience, the more'involyement), nure A

;

(nontentired.tpachers involved students more), degrees. (1Ndegrees re

likely to involve), current position (full -time teacher involved)

studNits,more4 than chairpersons); proportion of time teaching social

Studies (tho4e with 50 to 75(percent time,, most involved). Education
1 .

majors, also involved their studeRpS slightly more than did social science

majors.--.Also, if teachers belonged
.

to four or More professional / .

g
.

organizations, they were-much more likely to involve theif-AW
i

Students in
i ....

i

decision making. Except for thid last-factor, each of the'othr 1-..--

. t
,

1

oorrelations'are the opposite of "how these variables were refatedlto

tea6her:awareness.
4

more aware. 1

The experienced, ',tenured, and MA degree teachers were

Summary

I * t

Of the independent variables, sex and tenure appeared to jelated

to three of the foull:indice*of innovation. In.additiorYtenure) current
.

poSition, and highest degree'seemed strongly related to both teaq-Ler

awareness of troject materiaki'and teacher participation, in deci44ion

making,-desiiite the lack Of any connection between these two indices_

of innovation.. Number of,jourNils read semed-a significant factor in

C7
. '

$
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tow much teachers involved stuaentvin classroom decigions and was

somewhat related to teacher awareness. The number of college

courses taken and, professional organizations belonged-to were the key
4

'variables related to teacher lose of innovative practices. 'Perceivqd,

congruenck between school practice and teacher practice was a-factor
4

in both the'level of teacher participation inftchool decisions and .

the extent of teacher, use of innovative. practices. Finally, tne

amount of released time, sayry level", and percentage of commercially

published materials used did not correlate with any of the four

'indices of ihnovation.

I

4

a
4

0

`

3
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SOCIAL STUDIES DEPARTMENT .
A

AND MR* INNOVATIVENESS ..

p ip ' .

'"
4

111

,. .. . -
4.

_ _ 4 ,'''
O %,COmbining.dOph-from both the survey ghestionnaires and thepase

11 1. 4 ,. V.

itildiS of nine schools, this chapter discusses the nature, of innovation
... , .4 ', .o.

,
. ....

and noninnoilatiOn in several social si*dies dePartments and-ht§h ,.-

schools. Factor's related to tke'existence ofsocial studies innovation

in-the depaitmenti, hools ace .also explored, , '' 41 . .

46

...,

- -

lk The first, part of t e chapter deals with InnoVatioh in-Two jSmaiI .

,

Rural High Sdhoots. Tvp,school profiles are presented%."One=involves , ,*AA ,4,, I 9

Williams Senior Iligh,Schi>ol--a small Midwestern high scho61. Kra an.'

. i nnovative social studies 'apartment of five teachers.., The otherscho61,..
tio

44
also. in the :Midwest, is Flint High School. ThiSthree-person social.

. -

s tuaesappartcnent is non innovative. 'Then in an effort to identify
.

.,
.00

:2; ii
possible factofs related to the innovativeness,of 'Williams and the non-

.
II=

innovativeness -of, Flint,'botp, Bois and derftten.4A are pompared, 4. A )

he 1eboond part,
.

Innovation iA Tv. LargeUrbaltSubUrban,iiigh ll

Schools, focuses on'two large-high schools into huge districts in the 4
4 4

o I I ; V

42?

tik

.
.: Southeastern section'octhe =Until. Again separate prpfilds:of

.

Stephen X. lougias High.School.ithe,innovative social studies department).

ClougiAnior High Alchool,(thenon*IiOvative department) 4re. p

'sented)be ore comparing the two siflools. ., .
-, .

5. , 1 4 .

ugh id generalizations an conclusiofts based on
.,

rApt

' these ca studies are impossible, several tentatiV /hypotheses
..

.

« as
concerning the factors tliet,foster or inhibit social Studies innovation

r

,

in 4,011 and large high School's are discussed: www0

Innovation' in Twq S400ls,

\,4 A PrafiWof Wi1:1)164s Senior 1119h Sch6o1

.

by Sr. Georgianna Simon^\-
, The S g ,

.

, ' O
Ao

. %.'. Thk Community'. While thete is perhaps no typical Midwestern smalls11
. i .

city, Williamg can be thought, of as a variation qn that theme.'
4
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Locatedr in a rural setting .- miles-from the nearest large city in

.,

some
re' .

its state, some of its.7,2 s; citizens are housewives, machine operators,

laborers,. vaftsmen, armers/ service Workers., and owners or'managers.
-1.

These c assificatiOns total81.pesdent of the adult labor force.
Willi supper arge'brick bank, built about -.885, locatedai

intersect', ; a good library (this
4
one newer than the*C ie era);

4 lind 22 churches (21 Protest ant, one Catholic)._ The pep re.paucasian.

Their income is below .that'pf families in metropolitan a as of the

state; but 78 percese-of the families:own their own well-kept homes. AP
.

44.1liamstoffersa cityTowned Olympic-sized swimming pool, fodr parks%

'a fishing roller rink, pdol halls, a driving range, . ,

, , s
. 'a go -cart track, miniature golfi and two "completely equipped" Little

. s " _

League parks. Among tle.many organizatiohS in town are: the American,
%

Legion and its auxiliary, the AAUW', the Boy SCouts, the Girl Scouts,
; . ,

amber of Commerce, the Jaycees, the Flying Club4 thelidspital.

Auxilia'ry, the I.O.O.F., the Kiwanis, the Lions, the Rotary, the 011asonid,

1.

I,
i * 1

i

,- 1. ,

community,-eS they Perceive it, persuades many of Williams' 'college

graduitik to return home to make a living. .. . .4
. r

The compositiolglof the population of thecommunithas urged littl
a AV

over time, the
.

citizens'identify with the cif* and the sch 'system is , , ,r

ge, the AtiorYal Guard, the Order of the Eastqrn Star, the. Rebeckab

Lodge, the Sotoptimis Club, and the Veterans of Foreign Wass,.
40,.

. The norm is to graduatefrom high school (thedrOpout rate is un-
.

,

usually lOW) and, if possible,419s"to College (50.to 55 percent of the
4*,

high school students attend). 'Students are motivated to attend college,

.eccording to'one'lodal observer, by tft desire for a higher sthndard of

'living than 'they see about tIPem in.)Willifts. The attractiveness of.th

,to

Of 4

a source of pride. No bond issu for the sdhpols has ever'been loss ':arid

11W
.ON S S

111,

the list bond issue, or 0,000,
S

was favorably approved by 89 per-,

cept'of ,the voters. The superintendent of'schools,,with ',38 rears of
,t 1,

czu .t . .

service (34 aS.Supbrintendent), holds, respected and iMpdrtant,pface in

the community, and he enjoys the support of the citizens .
as wel/ as the ;

.

school'board,, *hose membership'is described as "stable." 'The city has
,

built a.n7w elemeht-ary school and a high
sch°91,

on $.1arge,P1Ot:of ground

at 'the edge of the city (the land was gift to the city, this writer

e4 6

. fr

.., 7 O.
-34
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understands), and the,new!jUnior high school to be built th may well

be named after the pre superintendent. Not only does a stian

tradition dominate.the community, hit there is apparently widespread

cobmitment to it. J-------

The weekly newspaper is devoted largely to local and regional
ime

news. The May 21i 1975 issueincluded items Such as the names of the

graduating high school seniors, pictures of scholarship winners, a

report. of hospital admissions and releasei, a story on the local cont

tribution to the Alaska pipeline, and a story. on pqetry written by

Ar' fifth graders on a visit to a wildlife refuge. The community_might be

expected td be politicall4onservative, although there Ore no data at

hand to confirm this conjelure.

t.

The School. The Williams,ichool district developed a building

plan in 1943. The elementary, school was built first; thee the high

school was completed, in 1961 (and paid for in the spring of 1969);1

construction of the junior high will. see the original,plan Completed.

.41 AccOrdingto the description of tile high:school written by they

superintendent,4 the primary,concern

The building is divided into areas

edUcatiOn'(Classiooms and library),

in its design was for the student

sothat'the quieter side of

is separated from-those educationa

components that involve more activity and noise (music, physical
.

educatfOA, and tramatir. Students are "eMpoSed very little to

undesirable weather conditions in changing from one area to another."

The offices are locat4d in an area' convenient to the'student and the

library is located in the center-of the acadl(ic area. On the grOunds
4 4

that the function of the auditorium is.primarilyito instruct' rather ''
a,

than to eAtertain, the auditorium was designed with the stage. as the
fool,.

most important component . The gymnasium design emphasize's instruction *
-.

los

rather than interscholehrtic sports. The second major concern was cost
. -,. .

and there is p;ide that economy wa's possible without loss of quality

(e.g., the present cafeteria iS intended to serve:the junior hArgh

students as well). Finally, the building was designed to'be able to

accoTmodateel,000 or more students"'simplyiby, adaingclassrooms,

"ft

1.
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Students and '-Teachers. In the absence of any dress code, except

..., that bare ,fait a.4d' shoiks are verboten., the students wo' tild,probably be

iriaittinguishablow±redress or hkhavior from those in any other school
....... ... - . , , ,

with the same' social, ethnic, and econpmic Elickground. The students -.

reflect th; hoMorty f both the areansri pea and the city, and on this sount
.

....their range of .dreds and behavior differed rim that of students in 'a
.

more heterogeneous Setting. . _ . -
,,- ./ ,

The students /
appear to reflect the comMunity2s pti in its school p-, .

..- .
and

S.
and therefore school spirit tends 'to be strong. Many of the 656 students

i

enrolled (1972 figure) frequently -aspired to attend college; very., ften
entering Southwestern State Teachers College, located '50 mileS ._ . _ 4 .,
Others planned on training for vocations and trades. - . .1.,,,,, ..

. , Procedures of the Visit. ,, Because of an administrative' error ,N cine ..1
. .

interview arrived in Wilqiams a day before the oilier, assumed that ,the

. *-7-kcond was not darting, and 'conducted interviews
A

s.. . th''.'the superintendent,
-

the ^social sciences department chairperson, anckallmemberg of the,sodial/0'.
t, studies staff. using th nterviewschedules"4nd 'taping the sessions. "'

P
P.

It was decidedliptli,at t second.intervievierould talk with `the superin-
Vlb

.

e, i tendent, , the prin&ipal, the departm'eAr chairperson, and one 'facUlty
, ,

member not in the sOcial sciences' depay ent in order. to ,,get a sense of
* 4the situation i.<ithAlt. using the inter eso schedule. The two interviewers

f°' .

dauld then Compare their perceptions. The session between t4 two inter:-
viewers was conduiVd just prior to their departure at the local library,
and it too. was taped- Unfortunately, the tape recorder malfunctio ed

- .0,46

and some of the taped material was lost. The transcriptions were on%

without the Opporturaty to ask the first *interviewer ,for clarification
and help dn. transcribing, and thus the record is not as complete as it t
could have been. , Npt all answers to fall questions in thee sCheduliA are

available, and.for some questions there are do ahswds. -Nonetheless,
,.

considerable' in"fonnation was gained in the...process. . i .
%. ,

Thedates of the visit -were-were April 22 and 23, and the second day
N -

-coincided With a number of examinations.

72
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The Social Studies,&urriciifUm
, -

.

Courses and.Materiaks. The textbook list indicates the following

Offered by the'social7sciences department.e_
4

Tal;ie

I Social ttudies Course Offerings at Williams

. .
Required Courses , .

Units Credit Grade LevelName

Modern kmeric History 1 9

Modern World. tory ' .1/2. 10

,

World Geography- l /2' _10 $ ,
. .

Electives

Name /
. r

Units Credit', Grade Level
. N.

Consumer Economics 1/2, . 912

%

Ciottparative Politichl

Systems . , 1/2
ReadingS ip-Americian. li.

History V /// 1/2,,

,,Socio y ,; 1/2

Advanced Sdpiology

V

Y/2

Interriati nal RelatiOns 1/2
...-

ContempOr- - 1/2
. 4 4. -1Mateate Histary

r
Pgycliology

-
.

4

. 1

i ..,

AlthoUgh data few 1970-71
k,....

were not obtainlir.atithectime#of'the

visit, by .the North Central AssociiVon in the Sprih4 of 1968, thexe'had,

142

11-12," f> ,4 _

4T.1i2

.

4

4,
been a required citizenship course in theriirith grad that was no longer:.

,: in.*the curriculum and Amerioan history had been required at the llth,, -,
, ; '. . .

, . . , .

grade.level. 'Economics was now changed 'to consumer economics.;
. _ , I. '

cal
I oft A

*comparative polit ,systems, reaaingain American hiatorY'adVAnCdo-

have
.

.

sociology, and wychology. asince,been added*,
..,.

.

.

, Ilperviews revealed ,that, the' Fenton materials were used in the
".. 'k Ow o .

requirpd world geography course; compakaiive political sysynna emplamili_

the Fenton materials of same name; and tile: sociology coIrse had

. .. 13 ,
4

4
f

4
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Inquiries in Sociology (SRSS)-as the required text.
4

.... c
The faculty of the social, science department defined innovation as

4 . .
eqpivalent.to doing something new or. different; they saw themselves as

.,
early adopters of new curriculum materials; they frequently wrote

material to acoolipa4 texts& and, to general, the} ~felt free to modify

tgl their own satisfaction any materials-provided them. Most wOuld_support

treaiing values in their materials, at least to the extent of gettiig

.the students to think about thaproblems.involtred, and all were relatively .

satisfied with thepreseni social studies program with minor modifica-
4

tiOns. The teachers 'werej however, continually searching for imprOVement

in.'their instruction with strong support fromthe superinte nt of

schOols. His view, as recorded by one interviewer, was,"Don t worry
. .

f

r Y
about the final product; theirimPortant thing is the process of working

S
,

to improve instruction."
I .. (

There wige no blacks in Williams,and no orip could 'qurite say )

that should be the case. According to one teacher, the_students liked,
.

tel use the 'word nigger, but itwas not permitted in theclassroOM. One

unconfiefied story reported that a black had%moird in, but decided to

Move out*. again. For a black person, 'a communityLof this. sort pight well,.

.

t II , 0
be themost difficult in which to gain.acceptance. Because there were r1c)j

blac)cs, iist gttitudes wete*apparently not counteracted if they

existed, and one teacherEsaid, "You shouldn't get involved in this issue ,
1

as far as telling it4,,kids how to ehink."
A

4,

Teaching Practices .

In the absence of information about teaching practices that might
Y

have_been obtained by visits to4the classroom, and having little in-

formatIonon. this topi's generated gy the.inilrviews, the dat- obtained
.

from the questionnaires are the basis for tn.', statements that

riety of activities ape listed on page'$ of the teacher
44.

.

que tion (Appendix A. ,They are: use of nontraditional grading
.

systems, formulation and ofbehavi objectives;objectives; oombating sOxism

and racisim,in the..schobl, use of computer-assisted instruction, u of

inquiiy or discovery teaching methods, use oi indivicualized instructio
.

use Of"cOlimunity -based learning activities, use of instructional

f

411
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4
. . ..

television, use of studerit feedblifk to make changes participation in
.

.
...

human
o

relations training for teachers, and use of values clarification

4chnigileS. On a scale of 6 to 3.0 (none, little, moderate,oreat)/:,

teachets,perceived use of thesepractices .as little (N=2) to
. .

moderate (N=3). The school was perceived in the same way (in 'this
,

situation, the schoolis the district). Of thepractices listed,

ry and discovery methods, student feedback to mate changes, .and

clarification techniques, in that order, were rated most used

=,

n a variety of teaching practices in the clas in which the

ts-mightithe involved, (Appendix A, Questionnaire for Social

Studie Teachers, item 25), the greatest valU6 was 1.4 (on a 0 to 3.0'

scale o evaluating their,own work, and the.lowest value was .4 on
.

cfloqsing7 se content. There was little evidence*of student

ninaking: It seems clear that thedepartment as well as the

were, concerned with the students' best intdrests. Ther was,

le, some interest in thAse.of Alternative programs, ethnic

0.

studieg materials, and the'use of elective 'courses.

, - 'Among the'24 new social studies curricula preseRted in tile teacher

quesikonnaife, the staff were familiar'to sane extent with 20; ten of

those had most often been used "as is." /Of the ten used, seven were

used cqnsistpntly by some memkers of the staff.

Department Interaction
t

In the,lastten years the social sOlence departmenlphadtWo
. .

,-
dynan46 chairpersgns, both of *Wmm,were interested` in curriculum and

p 4
..,

in the improvement of tie quality of the education in the social
f

"4, sciences. The role that-the superintenderit of schools played in that .'

situation tryst ,lot be underestim4ted. 4is office. was in the bUilding; *

he was trained in Ale social sciences; and'he was concerned, with the

cOntinuin4pimprovement of educatioh in the school. Thus,. he used
. /

his office in Vieth the selection of personnel, and the continuing
i

,of developing ,changes in, the secondary,scfiool. t

.AI ..

SI. 1 41
and his staff had-eNcellent relatioft with one another._ They were all

Y
111. '. , k

. VOID 4

t *.'

Perhaps.be:4>g of their similarities, the department chairperson

.

gtet

gib

7'5
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1

below 34 years of age--four were 29 or younger
4
. Most had gone to South-

, western State.:4All'had been at the school for relatively similar periods

(one to six years), and most were Willbtns natives and had all Vir

teaching experience at Williams. All but one were full time and their

salaries were comparable., Their formal meetings were frequent (lip to

six 'times per year), and were described as both problem solving and

information givirig. Together they considered problems such,as the choice N
of texts and the totalsocial studies curriculum, and they planned and

conducte d presairsol workshops.

They perceived one another as cooperative and helpful, and they

might have seen themselves as quite successful, although no hard data are

available on this Surmise.

Innovation and Decision Making

the periiod in which the pace of innovation was at its peak,

'several constants in the-Williams situation were observed. The superin-
.

41
tengent wascoptinuing.to strive for the best education possible and Was

.enjoying the--continuing grOwth of public support and admiration. He

aired prinCipals who shared his views, and the principals in turn found

--...

'
teachers of the same mind. The.continuity even extended to having his

. former principal and his present dial-Studies,chairpersOn go on for

Mither"trdinirig at the state university.

Such a situation could encourage thiese ofrnew cutriculup materials,r _ .

and indeed, the teachers perceived themselv9s:as early adopteri (N9)-;

il0; or early.majoritylcadopters (N=2). While all five teabhers:agreed that

they would need approval of "an administrator" in adO>ing.new materials,

th.;y expectedPno 'one4 binder their efiforts and the greatest aunt of

) support would come from that adMinistrator. _ '. .

The impact of the parents on the teachers was minimal because he
*.

...superintendent's close -Situation with the community allowed him to tand

LV'll between the two parties. The.teachers felt seture becaUse they per-
/ PO

*OP r
etert,e1 that they and the administrators had a, common goal and they felt

4 .

'

-S
thWthey all worked togetoer toward'it"

(
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In short, one saw a superintendent who knew-where he was going,
Vo *

who had high standards, who made his choices imthe light of his

objective of excellence, and who found those whd could help him and

'the school achieve those goals.

One dr- two last Ohservations cannot be resisted. First, the

definition of innovation by thosrin'the field need hot he profound.

In this instance it was eguivalent,.to "doing something new or.

different.", And finally, if one sets' one's -sails on a course toward

excellence, a happy crew can get yoil there.

IP
A Profile of Flint HigilaSChOol

by Douglas P. Superka-

The Setting . .

Flint High School is located in a small rural school district in

one of the Midwesternestates. FUJI:, was chosen for a cape study visit

because previous information indicated that it was small, non-

innovative high school.

Procedures of the Visit. Flint' was visited by cwo investigators

for one day in mid-May 1975, fob days before the end of the school

term. All three social studies teachers, including the department

chairperson, were individually interviewed. The two teachers whOse

primary responsibility was teaching social studies were Observed, in

the classroom, one by both investigatoirs. The superintendent and

principal were alsorterviewed. In addition, the investigators in=
4

formally talked with a number of other teachers and students. -A total

of seven houri was spent observing anti interviewing in Flint High

, School.' The day ooncl,pded in a brief meeting with the three social .

- ,

, studies teachers.

.
The CommUnfty. FlintHigh School is locate% in a small town,.

population is 1,193, which is. the trading and process center for a

large agricultural ere:i. The average-size farm is 596 acres. The

majority of'the people consider themselvds "middle class" and the
.

political climate is Conservative. 'Flint is the county seat and no

"majorrimdustries are found in the area: The majOkityofthe businesses

in the town are owned by young pe and two-tAirds of them haVe

.84
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"School-age Children or younger.

The-community shows support for the schoollpy good attendance at

conferences, by'passage of the school mill,age, buying ads for the school

calendars and annuals, and so forth: -Four local organizations give

scholarships to graduating seniors and several local seniors are employed.

through a new, divetsified occupations program for vocational and

technical training by local ,businessmen. .

Several school personnel indicated that a few parents and community
1111

members have a great influence of the nature and direction of the school.

Parental communication with the 'school is usually in areas such gs bus

sChedulipkg, individual student schedules, .extracurricular activities, '

and when "'specific things go wrong," Och as a' complaint or miSunder-

.

4116standing
about a teacher 9p activity. In a 1972-73 Noith Central

'

Evaluation,, 57 percent of the parents rated school-parent communication

as "fair" or "good."' In our interviews, the-superintendent said that

he'communicated with the community primarily through the school board,

newspaper, and parent-teacher groups. Both administrators indicated

ti

that they felt Flint High School was meeting most of the community needs.

-"The School. Flint Public SChool is a large; modern brick building,

fOur blocks from downtown Flint, which puts it on the outskirts af tie

town. The school contains students from kindergarten through grade 12

in the same building. The elementary section'bf,the building was

completed about three or four years ago. .The,h4,ih'school section was

just completed thts past year-;and, as a resultk,this is the fitst year

that the high school- teachers and students have been in the new building.

The brick, rectangular building is a typical, traditionally

designed modern school. Inside, the floors are tile; the spotless

walls are either painted white or are composed of orange cinder blocks.

Much fluoresceht lighting is used.
o'

The geneaPoffice is near 41- front entrance of'the building. The

superintendent, pri ipal, and guidance counselor offices are adjac4at.

to each other near th- gener oOice. The high school section is down

the right corridor consist of a couple rooms for social studies, a

couple for,Engfi*sh: one for science, one or twos for math, and the

busitless education room, which contains brand-new desks'and typewrite .

f
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The media center (library) is on the other side of the building.

.The teachers' lounge is somewhere beyond the cafeteria.

The primary school juts out on One wing and the upper elementary

on another. -The whole school lies on a'fairly good-siZed piece of

land surrounded by fields for-playipg during recess and for track 0t

football. A parking lot_is in front of the building.

Students and Teachers.. The-sttidents and teachers were a small,

homogeneotis, white, middle-class group. The faculty and student body

were 100 percent. white. The imnior7senior high school faculty con-

sisted of approximately 20 teachers, aboutjp.percent male. The

average age of the faculty was 30 to 34 years and the average length.

of teaching experience was.10 to 13 years.
.

The male teachers seemed'to fall into two categories. One con-

sisted of throlder.teachers, who more the sportshirt,, "Cie, and

slacks-type outfit--no jacket, or at. least it was taken off early

because it was hot that day. The other group of teachers, about half

the male faculty were attired j1) bright, solid colOred,..poloshirts;

bright1 plaid, flared slacks; and mod-type shoes.

The K -12 student -body was, approximately 300 to,400 students,

the size of the graduating class was less than 50.

The students' dress and general appearance was casual. Generally,

a v .a T-shirt, levis and sneakers sdemed to be the primary mode of dress

for the boys. This varied-.-i-lot of cowboy bootS, some sport shirti.

Haircuts on the boys were generally shbrt, clean - cropped around the
I

ears; however; some of the bibys' haircuts were moderately long.' There

were almost no'really lOng-haired male students,.even thou4h there was
4

no rule against long hair. Host of the girls wore slacks or levis;
144

howeVer, some did wear dressei or pantsuits. The dress code; as it
. 0

turned out1 was very flexible. The teachers said there was no'dress

code, but after talking with the it seemed as though there was a

dress Code that,outlawed such things as tank shirfsop- girls aim boys.

The general atmosphere at the school, was,that ofra pleasant, very_

orderly routine. Since this observation day was the last Friday before

school closed--it closed the next Wednesday or Thursday--it was amazing

that there was so much order and disciplined behavidr on the part of

79
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,the students. Teachers commented that this was not typical of their

day because the kids were kind of loose and 'undisciplined. -But they

were amazingly disciplined. For example, at no time during any of the
:

Mass periods wer4 students wandering-I-the halls aimlessly, which

would normally be:the case in_this writer's experience, es15ecially at

*.thiCtime of year. The halls were deserted until the bell rang signal-
_

ing the end of classes; and when the bell rang calling students to th
,

next class, th 40 seemed to move along without lingering.

The relation*ip between teachers and students seemed tot one.of ,

respectful behavior. Students definitely considered teachers their I
elders and referred to them as "Sir" or "Ma'am." They almost invariably

raised their hands dUring class, rather than just speaking out. The

teachers, on the other hand, also seemed to resppct the students as

students. Generally, the school seemed to operate a cordial, ..,

authoritarian basis. Teachers we talked to and saw seemed to like work-
.--

ing with youngsters but their relationshipwith their students as

definitely not on a friendship basis--ltwas more like fatper-:son, father-
1 .

daughter type relationship. Teachers claimed thatrlf factor moist'

responsible for creating this kind,of relationship betwedn'students and
\ .

teachers was family upbringing - -not anything-that the teacher had done.

The Social Studies Curriculum

The social studiesTcurriculum consisted OCtraditionallIttrvey

courses in civics-(9 weeks), state'history (9 weeks), 'United States
.

history; world history. and political scieno4 The following tests were

used,in these Classes:

S. American Civics, by Hartley, WilliaM, Vincent, and William, 1970,

Harcourti Brace & World.
4

... 114r .

'Culiurq Regicins 'In the Eastern .Hemisphere, by SrestOn,,..Tattle,'.

Murphy, and
s
Flannery, 197

History- of United States:

Ebling and Larklan, 1969,

print ariparently).

American'Goverwent, by'Schick

V

1, D:. C. Heath & Company.

An Interdisciplinary Approach, by

(publ4.sher not noted; now Out of

0-; -

and PfisteF, 1972, Houghton plifflin

Publishing Company. .
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41...17fr..i."_).
igise of the American NatiOn',-by Todd and Curti,, 1972,.

''Harcourt BraCe JohanovSch., .-...-

1

Men and,Nat.tonS,.by Mazou3 and Peoples, 1971, Harcourt Brace

41ohanovich.
, ,

4

Foci on News (current,affairs supplement by Key Publications').

Two of the teachers
developed-some.materiap to use in their Classes.

ritually these were outlines of topics frostt other hookS or courses of.

study. One gOvernment. course'outline, for example, cOntainea-the title

and numbiy.of chapterf.in the textbook for the-entire year _s6 that the
, .

studentg kneW exactly-what they were'retponsible for reading, each week-

throughdut the course. Attached .to the end the outline was a series.

fra, ;

of fgur esta}i questions. Each essay web due at a specific'time during
4 -

the course of the semester., The final question concerned career

education; it,asked students to-think about what occupation they
/,'"'-------------

.
. .

/night want to gd.into and then exp'cre in depth two to- three ioossi-

l'.

bilities-by writing'letters to'personnel managergand getting an inter-

view. The 'teacher said that, since Flint was such a small town with
. .

very few opportunities, this, in a sense, forced the students go to .

into otherllarger communities, sometimes as far as 100 miles away.

.
'the. level of awarenessaof the.social studies project materials

was.very 10 None of the.prOject materials whs. .used at all and none of

f

the teachers had examined or received instruction in how to use any of

the listed on the questionnaire. The ..sAl studies chair--

person-' indicated that he wassawareof 15'of the 24 sets of materials,' ,

t

aincluting sections of CarnegierMerlonOott curriculum, SRSS, and Law in

American Socidty. Another teacher incitated'awareness of ,sire

Ma ,'includieg Ijarvard, Amherst, and four Carnegie-Mellon programs.

The other teachers did not know of any.
A

.4AlthOugh the curriculum objectives as ifilled in the No'rth Central

Evaluatpn'report reffected conceptual, critical thinking,_, and affective

4, igatiethe site observation revealed a different emphasis. The texts

used, the structure of courses and the teaching practiaes observed:-

focused on teaching the basit t torfcai facts and condOpts. . The

.history Bourses were taught chronologically and the basic-goal seemed

to be to get up to ti* 1940s, '50s, and '60s. One teacher criticized'

(- 81
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the U. S. history text he was using because at certain places ,it was

*.organleed topically rather, than, chronologically.

The chairperson said thalc four or five years ago the social studies

program Was basically '4 same as currently; with,Perhaps a few

textbooks.

Teaching Practices ,

.

The physical "'up and instructional activities were traditional in

lort ancl(Content. The social studies roomsgenerally were well lighted,

,

and very, neat and clean. Ike following description of the department

""1".
chairperson's room charactertzes`the physical setting for the social

.' .

studies classes. ,
----. 0

. p . .

4Z'

411 .0
4

The room wa's wellighted with fluorescent lights. The front or,

ffeient

1
4--

ti

the-room contained a brown chalkboard,7-and on dither sidg were -two bulle- «

tin boards. These were filled w' pictures of the, frontier, Indians, ''

Alikrpioneers, a state map, and a cal .' There was a very tail garbage

can in the frost, °nee other side Of tile chalkboard was a7music stand*

.

that the teacher used as a
w

lecturer His desk was right in front of the

chalkboard. The spotless walls,ere"whitVand windowress, plastered,
.

. 1

except for -one orange cinder block wall with two windows at,the end of

each side.
a

There was a magazine LacR containing-19,73 i4ist.Ms of C4rent

l

Histrpry- The'stuaents had colorful meta] Chairs- -blue, red, and

4yeIlowl7slx chair* in each of five rows ne4y aligned facing the

. front of the claSs. There were three standing maps near the orange

'All, open to the Pacffic Area--World t'iar II and Europe--World,War II.

'On other side, opposite the orange wall, there,were some bookcases'

containing old textbooks,--French Nike (he also taught a Frenchclass).

and U.S. governmeht books which 'had been collected from outgoing seniors.

'A set of old golf clubs and a machine used to line-off the chalk mar

for a track meetwere also along that wall. The front of the room a

contained a screen that could be pulled'clown for audiovisual purkoses.

Lecture-discussion and question-answer methods were used most

extensively. ,There was very little'indicatio6 offregant use of bole

playing, individualized instruction, or,inquiry techniqulp. Generally,--,

.`'82
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the, focus of the instructim,obs'erved was on low-lel.el thinking and

teacher-directed questioning. The fcillowing are' descriptions of t' ''

'Art. ,-

.

,

activities of the Uwe, full-time social
,

studies teabherS%. First is
.& .; _ .

the' department chairperSon teaching a world history class of seventh-

and ninth-gripe students. .. dk ...,

. The t eacher s tarted by, asking if there were any questions about

the previous say's work; which waS'apparently on iurope4etween World -

01' , .,
Wacr.,,I and World War II. /There,were a couple' questions one about them.

. < ')
. , .

.. ta.

. Bloc,Nationale. Another studentkreported that he led seed in-the .

.as

library about what hapAed to theWo'ild War 'II bunkers:,:' He-had fOund'
, .

a
, that they cud AN.,up. fog pub/fb sale. .4.0 = 4

.
a

.. 4,--- , -
,
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'
B

'rhen the teacher exiolaiblid that. he was going to give them cone
. .... , ,

information that-'would.Serve.as an overview of world histo fromP1920'
--

thiough-1975. NeXtwdek be would go 'into greater dept
4

topics. .He brweedi d to lecture 1, 'college-Trofessor

aioxilliatery 20 minutes n ther-ise6f MUssOlihi an
\ . , .

% &
MUS4Plira bor so-and-s , died to-and.-to, rose to fame, and so forth. '

NA. ..

*.
qt-r-le He ,det

. . . .. °

.

. ,

his rise tolpovier.and kitlger's rise. to boWer. .is jokes

rtain

e for

Hi ler.

were very si ilar to college-,type jokes and ,many -of their; seemed'to go

.1a
-

over the headt of these. students:' Ir.

MOst of the %tudemts dutifully took their notes on everything that

was 111d. NQ one talked. Students'i.;ad their books out on their ,desks,
7 ,

opened;up to the chapter.dealing withMussolini and Hitler, and were

down the key' fiactsAnat the .teacher was presenting. .EAOry noW

.,
and then there were a'few questipns from students, Which would be

answered' quickly. Ever/6noil and then the teacher! would put key .,fiords

,

: on 41* boards, he lialked; Those -words included: Gestaloo,4(eascism

. !b. .

100 coming, from the
r

Latin, word "TaSces,",
.

Black Shirts,, Mail Kampf, putsdh,.
lio

-.: concord0, 'Uazis,. Vatican City.
.

Al

.SUUdenly a student said, "Yoh know, l'think Hitler .was pretty smart
.. - .

. to kill! thote Cews-because this created less starvation and" ultitilately,.
. ,

better peopleow4d,be living.".The iNatipotiiven6te-taking
, , ,/

..activitylfas 'suddenly interrupted. The teacher immediately respondfd

,..that Nein Kampf, w4s a pack of Lies and that the Germans were not the --

-pure race. Then he.triedb summarize the statement by saying,
. .. .

.

. . ,

s - -.

'
.

e ' NO .

..... ,

I

Q3

.11
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'"Everybody,had a, right to live and
A
should live and who shouldn't live.

-It

A.
i

ob.

nobody had a rghtlitb dlitare who

" The same stuaellt.asked. there
.

-,00 -vas such a thing as a,Black Jew and the teacher attemRted to answer. - 4

k.1

en another student answered I. "Well, didn't it depend upon whetherIcoul°
, , ;

considered Jewishness a religion or a culture?" .This discussion lasted

for several. minutes. Then fhe.teacher proceeded tomover the chronologi-

t cal events o1 Wo War II and beyond: the oulloreItk, j,g39 thrOugh

1,Pearl Vr,,T ppy, Berlin, the Bamboo Curtain, the Kore n

lb
War , U-2, Ciibe-iithe .invasion and the miss

4

oisis, Diemq assassina-

1
tion, Tonkiif Gull4 and)he Vietnam War. He finished at 2:25 and thal

asks d%ifAere WerPe an'questions,,Ipt whatirtime a student a ked

-.

. .
- .

!question about*Muss ini. ring the lecture the teacher vs ally leaned
.

.

On the chai-kbodid,and did no%Move, At 2:25, however;' five Minuteg!

-i,iloefoxle theclassrMes over, he did move to the, front of his desk aiid,Rit

. AWrelaxe4. As'the students werewaiting.for things to end, he said, --A,-

. ...._

,
"Here!g some dateiato remember: Tecember 7, /941,.a day'that will live

wow ...

ill' infamy:,=.6epterraer 2$th; or .V-0 day."_ Here he explained the controversy

i'

*
,

about wh er it meg the 14th,,o -the 2nd. He went onlberrelate: "1950 -,

. .. )
like Korean War:.163 - '173 was theto'53 was the general

general time period for the y tnam War." And then the bell rang., The

,
a

.

.students stayed where they wereuntil the teacher said,"The first two. it;

rows dismissed," arid the students got up ant walked out. A feW,tedonds
%

.

,. ,
.

later he said, "Theliast three rows," end the other, students got.up and k.

"I.

. walked out. Several. students asked'Sgmequestions at>as desk and that

was the end of the cla

The secOnd observa ion was in an eighth7grade local and state 6
history class. The teacher began by reading aloud a list of the

salaries ,of public officials in',the stateA.For.example, 7bunty clerk,
. _ .

'$12,500: attorney general, $22,500: secretary of treasury., $17,000."

The students dutifully-and diligebtly took pctes,on every salary of

every official. Some even rais

$a0,060 what?", They seemed to resPond'imm
aa

° .

%
anclihot ,olestioningssit.; This activity lasted for approxbriately ten

., .

.'
;,rn ,ThenThen tilletteacheri9otured on the local court.system and civil

_ -
.-.

and criminal law,-4ith frequent interruptions for questions and, answers'.

. . '
. ,

. .
i . ...

1
't

hands. and said, "What was tlItt?

diately pp doing' that task
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From 11:25 until about 11:28 he:deScribed theschedule for the week.

From411:28 until 1:35 he had'the students write dOw1ten questions

that they thought would be on the test, which they immediately did.

..From 1105 until' 11:45' he brOke up the .students' wojk and,had.a littre k

"4.

will
.

..,.

current discussionwhich will be described later. Then, at 11:45, he .

4

.": leb them go to iencht shat they4would get there before the high
,.' . 0

sc hooL students. -

- , _ Now to e2aborate more, On the kinds,of activities that went on' in
,

the.classrooi. As was stated, the teacher started out by lecturing

the kids on the salaries of the various, Statemofficials, then indicated

. It*was discovered-

used these iklaiies to

ey than another. tHe

that some of-this wouldbe on the test next week

that in the previous class the teacher attually

d iscuss the reasons someone mould earn re mon'

, aPkarently felt that there' was no time to irer this in ,the claps:

before lunch because of the short.ned peri

The teacher walked around, asking questions and OftentiMes

answering his own queAions but still attemptingto intersperse

' --questions and answers within a-siaigAt lecture: _

,He seemed to have a beneviOnt-authoritarian'relationshio with.
"rs''

his tudents, ,He addressed students formally: "Miss Walton Tr.
fk

Chappaquiddick," "Yes Ma'am," "Sir." "Sometimes the students

responded irotthe same way, "Yes sir. ". Considering that the clafsi9bm

was hot Arid stuffy the studenfir regpcinged:amazinglylowell to the
t

question-and-answer session on civil and criminal Law: He gave some
. ,

examPlet that would relate to the students. .
real world, such as

"Speedihg in a car (at,least thi, would be the case in e fewjears)

._ .or being involved in juvenile or civil court cases. WheneWer he

indicate' that notes were to be taken, students were right to the

task without question.
6

After abo t ten Itinutes of working on their que54ns, the.teacher

asked if anybody haVI beard about the Mayaqup*. _This started a very

lively discussion orfthe recent ever s in Cambodia:. The students

S howedgood knowledge of what had h

and then related this to the pueblo incident. At this point-the

the Cambodian' situation

1........;.
.

.. '

.
.

,
. .

teacher hadlOrtem. recall previous facts from,the Pt 10 incident and
,

.

.:- a ."
°I

, .

,

0

1r

t
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,

-compare tind contrast the facts A the two. situations. The to er

asked higher - level' cognitilte questions, such as "What' would, you do\,

if . . . , " . *ItAltl a t ' s
%good. about* that? ," or "How does this komparte -to

A. ,
I
$q

.

,..'
. \

.
... .

- -bepartment-Interation w .-. ,

. ...

.v % I
.

4 .,
.

-

The social4tudies dep2rttheneconsieted of three teachers; Two

w1P;

4'

had full-time i.al studies teaching duties and.one taught.only
.

on6 -

social studilos course while

sdeial studies cha

. .
,

pecializing in-music:-
.

erson was in his early 40s-an
_

d had 15 to .

16 ydarsiteaching dZperlence, the last nine years of which wereat

Flint High Scho He was a Lai. history buff' (a member of state
- .-_ .

historical' society and pith his own library at home) . He owned a4,fgrm

.
4ear.Flat and was 401 ry acticie'in the community (e,g., asa'Littie

.:-

League coach). ArIci, in other schbol functions-(e:q., track coach, student
--.,

' awards).. The other full-time 9acia studies teacher"was in his late-

20s, had about eight years of teaching expeAence, the last i.ve. :

: *
,

.Which Were at Flint. The'music/history tealher.Wai 27 yeart-old and .n
. a*

.

hig'second ,..year of teaching.
p

, At

'Where was no social- studies, budget. Social studies teacherso like
,

. the others, could request funds Tor:new matAials.
.

.

Agrmaltdepartment meetings we;e not,heid% 'Nearly all meetingi among
J. .,

the social studies tedchei-S were-informal anduncheduied. EaCh teacher
p

. . ,.
.

x '
.

seemed, very auto omous, -There was little obseivatibn of each o herS - _ . /-

.
o)?-exchange of ddeaS. 'The two teachers asked the chaff

.

questions about history,andteaching because they respected his talent
1-

1

as
7

' 4 .

and experidnce a social studies'teacher. 4
I

, .

' .. . s V '

The Chairperson Viewed Alli role primarily as receiverof the de-;

. ,..

.
..,

, .

fpartment mailmdet of,which was quickly discarded. The need
oor

.so &ial'studies leedership_was not elt in this small 'sohool.

It
110st information, processing aid griping and discussion se

occurred in'fUll staff meetings scheduled emery Friday morning
. .

.

meetrn'qSTe conducted by the superintendent and included all

. 1

,

K-12.- 4 '

for strong
4

sSions.

These

teachers,

ems

S

ie

%

. ,
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Innovation and,Devisi9n Making
. -. . .

The superintendent and Rrincipal b?th viewed'Ofteir roles, 4:

11,.

. - ',

supplirtve of efforts
a
to inkovate, butnot necessarily as initiative

.
..''

of change,, The funCtion.seemed esefved to the teachers' and -the 4 i--*

.. I
$ ,

school b4MfA. Several tedthers, idliudim4 the sociUl.s q
,

g

teachers; 'felt that the superintendent was the real'pol behind the

scol and the.key lament

,

\
! l n itio n -

.. . _making efforts: -'

,
.

.

4

frOtn4teacher efforts: ,Anei,e learning disability program was .by

cdt"

f
,

Two specific innovations ere characterized as having-originate

.11
struCt wasirclably the_best setup for this type of community.

110-
,

--41*

the efforts.of.one Iemale-teiche'r an

cons

had the enthusiastic support of

the superintendent. It was generallY'idered Sueoessfi.11.
..,

.

Also; a."floating schedule,." thereby one class period each day was
. . . a' %,

, ,-

dropped, was al; initiated by several teaChersuggestioni ''The.

,
principal saidat'since that new schedule did not work well, the '

,
.

,A

school Would be returning to the.old seven-period schedule next year.,
. .

Teachers and studentewere not formally invo)ved

making and both groups 'seemed satisfied_with that situation. All

three social studies teachers indicated a,low degree of teacher :9
N .

1 .

participation in decisions in area ch as budget, curriculum program,
-

And hiring teacherg andadministra rs Two of the three teachers

igresatisfiedwith thi4situati. ey believed that they had -

moaerXe power'to.decide which eu, um materials to use.1

. 7
The social' etudies teachers id not agree oethelevel of student

involvement in decision making. One- indicated that the school did' Vk

little to enOurage It but that he provided for stud4nt involvement,

such as, evaluating teachers and choosing activities, to a moderate

extent'in-hil4classrOom... Another said that .the scfool encouraged:

studentjorticipation to great extent in dresd codes and behavior. t

w
The third teacher rated the school's and his own provision for student

.
.

.

decision making as little.

: aenereily, the deCisio -making structure was benevOlently

authorit rian. All involve ,
eemed geneially satisfied thathe'

.2 I
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Summa.:And sione f f t

.

L..

.

Flint High hoo4. is.a very small, traditional school in a very.
4.

, %-cOnserv4tive, trad4ional rura -area, Great 'innovations are seen as
, v:_...,_

.

. i

'unhecessary to satisfy the s Ze, sphsei-Vativ6 desires and needs of
.. Ai

,...,
the dometnityl.' The social sfudiesteaChera' an'd,he'curriculum reflect

,

this lack of change. They.seemcontent with a curriculum consisting o

=8Z-

the basic U.S. history, government, cArics, and v.:Wd history structure
4

a.

, focusing on chronological.fact3band-coricept'surveys. Teachers have
*

little contact, with current -trends in education--Orofessionairducatio
-journals are not re

' ..',Z : ''''

k

and colleges are -.far away. Since the a inistra-
.

..
,

.

tors, teache s and udents seem happy- with the current prow: veryet),

( i little change is likely to occ11r.anyway. 4

4 -

( * .'
.

. .

AV'omparisgp.of Williams and Flint

S
. ____

by Douglas P. uperka
t

. .

.

. ,
)

Frgim the pi-,PAles',t 44 evident that Williams and,Flint highi

- ' qhools are similar in various respedts. Each is a small school in a

-, rural.2.1Adwesternsetting isolated froirrany largteities.c The Comnuni-
4 .

sties are typical middle-American whiteNuAnglo, Protestant) and
0

.

politeicelry conservative (according t,o the teachers). Both Communities
.

I

.1,
also Ccillsistently support the Saools;finarkCially, as evidenced by the

, passage of all recent 44kd issues and by 'the presence of new buildings

.f
,,

\
for both Vie, eleientari'and secondaryleveis. -The average ages of the

%J t de
faculties are the same and the,average irears, teaching expetlence are ':

.

. .

. 4 .
. ,

. close "(seven .c? nine and ten to 13' years). Total-sLacial homogeneity,

al.
, 0. . , .

' L .

i \ exists at both'schools, as 1.1 teactiifts and students are "white.- Both

.
,

.high schools h&ve'under 2d-persoils on the professional staff, but the 4
o it .,

.. ,
e.

Williams student-body is over twice as large,as.t'hat ofFlint. Thus

- the class side 4 Williams is somewhat large5:(2.4 to 18, approximately).,
..

. ,

. 0.2164 '

:
,

,
'VariopS difftreTces'betweenlilliams,and Flint areilident---.--,

,

. x d

* Impressions from the .sitevisits an0 data frqm the'gueStionnaires con.
,

i

,. . .
.. ilk ,

'fiim,t!hat Williams is more innovative than flint. Williams offered .-
4 sil . .

,

4F.social science courses such as socj.ology alid psychology as, well as
.

J international relations and contempoeaey'issues in additiOn to thel.basic°

N
. .

,. N . , -4

k
social studiii courses (U.S. hisory,'politiCarscience, and geography).

. *
( 0' -.

i.,

. .

,

,
t *,,,

, k
..4.0.417' '.

,

v

.
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Moreover,,some of the social studies-projec t materials were used in
-....v= e. L. ,

these courses, .whereas Flint used fraditional' textbooks entirelylr-I. . 1

. .

Although Owervations were not made of Williams'teacAers, be
.. ,

,' observersTone of'whomwisited both schooitsf.2c9nCluded that:the.

social teachers at Williams,wOuld 'probably have us04Linguiry

teaching;, values'AarifiCatrOn, and other inno,pive Practises more-
.,

than those -at Fliniwhqe Oley-wererVirtfally.nonexistent.

The social studies depltient scores o9 three' of the'SoUr.

.
.indices of innovation Support the conclusion

.

that MIlliamiis ansupport
.

innovative school. compared tosFlinti 'AS summarized below, illiams

scored much higher on awareness of sOeial studies project 'aferials
. , a/ *

' and partibipation'Inhschool'Aecision making.
, ? ' 10

...

'Table kr ' -Sr

Cobparison (bf Wil lams and rlint

on Four-Indices of Innovation

Decision Innovative "Student ,.:1

Awareness ,Flaking :. 'Practices ,InyUlveffint
4,-

Wi l3 lams I.4D -3.00 '1.60 1.60

2.0b 1.67 -1.33 2.. 33

..
,

The innovative praCtices score is also higher,for.Williams.,but only
. -

slightly (1.60aud 1.33). Moreover, &pbsth scores indicate little ot^
,

,

no use of itinovatiNepractises. The.siall.sizemay be responsible'
. ,, r 10 4. ..= t' .

loilthe low scores on this index. he other sevlp sctols in the
, .

eamOle, each of which was larger, all soorpd higher;on this measure

than Willialliknd Flint.- Since some of t 1 ih4ovative practice*

,ere items 3.2chs computer-assisted in tion, iddiVidualized . .

.

,

instrUction, and instructionaltelevision,"Ich ale more charadtersi.s-

1
..

4c Aslargis schools, thii Might explain the:low scores for the- 'two

)
small highschools. An exAMination of soctal itudieAlepartment scores.

.

.

These fOures reflect recoded values as described in Chapter 2.

, ;. \ ;

89 ,

. .
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on -three other innovative

tween the self-rating's of

NI -84-

,

practices'ractice reles.ihnoticeai.le di6ference'be-
. .

,

Will iamstakektnt teachers.

ti

Tablt

Comparis9n of'Witliamsand Flint
on Four Innovative Practices

Williams'

'Flint

Inquiry

Teaching

3.0

1.3

Values

Clarification

1.80

.67 '

Community -

based Activities

.33 .

"
4

By contrast, the soci 1 studies teachers at Flint High School
'

score

much higher than the Williams? teacher on the degree to

volve)theirstudents in cleSsrooi,decision-iiaaking. -This is a Ozzring

finding since noth g was perceived by the sits"risitors to support

Flint's gh scar Perhaps the teachers i4looth schools; nvolved

student's only .slightly on some absolute scale, but-the Flint teaeied

viewed this as more significaht than the Williams- teachers'. One Flint

1

1

teacher, for example, Narked that he let students evaluate histteialing,
1* 6

to a "moderate'g extent. 'Whentinteryiewed-h4 explained that this meant .

he distributedran evaluation form to students at the end of each year, ..
,,

butile -t think he would have time to do:it that ye4iik. Perhaps

4 '

theLWill%ams teachers.interNted such a pr9vision involving students.

"a little." There is no sf)ecifid evidence to inajcate that, however.

Another indication of the innovetiveness f Williamvis that all

five 'ill studies

who partici pated in

the

N

=index grou
**

teachers ARteamong the high7.indei group of,feacflers

1 deCisient;aking aad two. of the 'five Were in'Sc
, l . .

p of.feachers whb,'ere aware of the Projdc materiaie.

e o '.e.he ',lint teachers were 2b.rr either of these.groupg.
.

'40%.--t -, -.
,

I'
. t

* 4.\ lr .' . ..
*these val es are actual rant scores- on a scale from 0,00,to 3,0O.

.
. / , :, 0

**
,

,

None of. the teachers in dither school *were .in. the high-inlitxIrOup
e , . .. .

4
,

()fusers of innovative ptactices. ,,Size of .,the-school has .already been
.*

sug4ed as a possible reason foorthis,. - !

.

A

T

a

A
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Finally:the perdeptions of the respectiVe Ofincipals support the
A

conclusion that.Witliams'i,s more innovative than Flint.' The Williams.
oe

principal stated that his social studies teachers were "early-adopters," '

whilethe Flint_principd1 obs*Ved that his were in the "late majority. "*

Clearly, by both observation and qUestionnaire results, Williams .7

was found to be an innovative School with an innovative social studies
.

departMent and Flint was found toobe nOninnovative schol,with a

11 noninnovativ 'social studies department. What were otheeclear

differences-between the two schools that might,help explain why

was'moreqnnovative? 4.

An examination' of teacher and 'superintendent data revealed at
4 *--

,Jeast six distinct differences' but no evidenctvwas found to indic te
r

th#t the teachers or 00perintendents, individually or- collectively,

..were responsible for the differences in. innovation. Four'differenpeS

related to the social studibs teachers. First, the Williams teacherS
1

were uniformly yownger ,(all"Were'undei-34) whilephe Flint leachers

were composed .of one teacher in his 20s, ope in his 30s, and one in his

,

40e,..=-0erhaps,_the'members_of the young Williams social studies depar-

'Inent reinforced and helped eall other's tendencies toward ;innovation.'
0 "

'Second, the Williams social studies department also,had frequent formal

/meetings, in contrast to the Flint teachers. This might have provided.

%

a helpful mechanism or structure to faCiiitatecomanutication. Third,'
. . ,

, .

each Social studies teacher at Williams attended,at.least four pro-'. "'

fessional organization meetings the'latt three years, while none of

the Flint teachers attended any meetings. Finally, while both depart-

(inent chairpersons'werellhoroughly respectegoby their Social studies.

colleagues, the Williams chairperson was

r .
teachers than Lhejlint department head

.
indicated that 'models Who-are reSpe:ted

they'are perceived to be similar to the

much more siMilar to his fellow
4.

Behavioral research hal

are much more effective if

perscTs who are' to be changed.

cPerhaps a similar process helped.to ester ihnOvatron-at Williams.

There are two other obVious differences,, related to the. superin-

%

tendent. While both had a.Similae type of authority And felt they

44

"Innovators" and "laggards" are the, extreme groups with the "ear]oy
e , -

majority" being middle group.

/ V

a
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. .

.
. .

supported innovation, the Williams superintendent had been'aocespected

community leader for over 30 years while the .Flint superintendent had
.

only, been in'the district for about ,five :.,years This; coupled with the

rfact that the Williamssuperintendent i litiatecrefforts to improve the
a .

education of key members oillis staff (e:g.,,12y encouraging his'principal 6 '

. 6

and social studies chairpersqn'to take further training) while the Flint
r

slaperi4 endent ,did not, may have provided the combination of tolp'level ".

.

supports and gvoiss.roots initiative needed todetrelop an innovative social

studies department and proqat5: .- '

: l,,

4 _ A p

Reroeived,:responsivenees to new ideas on the part'of various ele-
, .

.
4, ments in the school was als6 diffelczt betweeri Flint and Williams. The

supWntendent,-prfncipal, and social studies teachers of WilliAsi
. .

-
consistpntly arid' congruently rated each other as, responsive to new

-., ideas to "some"4pr'a,"large` xtent. 'For examyle,,ihe stPerintendentT.

.

C.: principel, and social studi s teachers all agreed that the social ,

-o 1 - '

studies department was'very. responsive to new ideas, Each Of those

, ....../ -

pqrsons 'also agreed that the principal was responsive
.

to new ideas ter

some extent. -Self-ratings were similar,or ideritical to the ratings of

a

The ratings of those same elements. at Flint. were consistent .

,
lower than those, of Williams. Moreover, while there les congruente iii:

terms of the social studies depaxtment (all agreed it waS.responsive fo.
_

"some extentl, there was none iruthe r ting of the ptineipal.

, 'he saw himself as 'respoisive.to new 'to a "large extent," the s

studies teachers perceived him as resp sive to lest than 'some" .

t. .

extent, while the superintendent ranked h responsiVe to a "slight"

1

ex%ent. (See Figure 1.')

'11
V

92- .

*A
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. Table 8 .

_

Williams and Flint Res ts: To What Extent is/are
.

the [superintendent, pri ipal, social studies

*
t

teac4ire] in your school- Y district responsive to
new ideas?

. ,

RAings*of Social Studies Department. Rated by:.

Alint Williams

lig 2.00 340 social studieSteache

2.00 3.0Ik principall

2 .00 superintendent

V

9

.

Ratings of the Principar- Rated b

Flint. W.I..Aiams -A--
2.20 qp social studies teachers,w,

3:00 ., 2:00 principal
.

--1 1.00 1.00 superintendent'
,

,..

.
.

' I. Ratings

I

Flint

of. tie

2.33

Nk'

1.00

Superintendent

Williams

2.20

200

3.00

Rated by:

social studies

principal
. .-

super itenient

0-= no extent

--1.= slight extent
3,

2 = some extent
,

3= large extent

I

a.-
%

93.`

4,
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... : 4 intendeht, not -the 'pr incipal . c ,

. .

. . ..
. ..,

. 1

00111N 1.

N. /
61.

, .
% ''

,Thus 'while there appears to be aismObth"link of responsiveness at
- ,

.
.

Williams from toB administrator 'to the social studies teacher', there is

a perceived break in' that link at Flint. The obsiervations and piter-
, ,

..

kews at Flint confirmed, that situation. Teachers repeatbdly
7
stated

. ' . ' a '

's that, if they wanted toinstitute any change, they went to tiler-super-

s

.

I

In_conclusion, whild Flint and Milli ass'sjlared many comm4h-lcharat-

41Peris'tics SUch 'as the nature of the physical setting and ludaV community,
.

,

tbmpositionof the stUlrntlxidy, and per capita income, they differed
. ,

s.ct

1111*., oh other significant factors,, such as .the 'age of the social gtOdes."
. -.

teachers, the interacti* among them, the tenure of thelsuOerptendent,
r

,

and the perceived responsivenesS of the prinitpal.tonew ideas. , X

combination of these different factors maybe partly responsible for.
, .

the em rically demonstrated differences in educational innovation in

the two high schools,

N
4

Ionovation in Two Large Suburban High Schools

.

A Nate on This
s

SaMple of Two Sdhoo1s,

tt,

. 'Stephen A. Dbuglas an C)ouds Senior

examination' ere because ey re9kesented

nonqznovati of the-seven social- studies

go.

Hi, School were selected for

the most innovative andmost
. -

departments surveyed and Visited, #

-although they are ih the same district. It'was decided to control for

within-district vaetInce, by focusing on two schools ,in the same dis-
.

tri!ct rather than 'one in 'each of ihe'twa large districts in our study.

' Thirteen oftlie 14 social stu4ies:teachers at Clouds completed the

qUestionilaires. `The one omission was not judged to affect the results

significantty. -X more scriOus.problem occurred with Diglas High

School. Only ten of the 17 social studies teachers completed the

questionnaires. Did these ten teachers represent a cross-section of .

the department, especially in terms. of innovative versus traditional
-

- orientations?. Since Douglas was clearly th. 1 t innovative school, we
A 4

deCided to keep it in th*:-sample if" we could t somepositt6 answer

to that question& We *ked an independent judge, not4Ssociated with
*.

94
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the school or district, butdicnowledgeable concerning the Douglas

social studies faculty, to rate'the innOvativeness. of All the teachers

',in the department; Then; checking this against our coded list of

respondents we found that theAen represented across- section, skewed

".slightly and surptisingly to the noninnovative side. Deciding that

this alleViated the problem we kept Douglas in the sample. The slight

skew toward noninnoyative teachers might explain why the data are

not as_Clearcut as might be expected. 'The judge also'itinfirmed that

bouglas was indeed the most innovative social studies department in

the district.
.

VA Profile of Stephen A. Douglas High School

by James B. Watson

I.

1'4

The Setting

The Community. Stephen Dc'iglas High School, located in the

town of Landstake, has an enrollment of around 3,000 students, of
.

which an estimated'30 percent are' black.t N6 figures Are available on
.(

the proportion of.Orientals or students of Cuban originl however,

there seem to be a Small number of-Cubans in ,the school. In addition

to ethnic composition, the-student-body also reflecta-several%othet

community characteristics. 'Theichool draws a small but significant
I.

number of its 'students from- the service families of an%air base
-4

nearby.It also draws a significant number of students from cdin-
,

siderable distances -- allegedly up to 40 miles or mve. This,last fact-

is reflected in an extensive billing program, largely removing the' . ,..

N

commuter element of the student population from intensive -,ot perhaps °

4 ,

any - -participatiOn in extracurricular aCtivitiesol Ihe ischotd and
1

possiblykom a certain kind of identification or "school spirit." *.

.
The changing character of the jndstake area provides other -

'significant background iftrmation about the, school. Predo 4nantly, ,

.,
ral for many years, it was homesteadipby theAncestorsof part of

e present population. Suburban expansiOn of a nealby city is now .

, a

reaching theilltrea, perhapsiartlY due to new,freeways. A growing

proportion of the student pOpulation iti urban oriented and from middlA7
.i.

and upper-middle class.socioeconomic backgroynds.-'

1,

9 5

.
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Stephen A; pouglas was Antegrafed pply in the last decade (1967)

a segregated-high school servibg the blacklackpopulation of thee area

was closed._ This development was closely, followed, in-1968, by a race

'riot,' tthe sch'do4u-the first in any high sCh6;1 of the county-wide
, .

. -

_
achdol district. ,LFol.lowing the crisis, there was a change in adminiS-

tration and -direction at Stephen A. Douglat, which broug'ht about a,
_ -

',policy strpngly favo4in5sscholfstic-adjuStment and adaptation to avoid4
',further strife. . .

, .

"Douglas serves'-a. rather
.

diverse,*probably-little-integrated.

population, -soine-.0f .whom identify, little with the district or.t&
,

-school:-Vy aretoo remote; too transientlkiiket - nhemitary); ,top
,,, ..,

.

. ,

Aewly,arrivel in the area (like the%e*-urbanites);: or like the old,

rural-oriented freehold element((tod few or too estranged) to continue '
. . - .

to regard Douglas\all"their" school-if ever in the past thty-did. o

%...,

Cutting across the forgoing gradients of space and lengt.h,f..residence

are theethnic cleavages--white; black, and Cuban,,the juxtapOsition

of the three,in a single inStitution,in a matter of a'scant decade

$ t

or so. $

The investigators 'earned little Of the political

area except that it "had gore for Wallace" in the 1972

primaries.

A low public profile could describe the relation

wider constituency. It seems that the least'possible

- accountability is demanded of this school by tht.:area

positive side, this means little or no surveillance and interference by
. .

the generalsublic.41Megatively, it..nleans, to pertalii,teachers

-administrators at let, almost do'response-about any of .:their:

.

.climate of the

eresidential

of Douglat and itt

(or most,ReMeall

it serves. On the

.

I Ils

, or planning endea vors. 'Some,have reported ,v-"deafenih4 silence
4

and

pipgrams

" from '

,,

the community aboUt,plans for taking ,the school to the.community-,tbrough
-iiii

, .
..

,

activities suthicts open houses,-forums, coffee hours, workshops, and , , . .

4
.

demonstrationl,

m,To hazai-d.a guess beyo d'Uh4t.has aIreadabeen noted of _the

ecter of the district, the 1 ez=faire cliTate of,theimblia toward' 74

he t that Douglas iSionlylone-of a

e ed within the same,'rat4'e,.county

the schoolmayarso,arise frO

number of high schools admini

4

.1

ti

to
,
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.

...e: 4 iost,, At
#.

school district. Its own distinctivenest, or potential for being} -

... .

distinct, is perhaps not well known or credible, especially to a
%

population who are littl. unified and who have h smaal cOMmdn.,qround.
...

/ ..........--- .

The School. The schqol consists of a set of low-buildings,

sitting on a flat site, among groves of pine and casuarina and areas
4. . $

. _

1,

a

of rank grass. The school' buildings -- spread out around covered,

open-air,' cement-paved corridors enclose several interior courts

open to the--tky and floored with.mown grass. With a parking lot on one

side and playihg fields on the other, the buildings hale() particular

charifi or grace,. They are constructed with concrete or cement-block

material that. reflects the minimal, utilitarian approach of.communities

like Landsthke to furnishing communal lietitutions. The classrooms

and offices are cell-like, with few windoWs that most often open on to

corridors. The predominantly bare concrete walls give the impression

that what matters, if anything, is the activity within. Light-colored4. '
walls are accented withlgreen-painted or dark-stained wood trim and

areas fit for grubby hands or kicking. Cement classrooms and common

rooms, much like those of a fhctory, are relieved by simple furniture'

and a smattering of posters, bulletin boards, chalkboards, lirogress

charts, cupboards, and `shelves used forhousing instructional materials.

Students, and Teachers. Douglas students; from brief observation,

were dressed casually, seemingly reflecting a lenient or lightly

enforced dress code. Some girls wore halters with bare midriffs.

Tight pahts seemed nearly uniform. Many blacks had Afros or cornrows.

Generally, the student body was well scrubbed and cleanly clad. The

many plea sant and smiling faces among them, influenced the impression
4

about the whole group.

Student comportment, judging from corridors and several class*

rooms visited, was 4ithir highly disciplined nor:boisterous. Very

little rough-and-tuMbl,e behavior was observed,, and, the amount ol-
.

loud talking, bumping, and ambling abOut were pvoeably well within the

Middle or low range of American public school behavior.

Oirert ettinj.c identity, to the casual obgerver, °was visible mainly

in the separate clu#ters ofblacks and whites in.corridois and to some
4

extent in, the seating choices in at/least some classrooms visited. On

97
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the ddy'of the survey, a contingent of black students staged a class-

room boycott, apparently over what was considered to be an insufficient
4,

balance of black representation on the'cl-kerleader squad. Joined by a

number of unite s-qudents, this demonstration reportedly led to a peace-
.

ful'airinq of views, and matters rseemed headed for tolerable resolution.

School spirit at Douglas was evident only intermittently and not

,unifalimly throughout the student body. Reasons for this have been

suggested in the previo us discussion about the community.

Academic and occupational goals of the Douglas stud ents--to judge

from the programs offered'at Dougls and from the community itself--

were quite diverse. There were students of whom'an assistant principal

said it was gratifying merely that they attend at all because there was

little reward for any achievement they cold either manage o find

personally meaningful. 'At the other end"Of the student spectrum were

the coKege-bound students who considered their high 'school years in the

"prep" program as scholastic training rather than self-discover, life-
,

manshiF,'aad citizenship. A small, individually paced, and motivated

learning program has existed since the early '70s,-serving another con -

tingent of students. This program has a predominantly scholastic flavor.

An art teacher laid some of her students could not.lay off a line into

fixe segments such as quarter-inches, while othersllearned this in the
4

prim ry grades. So there were those whose active appetites must`be fed

r
with i all they can `learn and those who must, if possible, -learn to learn.

The social studies teaching staff of Douglas was abou't two-thirds

male'and over half of thOse reporting were under 30 years of age. TWO,

were between 30 and 40 and two over 49 years of age-1 No figures were

available about the ethnic or racial composition of the-social studies

faculty, but observation suggested it was preponderantly white. At

least one black teacher and one black apprentice teacher Were noted,

and onesocial.studies teacher had a Spanish surname. About half the

social studies teachers reporting had three years orileA of teaching

experience; three teachers had between flOur and six years experience;

dnd only two teachers' experience exceeded 14 years ibur of the

' ten reporting social studies teachers were in their first year at

Douglas and four-fifths of them hadbeen there six or fewer years.
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Only one reporting social studies teacher had taken in excess of 17

social stuqys-related college credits in the last three years and

the majority had taken 12 or fewer college credits. While three of

the ten teacherg reported that they regularly-read four professional

journals, the majority reported reading a maximum of'two journalS.

Two teachers reported reading only.one-sogial studies journal, and two
. .

reported reading no professional journals at all.

One social studies teacher reported no membership in any

professional social studies organizations; four reported membership,

in one such organization; four, in two; and one teacher reported.

membership,in 'four professional social studies organizations.

'Attendance at meetings of professional Social studies organizations

in the last three years was not high. Amorkg the reporting teachers,

four attended no meetings; one attended one meeting in the three

years; tw9 reported attending thre'e meetings; one teacher attended

five; aneone attended nine or more meetings.

Comparisons would be necessory to demonstrate whether the social

ttudies.facUlty of Douglas was relatively more isolated than others

from contact With current socidT7studies developments through college

oourses, professional' journals, or attendance at meetings. But the

reports do not suggest intensive involvement in national or regional

activities of their profession. Oh the other hand, as thbse,reporting

were such a youthful group, it is possible that many Were stii4work-

ing with the ideas and orientations they-had only lately received at

college. 1111;

The Site Survey. DoUglas was visited on the morning Of Thursday,

May 22,411975, by ateam of, three observers. Severi interviews were

'.,conducted uSing_the stheduld (Appendix A), each with a teacher who had

received and completed aguestionnWe sent out before the school

visit. An addition4 five or six unscheduled conversations were held

with gaudents And faculty. d ,site visit lasted three to four hours,

with most of the'time being uidtfor interviews and class observations.

Some six or seven social' studies classes were observed for at least a

part of a period, and an exhibit of student art and craft-work was'

visited by one observer, who held several informal conversations with
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faculty members who were monitoring the exhibit. The library and

cafeteria were also visited. Other tan the
.

fact that it was nearly ,

the end of the academic year, there-was apparently-nothing unusual

abo4at the timing of the visit.

The Social Studies Curriculum'

Courses and Materials. The:curriculum was organized' on_a

"quinmester.Wplan--five terms per year, each of nine weeks' durati

4

Social studies offerings were determined in three main ways. Firtt,

the state required two social studies courses: coneUmer educat /on and
.

a course about "Americanism vs. Communism." The title of the Jiatter

swag more standardized than its content seemed.to be. A seco d grodp of

social studies courses existed because of tradition and per aps.because

they were entrance requirements for certain colleges and 9 iversitie4

Some of the American history courses seemed to fit into his group.

A third.type of course arose primarily out of the speci 1 interest or

competene of the local faculty. Initiation of courses in this category

seemed substantial and active. EXamples of these co ses were found

under rubrics that suggested traditional courses.i P rhaps responsible
. .

for these freshicourses was the new ac1ministi'ation /brought in after the

race riots in 1968. This administration was giVe

innovate and, apparently, beyond indicating that nnovationwat necessary

or desirable, passed onmuch of its license to the departments.. In the

case of the social studies-department,' it was de observers' impression

that the ricense .was
/

.p4ssed o n in turn to the individual teachers-. - -r

Some interviews indicated that Innovation was ;best Promoted by recruit-

ing faculty who could be expected to be innovatiweli The shoft quin-
.,

/mester units seemed to have the effect of mu/tipfylng courses and open-

ing th e way for creating new ones, some of which were created by one or

two facul(ty members.

free hand to
ti

Some 78 courses in social studies at 'he senior high school level

were t'isbd by the schoollpistrict in add tion to'43 courses in 'social

studies at the juniok high school. level. This nUMber probably! did not

include courses beJ,Ing created or take int ...account the fact th

eft

t '.

different inslructors may make different /courses out Of'the "slime",

" 1 0 '1
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course title. The curriculum was grouped, Into fiveicategories:

general social studies, American studies, world studies, politi,cal

and economic' studies (with a subgroup for.each), and 'behavioral

studies. The context oftsome Of,the categories is more obvious than,

that of others, the first and last perh'vs'being the most ambiguous.

For ,illbtancg, "Futuristics" came under general social studies;

while "Getting YOur Act Together" came under behavioral studies.
i

"Race Relationt Around-the World," pertiks for obvious reasons, was 4

a world studies coursd, while "Alternatives to Violence" was again,

\behavioral.

The courses were ndt leveled or phased and were, for the most

part,-nonsequential.. St ents had 'many courses to choose from and

they were advised to consu t with their parents, guida nce counselor,

and teachers when deciding hich choices will best meet their

individual needs and intere ts." A.minimumof eight social studied

rses was ,required by the district in senior high, of which four
.

ha to be in American history American government.' Not all of the

pres ribed American studies co ses,were truly traditiona. For`
. v

examp e, "American Value" cont ned
/

broad, self- disco<'ery, awareness-

r

raisin, exercises:

,Th mandated course, "Americ ism vi. Communism," and the aegis-

lative r quirement for 45doul'se in free enterprise and consumer

educa tion constituted the only expl'cit constraints-external,to the

'district ol system. There seeme to be little constraint in the

curriculum ventory and social Stud es requirements by the county -wide

scholl

The basi objectives of the sOcia studiesas stated 'in the

dist4ct's prin ed biochure were: "to -id students in bettei. under-

standing man- in is social and physical environment,' and "tO4help

the student to be ome a better decision- er through understandim

.himself and the wo ld around hiM."

4"

The. bildget for, the social studies de tment appeared to be .

I

sufficient, perhaps ven.generous.- $3,000 was
/ .0

mentioned as the
'.

. ,...
4, .

budget for a recent ar, In addition to an option of negotiatigq

increases if needed. chase of equipment such as porojec r was

'4
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not included in the budget. arrhe.department chairperson believed the

department was in good financial shape. .)

The ten respondents eb the Social Studies Teacher Questionnaire
.

(Appendix A) 'knew of. the 24 materials listen in question #28. Eleveh

e
of the 24 pi4.64tcts wdre Uhkno;en to betwirn over one-fourth of the

reporting faculty;'ten more were unknownto over one -half; and AMO,Were.

unknown to at least 75 percent,of the reporting faculty Half ofhe

24 products had not been demonstrated to any reporting social studies

faculty, and' the 'reporting faculty had been instructed in only one or

two of the 24 materials.

,Use of the products by the reporting social studies faculty was

less frequent than knowledge of them. Nineteen} of the. 24 products had
3

never been used by'over 75 percent of the reporting fdculty and five

products had never been used by one-half to three-quarters of the group.

The product 'ased by more reporting faculty than any other was an Asian

studies unit; however, it had not been used by between one-fourth and

one-half of the group. Only 'cne.out A the 24 curriculum products had

been used in any form or degree by as many
e

s, of the reporting

faculty.' Seven otalihe 24 products had been /used intensively, by less

than a quarter of the reporting faculty--usually by, one or two persons,

Twenty of the 24 products were reported ds havinglaqver been used' .

/' by three-quarters or more of the' respondents. The remaining four,

products were used by half dr more of them. Only half of the pr ucfs

were reported to hAve been used "consistently" by any reporting f culty

member. three of the ten respondents reportedusing none of the

products.

One couldlprobably infer from the resultsthat, whatever social

studies innovation there mayhave been at. Douglas, there was, little
. ,

.
adaptation dr'use of ffationally developed curriculum products. (ON

.

cdurse, the failure to use suc4Zproducts does not imply lack of innova-
. . .r

tiveness, necessarily.) BudgetOmmitations did not seem to be the'. ,

. .

reason.for little knowledge and'Ve of these curriculum prod

AI 1

The Curriculum Four to FiveYears Aga. Unfortunately little in-
,

formation,Wds available about the,cuericulum four to five years ago.-

Reading,between-tbe lines ofthe available reports, it seemed that there

2
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,had been considkrable change at Douglas due to administrative policy

changeS since the race riots of 1968. Little could be prOvided for a
ID

, -base against which to measure changes'in the Past several years.'

Thus,'he innovativenesS of Stephen A. DOuglas High ool might be

assessed by the comparison of. the Douglas.curricuaum with the meaning

of innoviitiog in today's World. ,The'two team members most -knowledgeable

About recent innovation believed Douglas' social Akudies p4ogram was '

\
'not strikingly modern in contdnto form, or style..

VI&

Teaching Practices

Most Douglas social-studie s teachers reported that some provision
A

was made for alternative programs, although one-third ot the respon-

dents saw this provision as slight a4doker one-fifth regarded it1rs

, r.

negligible.. Opinions as to how much differentiated staffing was

employed varied surprisittly,. perhaps reflecting the indiviodual's.

own experience:. The largest number of respondents considered the use

. Of, differentiated staffing only slight, and the next largestiproportion

considered it negligible. As to ethnic' studies, of which representative

courses were listed in the district's social Studies- brochure, only

slightly more than half of the, respondents agreed that the course

constituted an'ample response -to this need. A substantial majority

agreed that ample social science. electives were offered. Just under

half con sidered that the use of-open space at Douglas *as moderate.
. .

Opinions about hongraded classes were quite widely scattered. The

largest group of respondents considered this development slight,

although one-61ird',of,them rated it greater than -that.

Respondents showed'a consider e lack of knowledge about

district policy concerning the series of 12 Innovative practices.

In only one case, nongraded teaching systems{ did a substantial .

.1

majority of the respondents profess to know distpict policy. All of

the'respondents rated themselveS as "greatly" committed to "combatting

sexism and "ism in the schoore" and over'75, percent considered

DouglaS to be gkeatly committed, also. However, over half gave the
f,

,district a moderate rating. ,In a majority of cases, more respondents

considered their own commitment to an innovation as equal to or

#`
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(more often) greater than that of the school. The three.exceptioAs

were computer-based learning (slight edge to school), behavioral'

gob3ectives,-and'team teaching.
A 4,

Combining the respondents' lack of knowledge about, district policy

concerning the 12 innovations with thepredominant impression of faculty

. members that they were ahead of the school; one might find some

collateral support for the suggestion previously noted. that innovations

at Douglas are initiated'hy the teachers. Instructional decisions at

Douglas seemed to be a laissez-faire phenomenon in tahich the teacher,

was given a fairly free rein.

Among the innovative items to which social studies faculty at

Douglas ranked themselves as greatly committed; the modal respondent

indicated six of the 12. The six items were:. combattiqg sexism and

racism in the'school, inquiry and discovery teachipg methOds, in-

dividualized instruction, instructional TV,.use of ,student feedback,

and values clarification techniques., The school itself was also ranked ,

as quite strongly committed.to each of these six practices, althoug/ in

allcases less strongly than the individfal respondent.

Impressions gathered during two'or three hours or a single day are

Perhaps not sufficient enough to jidge teaching practices. However,

from our brief observation it seemed that there were: excellent

traditionalist-type teaching; informally run Classes; and classes in

.which Student7gathered materials were used. Social studies classes

seemed to display,a wide range of tAacting styles: indiv4Wally paced

study pfograms, g roup projects, individual projects, hff-standard,

scholastic programs basic skills prbgraths, traditional and informal

arrangement of classroom furniture, and efforts to draw out students.

Overall, social studies at Douglas was somewhat innovative.

According to one observer's viewpoint, innovation at Douglas had

more to do with course design - - content,. orientation, emphasis,*atid

goals=-than with the management of classes; the arrangement of furni-

ture; the muse of chalkboards, hardware, and bOoks; and so forth. The

'logistics and arrangements in the culture simulation- course reported to

us,.however, would be termed innovative. (It was.not in progress at

the time of the visit--nor was any course_ip anthropology, although the
- .
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Douglas faculty boasted four faculty knowledgeable about antbroPo ogy.)

In this class, student went outside and, using only local reiources,

constructed a culture presumed. to be viable in this landscape.,

The women studies 'course was.represented to the three `visitors

as an innovative curriculum'item% *W6men studies was in the distrikt's
1. k

vbrochure for social studies and therefore, Could not-be considered
. .

. .- .

Douglas' innovation per se. The innovativeness of /this DouglaS
0 . ,

course must have been, theiefore, in the content and orientation

given the coUr4e by the two women teachers who collaboiated in..
NI

.0

developing it.

From the materials observapias well as others describedto us,

it was clear that both imagination and dedication were shown in the

work of various Do las social studies teachers. Yet there i.p,no

evidence of any o rall thrust. toward newness or experimentation

other than what teachers were able and wished to do in

individual courses and classrooms. 0s, perhaps fairer to this

school, with its diverse student body and diverse public (and

probably its diverse faculty), newness or experiment tended t5 take

the form of diversification, the very form that would'preclude the

'development of any focused,' across- the- board`, integrated innovative

program. Thus, to look for schoOl-wide evidence of social studies

innovation would seem unpromising here. What one could probably

finwas what the three visitors Seemed to find in the nurse of

their few hogs at Douglas:* a kind of local-option arrangement in

which individual instructors were at liberty teal with their

respective individual spheres--all within the same general and quite

loose format that the district's policies preacribed.

DepartmentlInteraction . ,

Meetings were held, it appeared, about once a "quirk"' (line weeks)

or less often. They did not seem to serve fkie purpose of conceiving

or implementing modifications and ihnovations in programs but

primarily seemed to be a forum to conduct business. As much as

possible the department chairperson communicated whatever information

he had to his staff by memoranda. It may well be-that would be

innovators dealt with him more than with each Other.
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The chairperson seemed to view and to nact his role in a basiipally

- .
supportisie.pd permissive way, encouraging ihdividual'tea0drs to proceea

with plans they brought him, even when, as he said, he sometimes'did

not personally like the proposal.., Once or twice he indicated he could

"slap wrists" when he had to however, the overall impression received

by the visitors was not of a punitivep authoritative, or "hard-nosed"

administrator, nor of a chairperson who was responsible to no one. It

Individual faculty interviewees found. themselves generally supported and

freeto arry, on in any reasonableiway,'novel or not. The chairperson

appear to e more the overseer than the commander% He was certainly

not aloof. 4
Among the social s,tudies,teachers, there seemed to be a fairly low

level of factionalism; a he lthy amount of tolerance for each other's

rights to develop courses
. ,

d'to their own interess and styles;
....

.a limited amount of team-type cooperation such asthat between the two

. teachers who designedi the women studies Bourse; and, perhApIiinter-

i

action confined largely to workinghoqrs and the school prethises. These

opinions are offered with lite evidence, how0tr. ,

Innovation And Decision Making
. )

The observers(received signals indicating that in -ale sciUal studies

department, if not inalliof Douglas, teachers
,

freewere relatively,,free to .

determine cbriiculum. This freedom was apparent with respect to setting

budgets, recruiting,' and other business.

The reporting 'sociallstudies faculty modally ranked teacher

participation in curriculum decision making as "moderate" on a fdur-
-

point scale of, "none," "little," "moderate," "great." However, an equal

number of reporting facultY--romigh3'.7 one-tIlird each -- indicated '',little,"

"moderate," and "great,' suggesting that experience varied markedly.or
4

perhaps th-itt some waited to be consulted while others did not.' On

'selection of curriculum material, opinionranked actual teacher 0,,,

'participation in decision making'sdbstantlially higher, with a modal-

opinion of- "great," the topmast rank allowed. Still, 60 percent of

those reporting differed--20 percent ranking'teacherTarticipation as

"none,",another 20 percent "little, r and 20',percent as only "moderate.'"

.106
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Again,,the reportinigsociaf studies fa&itty were not1Unanimous with

regard to the extent of teacher participation, even in selecting.

'curricdlar material.

: Regar4ng the regulation of ,student attendance and discipline,"

the modal ranking dropped once mope:to "little" actual teacher

iy1 participation. No. one ranked it "great," but 40 percent considefed it

"moder4te." On hiring new teachers, the mbdaf response wls no actual

teacher participation. Only One respondent saw participation as

"little." All indicated nopartiaiplation by teachers inhiring new.
.

adininigtrators., On teacher participation in maRing budget decisions,

80 perCent of the respondents considered it."none." One person---

10 percentranked it as "little," and one as !!moderate."

Forty percent of the responding social studies icultythe modal- ;

. ,

response---conSide;e1 formal student involvement in.the choice'of their,

learning activities as"great." T4e remaining majority of responses

were equally divided among the three lower r

have 'been influenced by the elective system
. .

is, on paper at least, quite broad- -also by

These results might

of course selection, wh.iCh

the exisence of some

courses in which student inpAcould have been,considerable but seemed

to be undeveloped.

As to. the st/Rent,choice of course, content, opinion was widely

scattered-almdst a,perfect spread of the range from,"none" to

"great." Here ag ;in one might surmise the presence of Abiguity,

'for some respondents alight be mindful of 'the seemingly generous formal

provisions interviewees several times nOted forstudent involvement,

while other respondents might have feLt that the small use made by

students of existing provisions was a mark against,their adequacy.

Most respondents felt students were involved in eir own evaluation

'and were nearly as much involved in evaluating their teachers, but were

less involved 4h evaluating fellow students.

Respondents' average raking of teacher involvement ill deciflions,

on a scale6f 0.0 to 3.0, was .930;.the mode of averages was One and

-'6g average exceeded 2.10. 'Their' average rankings of actual teacher.

decisions, on the same scale, was 2.2, with a mode of two. While

' these two readings might Seem contradictory, they may not be if'one

.4.- ,
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recalls that thefirst-figur'avrefiects the, different spheres in which.

teachers'
, :.. 4, ,t t,:.

secondhad some Of' IlsOssinyalvditetit:While th'e second figure reflects

the weight.of-thbir'deeision-making :aytivity in thosd spheres in which

.':,, . t --, 4-,. ;,4,- `''
g S.

..

theg, were involved, .:77. !',N. ' s '' a r ---, . -
/-..$),. -,, , ' . . .

One exampri innovation'4 Douglas was illustra-44d in the design','-`
of Sew curriculum units,, such as'the culture simulation course ih

,

.
.

ecology or the women studies course., Anotherxampl9 of innovation was'

.
o -

the introduction of subjects, like anthropoligy, that.are fess tradi-

.11

. .

t.

tional th the social studies inventory''than others.--A AirdeRample .

o5 innovation concerned practices such as nongraded teaching syAteNs

the use of special n'ard1.4arli, ancLof open space, and the development of
f

,individualized instruction.,,

e
.

Summary and Conclusiqns,

TE-e'observers did not tee]. that the somdWhat innovative program
.

.

*.... l -)

at Douglas was noteworthy by some absolute standar:a 'of innovation. As '.

comparpd to p4st'programs at the school,' however, it represented marked

change. 'fie absence of any inservice training.for change could indicate
'

. s

that social studies innovation was supported by the system buf not

instituted or directed by it. t

.
.-

/
''Grass -roots innovation" can be/taken as a fairly accurate. _ .

, . / .

description of social studies at Douglass Individual teacher initiative

ha's been mentioned a number of ti e roughout'this sketch. The slight

, useof nationally distribUted curriculum products has also been'noted;

and' the prominence of home-made study materials compared say, to,-txt-

A
'I. books,' wasuggestedo the visitors by pieir brief obse tions.

Surely such a cluster of inddvddull,and inStithtional erns
.

might

Jt

impede amore centralized approach tozsocial studies change were orle,
... . ,*
to be instituted: .

..

.

-I 0 fr;

,

I
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4a.

A Profile of Clouds.Senior High School
.

4.1

by Geneva Gay

The Setting I

Clouds Senior High School is located fn the same county-wide

.district as Douglas. Clouds was targeted for site visits because the

district in which it;igolocated had a national_reputaa :1-

innovative.' Theschodl was visited in mid-May 1975
, X P

of interviewing teachers and:administrators and db

-

. ...

practices concerning social studies curriculum mat- iais
..,. w,

,.

structional Strategies in use. Three observers spent a total., <A six
. , .

hOurseach visiting classes and talking to teach ers, administrators,
.

..

and students: They interviewed six different teachers, the social
. . ,

studies department head, and the school.pTincipal. N-They also observed
. . . 11.

six different social studies classes on a variety of topics' including
, .-

. raw ana. society, traditionAnd chelage; anthfopology, psychology,
.

r -
,

sociology; American politics, and Americanism ors. Commurtism.
...

The school is located in a residential &that has. gone through'
. . .

a racial transitionAn the last ten years; due to
.

the inelUX,of black(
, ..,

and Cuban residents. The student population is approximately. 2,200 to
. i

2,500. The student body includes Ang ps, blacks and Cuban The'

percentage of minority students is abet t 20 to. 30perc4, which'-is
. .

-almost eveklidisfributse between blaCli. and'Cuhans.
.

The students

come from middle-class backgroundsP(the averagexis soMewhat on the lower

,spectrum of that sCile),.ad their diess and attitudes are typical of _

ion for being

e pu ses

studentg in many contemporary.middle-class high schools. They dress

casually (Levisere almost Tike uriifOrma), aVoid.extremes in both draft

wind grooming, appear-to,be pomewhat apathetic and disinterested in !.:144-r

R.

ocademic studies, are'less than enthusiastic about school'in general, .

41
and placelgirat pridein school athletics, ,pspecially the football team.

Thefd appears t.0 be at least surface congeniality among the different.

eihniiiCgroups,IperhapS arrived at through noninterference faith, each..
.

.
, .

other. -

The
.

school is housed in, a physical "plant built in the late 1940s.
f dr - early 1950s. Ths strucfural.cbmponents of the building reflect the'

school,architectural designs of that period. It is built arounia a square.

. 1 0
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. ..,

.desig, and is composed of several wings.. interspersed with open air,
.

. .

,.. .
.

., The social die's -deParlment in this schooris composed of 14

'tejlers, of which two- ark
.

:femalethd12 are males. There is only(ohe

lack memb$r of the social gtUdies faculty. Eighty:five percent of the
-...

.

teachers fa/1 within the age range of 25.to 48, Most of the teachers

received theircoliege educatip -at insti ions. within the state. At

least 18 percent hOld a MaS'terisaltrtee, and several have done graduate

work beyond the bacAildris degree. A great deal of stability prevails

among .the <social studies teachers at Clouds High SchOoy, as is evi,dent,

by. -the fact that the average tenure is eight to ten years. Over 30 per-

cent have taught one to six years at the same school, while the remain-

ing 69.2 percent have taught at Clouds for seven ,to-13 years.

4 The Social Studies Curriculum

The s ocial studies curriculum at Clouds High SChool is organized

around a series of nine-wee courses called'quinmesters. The quill-

-mester strpcture was designed and instituted by the school distriCt
4- .

about five years ago as.VMeans'of responding tp student demands for

relevance,-variety, arid flexibility in their educational experiences.

The "quins" are del4eloped by the localschools from guidelines provided

by the county district. Usualltwo or throe quins are required to

complete a course. However, there are some CoUrses lasting a single

'0

quit: Multiple quins in a single course art ndt necessarily sequentially

G
. c.41ered.

1 _
,

-..,'

"4. "_,mi.'. .Instead of traditional social studies courses like world hiigpry,
,odol 7.
4, American history, andAmerican government, the quinmesters.allow for

'4,

greater diversity.' Clouds offers students quins in such topics as the

boomiknd.the crash, advanced placement American history, tradition and

change, law and society, black Studies, seminats in social studies

techniques, the history of law, and

course offerings in the behavio

ricanism vs. Communism. More

ciences like anthropology, sociology,

'psychology, and economics have become available since institutiot of'thet

quinmesters. Although the quins are not designed for homogtneous group-
.

ing, they provide for a kited of modified abilit7 grouping in that some
,

NN
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have emerged as "tough 'courses for capable student," while others

have,developed reputations'as being easy.

The teachers-expressed some. issatisfaction with the quinmester ,

organizational.structurd. Their d splegbure stems from what they
1 a
'consider as the_failure of this st cture to provide enough scope and

sequence, and comprehensiveness to t e social studies, and to give

attention to fundamental skill devel -nt in the core courses, or", .

"basics."' These would include Americ history and Arderican government.

presume prior comprehensionThose teachers' who teach courses whi

of basic sociatstudies concepts and factual content are hampered-in

their efforts because the students lack these referentialorientatid4s.
/ -

.

The time they spend doing "remedial' tasks" to instruct students in

basic social studies knowledge interferes with teaching the advanced

or specialized courses the', way they should be taught; For example,
1

'the history of law instruktor indicated that that course presume4 the

students possessed knd%iledge Of certain' historical, concepts. When it
.

.

was discovered.that they did not; he had to teach those concepts

Tobefore he could begin to teach about the history of.law. To prbceedi
. .

otherwise would have been unproductive or even count productivt.

eerTThe teachers readily,admitted that the quinmes structure

provided variety- Seventy -five percent estimated that the' scfiaol

provided a moderate amount of alternative plograMming for students.

Undoubtedly, most of this was attributable to thequinmesters, They

alc felt that.this structure had served a needed purpose in responding

to student demands,of the late 1960s and early 1970s.. But, now that
.

those demands andpressures.had abated, it was time to get back to the

"real.stuff" of the social studies. Those teachers interviewed would

prefer to tra42 less variety in course,ypes for more depth in

analysis. ,They felt substance was sacr"*iced for diversity,rand that
/

students were being shortc

i
anged in the;long ran. There was'also a

'feeling among the faculty hat students, exoept on rare occasions,
, ' I

'were not receiving instruction in the kind of social'studies skills .

and knowledge essential forsuccessin edllege. They' attributed this

to the time And sequence restrictions imposed upa them b the,quin-.

mesters.

1
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the curriculum mat'er'ials used most frequently and mdst Persistently

by the Clouds High Schoci social studies teachers fell into the category0i

of bilpbooks. It was:true fiat sonle.tdachers used paperbacks.in lieu.of,

a single text, and'most. othe , on occasion, used "quickready materials"

such as xerox copies of newspaper and magazine articles, and excerpts

from"other resources.' The textbook was still the primary source of the'

curriculum, howevtr. Upon fu4ier examination-it became apparent that

most of these books were at least ten to 15 years old. Social studies
. ° .

books, both texfsand paperbicks, which were written during o4oprior to

the ;,950s, 'and were' very popular titen, were in 'great abadanCe at

Clouds High/ Browsing in the bookroom revealed such titles as The

Rise of the American Nation,- rocess of American Government, Age of FDR,
s.

'Faces That Shaped AthericarrHistgry, Age 9f Reform, American Foreign

Policy Since World War IZ, and Onl yesterday.

04 Teachers teaching similar courses were not required to use identical ,

texts.. Rather,they vere free to make their own choices as to what
.

they wished to use. Most of these,w'ere chosen from lists of State- .

0 .
i/

adopted materials. Theresqlt was that white great variety existed among
0 ' .4e ,

,

the social studies,faculty as to;Wh;ph texts were used, there Was littie

variation io the types offmatens since they were all basically text-
:,

',Nook's. There was little evidence thAt these teachers were evenfamiai
,

l'/;111the wide range of social stliones project materials that had been

produced over the list ten yeArS. :when asked abdtt,these materials*on

the questionnaire mailed to the teachers prior,to re site visit, the

social studies faculty'fespOnded overwhelmingly that they were notfan4-
, 0'

liar with the materials. An average of 70 tO 75 percentof the teachers

answered, "never heard of/them,' to all bf the 24 social studies

curriculum project mate ialsidentilliked. This observation was r
*

affirmed in the on -s4e in erviews. Of the six teachers-intervi wed,

only one indicated having ever used any. of the national project aterials.

She had used Tradition and Charlgei'in Four SOcioties prodUced by

Rineart and Winston. None of these materialS were present fa
00

room, where all social Studies taterials'were stored. These_ob

seem to indicate,that the *sociAk staies teachers at Clouds Hig
"i

were content to 'Use more traditionA textbook-oriented curricul
0

'

A

)

112
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materials, and to depend upon their own ingenuity to provide some

variety in these materials, Instead of using national project

materials.

Teaching Practices

The traditionalism evident in the curriculum materials used by

the Clouds High social studies teachers also characterized their
t

dlassrotom practices and instructional,strategies. For the most part, 0

classes were teachec7centered and teach4r-directed, and most in-

struction took place within the context of lecture-discussions. This

was firstiapparent from the physical layout of the classrooms. All
V.

classrooms were arranjed in. a classical format--six chairs arranged

in six rows,' with 4 teacher's ask and podium placed center front.

Teachers, when guiding learning, usually functioned from somewhere

near the front of the room. Their approaches to classroom interaction
-

.

were very directive and convergent, in that they initiated almost all

grbal interactions with students and directed questions toward

particulat students instead of,presenting them to the entire class.

Also, student responses were directed primarily to the teacher instead

of to each other

Some variety existed from class to class,and, undoubtedly,.

mirrored the personalities and philosophies of the individual,

Whalers., Interviews and on -site observations revealed that some
1 4

'teachers used different techniques, such as role pl aying, individuatizedr
ft

instruction, field experiences, and high -level questioning from time

.to time. However,,these *eared to be exceptions to the rule, .

,reserved for "special occasions," and.seentd t6 result more from .,

intuitive feelings than from prOfessional training, preplanning, and

'perceiving them as integral componentt of-thes'Instructional process.

The observers' impressions and interviews corroborated th

teachers' questionnaire responses that few nontraditional soc
"

studies instructidnal strategies were practiced at Clouds High Ychool.

Apprdximately,544percent of all social studies teachers reported not

using any nontraditional grading techniques; 77 'percent used' ,

individualized-instruction infrequently; virtually no team teaching

<
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had-been used by 84,6 percent; and 60 p

no'or very little values clarification"

six teachers interviewed said they us

varied widely in their responses to q

objectives, and valdes clarification.

would use behavioral objectives if h

'a

rcent indicated thatthey used

in their 'classrooms. All of
k

the

inquiry4in their teaching. They

stions about the use.of behavioral

ne of the.six interviewees said he

new What they were% Some gave no

responses at all, and one said shecon idered behavioral objectives very

important because they helped in sseS ing istuderits' levels of academic

achievemept and in evaluatingithe.adeq acy of instructional plans.

social studies teachers at Clouds were spmeyhat reluctant to deal

with values in their classes, or to even discuss the question of the

role and,furIction of values clarif icatloc in the curriculum. Their
.

comments ranged from, "the classroom is no place_for values," to

."teachers should be models for studentS," to:!societalvaltes stiotrld be°-,
,

aught," to "values are secondary, to knowTedgef" and "schools need to
«. .

address academic issues-rather than being bothered with huManrelations.P
I -

.

, %these reactions indicate ambivalence about values teaching, and a lack

.of real inderstanding as toaahat values clarification-is all about! ;

When asked about such specific issues as racism and sexism, most of the

tiochexs felt there were no raciA pioblems at Cloud's, andtthey tended to

cionfuse "sexism" with rsexual behavior." Whether these responses
i

stemmed from genuine confusion about the meaning of the issuds, or were

ways of etading the ssue,sit was'qukte evident thatracismLand sexism

receivedelittle attention in the social studies cu4iculum.

Similar to the situation with curriculum materials, there were some

individual teachers at_alonds who used some nove). approaches to teaching.
Nir

For example, one. teacher was observed improvising a role-playing exercise.

. AnotherexplaineVhat he used contract grading in fiis advanced seminars, '

- and community' -based research experiences, wherein students, individually

.

+ , 'or in small groups, sp'4' Lme- collecting data from community-based.
,

_.

resources, synthesized ,these data_into summary reports and conceptual
4 4

designs, and shared them with the rest of the class! These techniques
4 . N

N

were'sporadic and individually initiated/ and did not extend beyond the

given classroom t9 b4come Institutionalized departmental pr ctices.
.«*

Generally, the teachers were very,traditional in both theiii curriculum

., #

r ;

.1
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4signs and instructional methodologies, focusing primarily on mastery

ipef facts "and expository, teaching : ./

) , el . i .
0

- classroqms. They seemed very 414pPy with these arrangements arid used
4=,

, thtm at their own 'discreti,orre -This,allowed ,for ImuCh variety from one

-cia4sroom to a ther .. ''
1.

. -
. .

.-

. ,

4 ' . . .Vie tea ers , in the sooial. studies tdepattmAnt were'ivery cOrdial to
.

,

...i,.
.- ,

, %
. ... ,.

each 'other and.%cooierative, on an -ihform.4., unstructured basis: They
4 , - . . .''

shared Alaterials , reSOurces,, sspeaker, and' sample tests -401 h each. o er
, ..

But they had not fOrmal,ized theta ,iniera ''tiOns into Axy.kind Of
" . -, .'*/ .

.
, . -

organized departmental struotiiiez.-TAe feet j.S, .thewwere va., , .
_,,,,,. . .. . \ , 4 .

. 4 liplationist when it, came tb fIrmal. classroom _precticei.-:EaCedOe
....,,

. ,

1 -- ,

.

went about 'dolcihg what he or 'she deemed (host appropriate saffPeffectlive
_ *, 0

. ., ,
,,,

classroom instruct,i.oh:.,,cfNo. attempt was. made t:o: ,podl taleniks and
: ' , . , - 't -' , ' ,. ..

work cooperatively to .'complerrient each other' t instructional' styles.
..

Departmental,theetIngs,. were held monthly; however', t "hey,../ere:,!poe;
4 . s . L .4 , 2, , . : ) 9- .,

frequently davoted to dispensipq '..inforhatith Ofi procedural: matters 1

,

-

Departmental. Interactions
4 ' .

. .
. -

A great -deal of(classroOm and .individuaI autonomy prevaled among ,

the teachers, at Clouds. i Teachers had almost: cbtal freed* to decide

what curriculum materials and instructional tecfiniq
r
ues' to use in their

1

' instead of disbdstine. s2ibstailtivsues . Ratfly, did they deal :with'
... , 1- ,

questions of teachert', problettl''sollr,ing,,: dhhancerneht- of staff, members'
,-

ptofe4sional development, and cdrriculum detigh or mOdification. If

there was a need for theee issued Y.6 46;ekaddiessed, it 'was dorie most
.

. , ..- 1-. ' ,
. .. .

' of teh through .subgrodps' or committees pomPlo,sed df indiv4.duare.who '
.

,

expret'sed per:tonal .interest in the.par.ticillar-itgue: . For°. example , t 3
. .1 . . 1 a

.

the time of the 4e),vi'sit some members. of: ihe department whO wer
. . (

pkr t ic u 1 ar 1 y concerned about the' absence of basic'. social studies courses
- ..

.

.
_ ,

.

and fundamental-ekalls teaching in the guinmester structurb,were Meeting

to discuss some alternative or ways of revising ,the guins to6,6comimodate
.

.1
1 their needs. For the most part teachers felt ,departient' meetings were

I

. of little value,: except -perh4e. as a medium through which-dicta.from

delivered
, r

"on Wrote! Shiah level administrators) were delivered to them. one .

.

taculty member summarized his evalliation .bf the value of department

meetings with this comment: "If I think .1 might have to be ;113sent any

M

.

. .11,5
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,,..
. .

i
day of the week Itry to chdoee Tuesdays becausethat'S when staff mee-

N,
ings are held._ ": Another member remarked, "Teachers are preoccupied with

,

i:
keeling their lobs," implying thatany ideas or activities that suggest:'

. .

- -:,

3

other Purposes di might be.considered somewhat oontroversial by some are

not likely to be received very enthusiastically by most teacher's,

-Consensds of opinion prevailed among the Clouds Hi gh social Studies

teachers that their department head was a nonaggressive;,nice, Congenial,
°

person, who we§ easy to work with. They also agreedithat he was basi-

'c 11y pa rive, somewhat complacent, very cautious,. and teiided to shy

away grip providing strong leadership. He was'not quick to Make,
Al

decisionsy nor was he an initiator. What innovay ton occurred Was
#

initiated at the individual-teaCher and classroom level. Yet, he would

go.,along with good suggestions, was supportive'of his faculty, would

not stand in the way of. anything they wanted-to do. One of his

colleagUes described him thuslyi "He's an easy-going, even- tempered
.

perSon, Who is not too demanding."'Another observed that "he gets more

atse5Plisbed with less resentment'bYbeing passive-and democratic. "_
e

A third said, "He'll support you in what you want to do buthe islot 'an
,. -:-7 .. ,

initiator or a paceetter." The faculty seemed quite happy with the,low
o

0.5ofil , nonyreatening leadership the chairperson providedRand agreed.
of;
tha while he was not a strong leader, he was a_ nice guy who did not

. .

. .

interfere'with'his faculty. -..

The informal cordiality the facUltylmembers.had for their
l'-'

chair-
. .

---Aorm.persOn also extended to each other. Almost without exception they
.

.

described each other as "nice people.' But, soma, expressed mild con-
, . .

cerns with what they considered a lack 'of.ciommAment to.andenthusiase

with their jobs expressed by some of their colleagues. They felt too

many teachers were,not interested in developing any real sense bf

professiaLlisM. Nor were many f them receptive to new ideas and td

trying out new instructional st ategies. Rather, they seemed content

with-khe status quo. 'To some e tent theSe,observations were validated

by the On-site interviews. When asked if'they read anycprofessid9a1

journals on a regular basis, attended profesgional meetings,'or

aware of Rew trends, materials and developments inhe social stuOies,

teachers repeatedly responded negatively. Only two could readily give

116
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the name -of 4 prOfessional journal'they had d recently.

4ecision Making '

Beyond' their own classrooms and the departn%errt, social studies

teachers at Clouds High School had little,decisionAaking powers..

They rarely i'aiticipated in personnel decisions regardinghiring and
,

teachers; or curriculum decisiOns.about what should con-

stitute the social.StUdies progrAm. Mostofytheir involvement in these

idomainsmas very informal. Decisions concerning personnel were made by

school' principal and the administrators at'the central offices of

the school district; The department'chairpeison was sometimes called

in to consult with the principal when vacancies occurred in the de-

partment, and he was-adVised about administrative decisions. Teachers

were almost,tp ally uninvolved in these processes.

Both on -site interviews and questionnaire- responses.substantikated

'4Pthis point. Over 83 percent,of the teachers indicated in their

questionnaires that they received little or no encouraipment,to

participate inhiii,ing.oiher teachers, and 75percent said theywere

)

414

,ntt involved-at all with 15udget decisions. Teachers were .involved in

the curriculum decision making proC'ess to a somewhat greater degree.

Eighty:-two percent 'of the teachers responding to the questionnaire said

they were encouragedto participate in making decisions about curriduluM

"program changes, while'67 percent sa id they actually participated.1',
.

The area where the greatest amountiof teacher involv4ent in the_

decision making process-Occurred was the selection of curriculum

materials. Only 8.3 percent of the teadliers reported that they did
4

not choose their owngcurriCulum materials- Undoubtedly, the involvement

here was heightened by the iact"tlatiitherrthe department head nor the., r

ool principal interfered with teachers' selecting- their.own

- materials and instructional strategies, as long as the curriculum

mandates of the school district were honored. ,TheseHidicaied only

what giructural constructs (i.e., quinmesters) s hould be used. The'

state also mandated one course (Americanism vs. CommUnism) that must be-

taught. Decisions regarding how these were to be implemented fell

within the purview of the social studies department and the individual

classroqm teachers.

-- .117
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Students were even less involved in the.decision-making processes
0

than`were the teachers. On a school-wide basis, determining dress codes

and other.behavioral standards were where student involvement was most

pronounced. .Eighty-three percent of 'the teachers reported students had

moderate to great influence over dress codes and other behavioral

matters. The least amount of 40Budent involvement in decision making
*A.. N.% \44. . .

occurred-in matters related ID teacher evaluation and curriculum. At

least one-third of the teachers indicated that students in the school did

not make decisions about curriculum. Fifty percent of the social

studies teachers said students were not involved in teacher evaluations

at all, while 41.7 percent said they were td a 'small degree. Further

examination of this revealed that the students at Clouds High were

primarily responsible for aevaloping and disseminating a teacher evalua-

tion instrument. It was produced over the opposition of,the oopistant

principal, who served as the 'curriculum officer for the sch'o 1. Teachers'

participated in t is evaluation on a volunteer basis. Obviously, there

were some teachers wfio'chose not to participate in the evaluations, as

was evident by thefact that 30.8 percent said students were involved

in teacher evaluations in their classrooms, and another 46.2 percent

said,'"Yes, but only to a very small extent. "'

. Student involvement in decision making within individual classrooms

reflected patterns similarc to those for the school at large. Nearly

half of the teachers (46.2 percent) saiA students did hot evaluate each

other in their classes. At least half of them report that students were

rarely involved in choosing course content and learning activities or
.

making decisions about classroom manageMent and teacher evaluation.

percentages are 61.6, 77.0, 61.6, and 77.0 respectively. These data:

suggest that, for the most part, students at Clo High School were nom f41

involved in making decisions on substantive matte egarding the

directions of .their educational' experiences.

- Social studies teachers at bonds High School considered their

principal to.be very receptive and responsive:to,renovative lideas.' They

.attributed this-to the fact that, while he may not have been a strong .

initiator himself, he was not an inhibitor of change or progressive

ideW he was open-minded and willing to listen; he left his teachers
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alone and gave them freedom to do what they wished; and he was

supportive of new ideas if teachers could demonst ate that they Were

welt thought out and well Tdanned. On occasiov_ had initiated

seminars for the benefit of teachers.' These'were on contemporary

educational issues, such as educational funding, behaviorll objectives

for individualized instruction, and administrative pra
.

tices. He alto

1helped to organize a citizens grodp to lobby before th state legis-

latu on behalf of increased funding for education.

Comparatively, the assistant principal, who was -the dUrricuPUm

. administrator for the school, was viewed' with much, skepticism. The

teachers considered her to be extremely conservative, bound by tradition

and the status quo.' She was opposed to progressive ideas and, in their
,-4

estimation, was unwilling to make decisions that would help others to

implement such, ideas. They felt that, if there was scathing they

wanted to d, 'rather than go to the curriculum officer, it was more

expedient to go directly to the principal;
. -

Although the teachers readily admitted that they had rather limited

decision-making powers beyind their classrooms, they seemed to,..-be quite

content with this arrangement. Tihe attitude prevailed that, "things

could be better, but, as long as no one is dictating to me what.I musts,

do in my classes, I can live with it." And, there was little question

that they aey did have gseat deal f latitude in the classroom. As a

matter of fact;.the administrati e-structure at Clouds High'School was'
/,

such'that there were clearly discernable,domains of power, andthese

were rarely transgressed. Each division (i.e., classroom teacher,

department head, principal, studeqt) seemed to have arrived at a

decision as to what its roles and function's were, and went aboudyg

only that, without any real attempts to extend the prerogatives of that
-...

position to anyone else..

Summary

The teachers, administrators, and students at Clbuds High SChool

were quite traditionally oriented. This was apparent in course

designs, materials selection, instructional strategies, and leadership

styles. .Admittedly, there were ,individual exceptions to this general

P

profile: But, these exceptions occurred not, so much from planned change



r

Or professional preparation as*from intuitive actions and individual
. ,

.personalities. -, 'Fe teachers at Clouds were aware of new trends and

materials in social_ studies instruction. Many were unfaMiliarilaith such .

-..,_

techniques as values clarification, inquiry, and behavioral objectives.
.,

Thd school appeared to be bound by custom and tradition. There

was a striki g absence of any overt signs of innovation-, diversification,,,,,,,
.....

of studen ' interdsts,'"teaching materials and learning-styles, student

and teacher enthusiasm about schooling, and variety in the total school'

clitate.' The prevailing, governing principles seemed to be "conformity

and complacency, and let's return to the glorious days of the 1950s."

When asked, "What is the single most innovative change your school has

experienced within the last few years?", the teachers agreed unanimously '

that it was the quinmester system.
. .1"'_

)
Although some teachers resented the quinmester's imposition upon

them' 6 Mandate
.-

'of the district),,andiwere quick to detail its weak-
8 ,

i
nesses, this'structural change was still seen as an effective response

to the pressures of the 1960s for relevance and greater variety in the

curriculum. It provided flexibility while keeping the school,from

exploding undelthe press of desegregation, student protests, and the
'.

exacting demands of life in the 1970s. Now that the torm had passed, ,4-1,!-

many Cloudlans were anxious to return to the hygon day. *hen basic

courses'in social studies (American history, worth history, and American

government) , tastery'Of factual information, and "rigorous academics",

reigned supreme. Without a doubt, traditionalism already existed at

gpuds High School. And, there were some forcesat work that would have

liked to see it perfected.

.4r

A Comparison of Stephen A. Douglas and clouds

by Douglas P. Superka. _o
.

Since these two schools are located in the same, district they share'

many common characteristics. The physical settings,, geographic area,

socioeconomic level, and political climate are very similar. In addition,

both schools underwent a racial transition within the last ten years

and, as a result, the racial-ethnic composition of the community an4 ;

.
student body has, changed. Once predominately white, the schools are now

120..
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30 percent minority--mostly black and Cuban., The schools are also

similar in size, having between 2,500 to.3,0d,0 students and,100 to

150 teaches. Even the physical structure of the buildings are the-
,.

same--old-style bungelows with grass courtyards.

'where were also.various commonalties between the social ,studies

programs and faculties of Clouds and S ien A, pouglas. The structure

of the social'studies curriculup was siirdlar. poth sc)p6ls offered a
,;

variety bf courses, including social-science electives, organized into

quiumeeters,(nine-week courses). The types of courses offered did not

differ significantly between Clouds and Douglas. Since the direction

for this organization came from.the district office, all the high

schools in the county had this curriculum structure.

The s'izes of the social studies faculties were similar (Clouds =

17;.Douglas = 14). Both faculties consisted largely of white males.
- 1

with from one to three blacks and females.* In addition, 77 percent

of the faculty in both social studies departments had either history

or social science as academic majors.

The interaction among the department members was alio similar.
.1

N.,

The social studies 'keachers'in both schools we fundamentally

autonomous; although they shared resources, they did not work in teams
I

to any substantial degree! Department meetings wereiheldtregularly

and were mosilT information-giving rather than problem-solving' sessions.

The chairpersons of both departments were white males over 45 years

old with over 17 years expetiencd in the school system. Each also

acted as a benevolent, evenipermissive, overseer rattier than a stern

authpritdtian.. Each seemed to be well liked and respected by

colleagues. While neither iniopiated change or policy, both were

supportive of .Sptefforts of their teachers.

Finally, there was no substantial difference between the two social

studies faculties' ratingsconcerning the responsiveness to new ideas

*Clouds had one'female,out of'13 social stiidiec teachers while Douglas

had females out of nine (one did not mark that.item).
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'
,

.. . ,

.
. .

'of various elements (superintendent, principa, etc,) in their district
, -

'And school. A four-point Scale was used (ranging from*O. = no extent

to 3 = large extent),. Each principal was seen to be r sponsive 'qt.()

sipie extent" while their respective currietiluMadMinisttators were'

responsive,less than "to some extent." Ea4. impartment rated 'them-
,

selves as responsive from "some" to a "great" extent. Each department

saw their common 'superintendent albresponsive to less than some extent.

Despite all these similarities, there were various differences be-

lOween Clouds and Stephen A. Douglas. The statistical data and. the On-,

site observations of the investigators support the judgment.that Stephen

A. Douglas, was Somewhat, but not greatly, more innovative than Cl9uds:
, .

The douglas social studies teachers, as Indicated below, scored

somewhat higher tha-the Clouds teachers on three'ot the four indices

of innovation;

Table 9

Comparison of Douglas and Clouds on Four Indices of Innovation*

Decision

Aw.lreness Making

Innovative Student

Practices Involvement

_____Douglas 2.60 2.20 2.50 3.10

Clouds e2.00 2.15 1.77 2.15

*These are recoded values.

.

Thus, while the Douglas social studies teachers said 10hey.used

innovative practices and involved students in classrOom decision making

to a moderate'extent, the Clouds teachers did so to only a little

_extent. The Douglas teachers were also slightlymore aware of the

social studies project materials. An examination of the responses to

specific innovative practices.shoieed that the two departments differed

the mosin the use of instructional communitT7based'learn-
.

ing activities, values clarification strategidi, and participation in

humaneeIations training. Although Douglas scored much higher than

Clouds in'these above areas, they scored only somewhat higher on, combat-

ing racism and sexism and using student feedback to make changes. Very

slight, differendes, again favoring Douglas, were, found for use of

e
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tomPuter-assisted instruction, behavioral objectives, nontraditional
,./

. .

!,grading, inquiry teaching, individualized instruction, and team

. *
.

,,teaching. ,..
.

.,

-..
, .

, a
.

4. .--, . I ,

- Table 10
..

Comparison of'Doufas and Clouds on Specific Idnovative-Praotices

.. : Douglas Clouds Difference
,

.

Use o nontraditional grading,

...
*

- 1:55,systems 7 .
14423 :32,

44
.

.

2..11 1.

itt

84 '.27

3.0Q. 2.15 .85

.77 .53 .24

Use of inquiry or discovery r '

teaching methods -. 2.11 1.69 .42

Formugation an& use of
behavioral objectives

Combating sexism and racism
inathe school.

Use of computer7assisted

instruction

.16

Use of%j.ndividuafized).

instruction

Use of cumunity-based learning
activities

Use-of instructional tej.evigion

Use,of student feedback to

2.22 1.84 .38

1.89

2.22

.84

.46

make changes - " .2.88t 2%15
. ,

Participation in human relations.
training for.teachers . ,

2.11 .92 .19

1.05'

1.76

.73

Use of valuesqarificatipn
technique's 2.00 .80 1.20 '

% di

. r e .
a

.
*

'Seale: 0.7 none, 1 ='little, 2 = moderate, 3 :great extent.
These are actual raw scores ranging from 0.E to 1.00 and

,

were detift/ed from averaging the teacher responses of
.-, each schoOl, , .

'.4.

The clearest,differenceain studentlinvolveMent was student .

evaluatiqn eichers. The Douglas'teachers did that td a mooderote
. , .

Or 'great extept. J2.39),

little extept-(1.00).

. p

wi

.

while the Clouds tegtheredid so "to only a
r

/
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Another indication of the differences in the level of innovation

between Dduglas and Clouds is the proportion of social studies teachers

each school had in the high-index group, on two of the four indices.

Sixty percent of the Douglas teachers were in the group that used

innovative practices compared to only 30 percent of the Clouds teachers.

In addition, 50 percent of the Clouds social studies department involved

students in classroom dedision making while only 22 percent of the Clouds

faculty did. The percentages of high -'index teachers in awareness and

teacher decision making differed only.slightly.0:

The moderate difference in the level of innovation at the two

schools, was supported both by the outside observers and the social

rudies faculty itself. While a mixture of innovative and traditional

ideas and practices were seen at Douglas, predominately traditional

activities (onlyA few cases of innovative strategies) were seen.at

Clouds.
4

Department chairpersons 'a.m./I/the department'srating bf itself in

terms of innovation Support the.conclusion that Douglas was a more

innovative schbol than Clouds. When asked to classify the Douglas .

.

sodi.al studies department as innovatorAirearly adopters, early majoritA,,--
. .

. late majority, or laggards, the chairperson said that they were
., ih6

,
"innovators'.' The social studies teachers' own crAiA agreed--

"innovators or early majority. .The Clouds chairpelton, on the other

handi'categorized his department as eat4 majority, -a. judgment agreed

to. by the Clouds teachers on their self-rating.

Thus, while .the social `studiei--departments of the Clouds and

Stephen :A. Douglas share many characterietics' (including being in the

same district), they,do seem to differ visibly on several measures of

educatiOnal innovation,. The social studies department and program of

Douglas was somewhat more innovative thah that of Clouds. Why? They do
411.

differ do several' key factors that might, help answer that question.

Although Stephen A. Douglas High School "does appear on'several

statistical'measures to be a more innoVAtiye'school than Clouds., 'the

difference is neither striking nor substantial. Interms of the use of

2 .innovative practicesischdolwiae,4the -social studies departments of

ouds.and, DGgLas rated their respective schools as using them to a
ae
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little extent (Clouds =1.03) and between a little and moderate

(Douglas 40.36). On the existence of vari innovative programs in

the schools, the rating by the social teachers were also not

very different. Only in the use of pen space was there any, substantial

difference. 'Thus, the'existence or lack of a pervasive school climate

of innovative activity cannot explain the existence of more social

studies innovation at Stephen,A. Douglas Tan at Clouds.

Table 11

Comparisoniof Douglas and Clouds on Innovation Programs

Douglas Clouds Difference

Provision for alternative.
programs 2.00 1%54 .46

Use of differentiated staffing 1.50 .69 .81

Inclusion of ethnic studies

materials, courses, or
programs 44.

. Inclusive of social science'

electives such as
anthropology, sociology, or
psychology

Use of open Space

2.26 1.69_ .51

2.50 2.71 .27

1.80 .62 1.18

Nongraded classes (itUdentS
from various grade revels
in the same, class) 1.56 1.46 .04

,Scale: 1 = slight72 = same, 3 = large extent. These are raw scores

from 0.00 to 3.00 and were derived5by averaging the teacher
4 .

scores for each School.

Several factors related to the respective social studies

aculties may help to explain the difference in innovativeness-
.

Age of the social studies teachers was one suchfactor.. The average

age ofthe Douglas social studies teachers was 1, while that of

,16 Clouds was 37. In addition, 60 percent orthe Dougl'at social studies .

teachers were under 30 years Of age compared to only 15 percent of the

Clouds department. Amount'of teaching experience also differed
.

A

'4 sUbstangally. Theaverage number of years experience'for thg Douglas

"department was four and one-half while that of Cloudswas,eight.

25 .

,
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i

Also, nearlay010 percent of th- Clo department had oVer ten years

experience compared to only 0 percent of the Douglas social studies
.0.

--department.
. .0

.-
The Douglas social stipes teachers also.read Mbie.professional

I .
journals than did the Clouds teachers, though the practice Was not.

extensive at either school. Thirty percent of the Douglat teachers

6

(three of ten) Aad four or Chore journals regularly. while only 15 per-

cent of the Clouds faculty did. From another viewpoint, only 20 percent

of the Douglas teacher's read no journals compared to ;early half (47

percent) of the Clouds teachers:.

The Clouds teachers also stayed away from professional Meetings

more than the bouglds teachers;. Nearly 70 percent of the Clouds

teachers attended no meetings in the lastthree years, while only 40

percent of the Douglas social studies faculty were nonattendets. The
. /

Clouds social studies department/ also had more tenured teachers (84

percent to 50 percent) and teachers with master's degrees, or beyond

(38.51ercent to 22 sercent).

711 of these factors (age,, teaching experience, professional

journals read, and meetings attended) exlept the last two (tenure and

'degree) were consistent with the findings of teacher innovativeness.

Thus, it is reasonable to conclude that these factors are related to the

'innova9 veness of'Douglas and lack of innovativeness of Clouds. Since

nontenured teachers were found to have thigh scores on three of the four

indices of innovation, the tenure difference is also consistent. The

,fact that the less
44

innovative school contained more social studies

teachers Ilith master's decrees, conflicts with the teacher innovativeness

results related to awaren of materials but is consistent with those

for involvement of students irlIalassroom decision making.

Since only-two schools were considered,' one should not genealilie

that these.factors arc,related to social studies department innovation

in high School.. A-study "of a larger number of social studies departOents

in many districts would be needed,to confirm or reject these findings.

caseHowever, these case stedies do support various assumptioft-and hypotheses
40

relating specific behavioral and structural dimensions to social

studies innovativeness.
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In spite of the differences between Stephen A. Douglas High'

School and'Clouds Senior High School that relateiltosocial studies

,innovation,there:is no,wayof knowing whetker these differences cause:

the differences in innovation or merely-accompany theM. Probably the

single most significant factdr explaining/the innovativenegs of

Douglas relates to the race riot that occurred shortly ter the school

was integrited. Anew principal was brought in who specifically

attempted to help solve, the racial conflicts'by recruiting innovative
1

4social studies teachers. This principal is no longer at the school

(the responsiveness rating referred to previously relates to another- I *

person) but, from working closely with the department chairpersons,

the principal's leadership still had a pervasive_Jeffect On the social

studies prOgram at Douglas.

Conclusi9n°

One theme which persists in the two cases (large and spell) of

innovative schools is theei4ortance of the leadership of the
4

.

. principal and department chairperson to &spiel Studies innovation.-1-

In the case of,the small schools, the superinte ndent can supetsede

the principal in direct impact of the.level of innovation in'the

school.

In the two schools where the principal and/or superintendent was

committed to and a leader in innovation (Williams And Douglas), the

. social studies program and teachers were innovative. the two

schools where this was not tke case (Flint and Cl ud4, there Was a,

noticeable lack of social studies innovation. Moreover, in all cases,

the department chairpersons, who were all capable teachers, seemed to

fit into the existing situation. of either traditionalism-et-innovation.

At Williams and Douglas he helped facilitate change and innovation,

while at OlOudseand Flint he helped to maintain the status quo..
AI

It is difficult to eliminate dircularity in dealing with .

innovatidn. Are differ,..nces in schools, departments, and'programs

the results or the causes of innovation? In general, several factors

seem to support one another. For eXampre,if one wanted to go about,

developing or obtaining an_inndealive social studies program or

4
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feculty,, this study would indicate that it-would help to-look for young{
.

.
1 .

'teachers but-not totally ones, and teachers with master's
t '

.

degrees who read several jpurnals and were active in several organize-
,-

-

fro '

tions.-:According to this study, sich a foClis sha d increase the

lihood of achievngjan-Ihnpvative social Studies prOgram and faculty.

The following chart summarizes some of the findings concerning the

cpur high schools and social studies dejiartmeni7s described ip the
.

, previous profiles. 1

,..
. . 4

A SUMMARY.OFTHE SC14001, PROFILE RESULTS . ,
. . f

, -Won-Innovative - , Innovative
Social Studies Dept. Social Studies Dept.

Flint Clouds Williams -Douglas-

'Indicators of Innovation

Moderate or high:
4

Awareness of/the Social
Studies Projlft
Materials \

.

Teacher participation'
in Schoor Decition
Makin i X

f

4

Teachef USe o4inpova-
.

tive Prptices-
e."

,I,nvolVementpf
Studentip in Classroom
Decision Asking .X'

I

Factors Related to Innovation
N -

Younger social studies
teachers X

Less experienced social,
studies teachers

. .

30% or more of social.
studies teachers-read
four or more professional

' jour,41a1S regularly

x-

Over V% of social ltudies
teachers attend a pro= ,

fessional meeting during

the last three years

Sdcial studies dept.

cbnducts regular meetings

1

X X

X X X

12 L.J
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A SUMMARY OF THE

-123-

SCHOOL PROFILE RESULTS (continuedM

Non-Inndvatilie - Innovative
Social StUblies Dept. . Social Studies Dept.

Flint Clouds Williams Douglas

Teachers perceive

superintendent as
responsive to. new ideas
to some extent

kik a Teachers perceive
principal as responsive-.
tO,pew'ideas to some
extent -X

X X

Teachers perceive them-
,

selves as "early
adoptdrs" or'
"innovators"

.4%
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Chapter Four

DISTRICT INNOVATIVNESS

4. it

This chapter explores the nature and possible causes of district-
.

wide social studies innovativeness and noninnovativeness. Two large,

urban/subutban districts in the Sou theast are considered: Diamond

Co diCounty, a sprawling, innovative strict compo of
A
more than 20

high schools, and Opal County, a large distni *taini 12 high,

schools. Rather than presenting separate profiles, the two districts

are immediately'compared in areas such as physical setting, political

climate, socioeconomic level, district administration, social studie;

program,, and faculty.

A Comparison of ,Opal and Diamond County School. Districts

repel County and Diamond CoUnty'are two 1,arge school districts

locAted'in the same Southeastern state. Both districts ,sprawl'ipto

both urban and suburban areas, with the latter even extending into

,rural regions.

section of the

teachers.

The latter encompasses one of the largestcities in that

country, Both districts employ over-3,000 high school-
.'

While Opal County has 12 high schools, Diamond has over.20.

The students and teachers are predominately white with.about 15 to

25 percent black and Spanish speaking.

The. socioeconomic levels of bothcffiitricts are similar. Based

is somewhat.wealthier than Opal-=
.

per capita income, biamond_COunty

$3,467 to $3,038. (In our random sample of 96 districts, Diamond was

on

26th and Opal 52nd.)

Based on observations during

is more conservative in Opal thIn

--/'

the site visit, the p6litical climate

in Diamopd, but the latter still did,

not seem to be 1' al.-Both areas are heavily Democratic, if the

,political affiliations of the majority of the school poard members'is

any indication.

-125-
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The school toirdi of Opal and Diamond counties are similar in.other
*

respects, also. Both are elected and'are dominated by whites, largely
4 4V

'male.' Both feel that they could use more money and believe that

teachers should not go on strike.-, Significant 'differences between the

two'boardsaisd ex/st. .By a two-to-one margin, the diamond school,

board-believes that teachers should not have a greater share rn

decision making. The Diamond board members also perceives more citizen
. "

interest in the schools thanedo the Opal board members.: Finally, more

members of the Diamond beard have higher degrees than do the Opal

board membrs. While the education of the Opal members ranges-from

high school graduate with4some-noncollege training to those with

bachelor's degiees, the Diamond members all have attended college with

many havincipA, MA and one, an'honorary doctorate.

". The previous superintendents also were similar in some respects and

different in others.' Both were white males bbtween 40 and'50 years old, '

had served as assistant superinten-

and had under six years of

who had previous teacbirexperience,

dents in their respective districts,
et'

experience in their current.poeition. Although both superintendents

ranked the "educational program" as.their first priority and spent 20

to 3o percent of their time in that area, the Diamond County superinten-

dent was more.active in professional education associations and had more,
4

direct.contact with a lfcalcollege school of education, than dicfthe

Opal superintendent. The superintendent also confirmed the perceptions

'in Diamond CoUnty than in Opal County. Moreovertsaccording to the

superintendent, teacher interest in sebool board activities was very

high-in Diamond County and moderately low in Opal.

-_/ Both superintendents repeat4d that they could use more money and -

that the most controversial issue in the distrifes was teacier's unions.

In.addition, there was some pressure from local groups to stress certain

of the school board that citizen interest in the schools was much higher

*
The folloOing'school board and superintendent information is based on

data gathered by An earlier study: Harmon Ziegler and M. Kent

Jennings with G.' Wayne Peak, GoVerning American Schools: Political

Interaction in Local Schood Districts, NortWSdituate, MA: Duxbury

,Press, i974. The interviews for-the Ziegler-Jennings study were

conducted in 1969.
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9 topics in tie 'curriculum. In Diamond County that pressure emanated

mostly _rom bldck groups who wanted more black history and culture in

' the curriculum. In Opal County, medical and business groups pressed__

for more emOhasis on drug education and safety, while the Diamond

superi,ntendent said that no group in his district lobbiedto have

teachers avoid certain topical The Opal superintendent reported

that some community groups wanted-to ban sex education and the teaching

of evolution. Both superintendents, however, believed that there were

some topics that high school student's-were not mature_enough to, study

and that teachers were not knowledgeable enough. to teach.' _

4
The two superintendents did, on the other-hand,hold divergent.

opinions in 'several areas.The Diamond superintendent, for example,

believed that there was too much centralized control (federal and --

state) over education and not enough local power. By contrast, the°

Opal superintendent was generally satisfie with th level of local

control. Their attituas toward severalnational education groups

were also different. While ,the,Diamond County 4chooloottader reported

"slightly-larm" and "fairly favorable" feelings toward the National

EducationAsso ation (NEA) and-the federal office of education,. the

Opal superintel 4it said,his feelings were "quite cold and unfavorable."

Also, although both were negative.tcwards. the American Federation of,

Teachers (APT),-the Opal superintendent rated his feelings as."very

col4nd unfavorable" ,(the most extreme negative response offered)

and the DiaMond-superintenderit said his attitude was only "a bit"

unfavorable. The Opal superintendent, however, was very warm and

favorable to local taxpayer groups while the Diamond superintendent .

was "a bit" cold and unfavorable.

The two superintendents expressed generally.similarattitt;des

toward,teachers' freedom to engage in a variety of controversial

activities. .Both'superintendents agreed that teachers should feel

free to join a'union (this despite their obvious negative atbtude

toward unions); be a local party precinct worker; publicly criticize

local government officials; belong to the\NAACT0 or CORE; speak,

favorably about the United Nations in class; and allow the distribution:',

of anti-communist literature in the classroom. Both school leaders
. ,
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also agreed that teachers should nob feel free to engage in a strike
4

or to speak favorably about socialism in class. Several differences

were also revealed. The Diamond superintendent believed that teachers

should feel free-to run for political office while hie Opal counterpart

.did"not. But, the Opal superintendent felt that teachers should feel

free to "speak in class for or against the civil rights movement" while

the Diamond superintendent did not. Finally, while the*amondi:superin-
-41--

tendent :0,5 undecided about alloWing a teacher to have dh atheist

address the class, the' Opal aperintendent was definitely against it.

final area of attitudinal difference was in giving teachers more

voice in 'school decision making. In contrast to their.respective

school board views, the Diamond superintendent said that teachers should

. not have-more voice (they had enough already), while the Opal superin-
c

tenaent believed that they should have more voice: The superintendents'

responses to another question might help; explain those attitudes. When

asked, "Have the teachers in this district demanded a greater voice in

determining, sch ool ,policies ?," the Diamond superintendent responded

"Yes," Opal, "No."

In relatioh to the educational program, both superintendent's

indicated that they could convince their respective boards to agree

to a change if they themselves believed it was best. They also said

that administrators usually initiated changes, but that teachers could

and did,have much inpbt into the'deVelopment of the educational program.

Different procedures for providing_that*inputwere, however, desatibed.

Accordinvio the.superintendent: in Qpal County individual'teacher,

usually went to the'board or an administrator. In Diamond County

special teacher committeeS.existed to facilitate that input.

Both'districis had a large centralized administration with a super-
.

intendent,-several assistant superintendents (including one for

curriculum, and instruction), ind one social studies upervipor or

'consultant fok the entire district. 'The social studi s supervisbr of

Opal County was a white female in her 50s with ajong history of teach-

(
ing in the district. The social studies specialist of Diamond County

wasa white male in his 40s who relatively new (last two to three

years) to the district. Both supervisors were responsible for Aver 100
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secondary' social studies teachers. Bothviewed their role as one of

supporting teacher efforts and providing information on new materials

and work-Shops. 'ther acted as an active aggressive initiator or
,

facilitator of change.

The social studies teachers at both districts also.had muh in

comm on. They were predominately white aOrd male. .The aVerage number

of years teaching experience was seven for bgth districts. The

average number of years in the present system was five for/both

districts. About 75 percent of both the Diamond and Op social'

studies teacheiWhad tenure. Their average salary was between

$10,000 and $11,000. Fifty-five percent of both social studies

faculties had BA degrees or beyond and About 42 percent had MA degrees

or beyond. The teachers of both counties averaged between one and two

profdssional organization memberships.and one and.twoprofessional,

journals read.

The statistical and observational data indicatethat the 'level of

*social studies innovation in both districts was slightly but ng
.

greatly diffprent. Diamond County was selected because,it was'clearly

rated to be an ,innovative district. ,Opal was chosen because it was

clearly a non innovative district, Ft.om'our data that difference does

not seemvery clear or substantial. Although Diamond was more

innovative in a number of ways, it was really not-extremely innovative.

The most obvious, but also most)superficial, diffelence was the'

structure and organization of the social studte>obrrIculA in the two

districts. For the past several years, the Diamond County pragram has.

411
been organized into guinmester imine-weelOnfinicourses. The district

office provides outlines and materials stIggeitionk for each courls'and

lists nearly 80 such minicourses. Opal operates under the traditional

semester plan,with fewer choices and more traditional titles such as

American history, government,geography, sociology, and psychology.'

Opal plans to change to the quinmester plan next year (1976)..

Thus; because Diamond had a quinmester plan and offei a wide

variety of °Purses, it was the "innovator" or "early adopter" while

Opal was in the "late majority" or "laggard "-category. The actual

.
content and methodology of the social studies curriculum and in-

struction in both districts weresnot_that different however. .Both were

.4
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mostly traditional. Observational data supporting' this conclusion', .

includes: ..use of ilMe or slailar texts, predominance of teacher-

directed.instruction, and focus on f cts rather than processes d
.

-.

reasoning.

.
The statistical measures of innovation also support this view. As

J 1
the following chart shows, there iSilittle practicaleifference between

p

the.two districts on awareness of social .studies project materials,

teacher participation in decigion-making, student involvement in class-I

room decisicin making; and teacher use of innovative practices.

-* Table 12
_Iv

. ,

Results of Diamond and Opal Counties on Social Studies

,
Teachers Questionnaire, Items 22-26*

To what extent are teachers in.your school encouraged by adminis-

.tors-to-participate in decision making related o-each.of the

-%

following areas:

'Diamond

"

,

:'=.
..$

:!...

Opal

Curriculum program Changes

Selection of cursiculum material.

Practices related to student
attendance and student discipline

Hiring new, teachers

Hiring new administrAoks
.

Budget decisions
/'

'Average:

1:47

2.03

146

24
..00

.25

-89

1.59

1.73

,1.23',

.20

N' .00
A.

.47 .

.

':85

1'

All. of these? scores are raw scores, not recoded. 0 = miniMum,

4.0 = maximum.
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23. How often do you participate
following areas:

in making decisions in each of the

Diamond Opal

Curriculum program changes 1.40 1.25

S;rection af'cukriculum
material 1.56 1.20

Practices related to stud;nt
attendancd and student
discipline - 1.05 .75

'( ring new teachers .11

Hiring new administrators _.00 .00-'

Budget decisions
. -

.16 .39

Average: .69 .59
L.

24. To what extent are provisions made in your school for formal'
student involvement in making decisions 'about:,

'Dress codes 1.51 1.41

Other school behavior standards 1.48' 1.33
- ,

Evaluation of feathers .72 .66

'Curriculum decision's 1.04 .82

25., To what
g;tuclent

I

Average: 1,17.

110 1

extent are provisions made in your classroom for focmal
involvement in thp following, areas:

Choosing learning activities 141

Choosing course content 1.17
ma

Evaluating other stu4ents' work

Evaluating their own work '1

Classroom management
?

1.39
/(1-r

Evaluating you as a teikher 4) 0. 1.55

Average: 1.38

136
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.63
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0

26. ipaicate on the fallowing scale the,extent,to which'..,..). . your

-4P district [is) dngaged in the eduCational activities listed below.

Please cheol tht tiapproprae,open,square:
,

,

.

4

Dialond
ve

Opal

US$ of nontraditional grading systems 'i.j.p. .97.

Formulation and use of behavioral .

,,
ohjectives .,2.40 4., 2136'

f

CoMbatinVO M and racism in the ,- --
. .

. ;/ .

, v

schbg . rf , J 2.45 .2A0.,

.Use of computer aSsisted Instruction :50 : .62 .

"Use. of very teabtling t'
methods 1 . 2.36' ,2.03 ,a'

. e

Use of of individualize struction, . 1,a9, ,,,... 1..58 .

. ,,,. IV # .
.

Use of commanity-based learning ,

i.

activities 1.7,-,' . 1.59

.
de

.4. .

;

',Use-Of instructional tdlevision . 1.17 .61.
i ,

USe of student feedback to make .
4 . v v

,. a change0 2.34
.

1.96 '/I1

. . ..

. .

.

Participation in human rmiatio0,
, ..e'

,

.- trainipq for teachers' ..
.

: 1,40. . f1.04 -

.

Participatipn in team thing 1.0 , .60'' 4

f . 'R

ir
, Use of values'clarification. 4., 1

,

.-
, .

techniques'. . 2.00 -1.76
it .- . i

.

, 4 `rj . ....
.

.0
itTable 13

f
. . , ,

..

Limmar§...of Results of Sodial:Stud4A_Teacher Questionnaire,'

It4ms it2-4,2.6: DiaMon0 and pal toulitiis
e . . .

4111 .

1
_____. . Diamond : 2;..1

/
.

0.
.Awarendis ..

. .73- .46 4

, . .:teaoher decision 'making 09
r, tudent,inuolvements 1.38k- .

4

. In ovative practce l':32
...

. *1

Ili
Air-

-
.. ,.. .., 1. o ,

The social studio teachers''ratings of the,responsienees to

change of various eleme ts%principal, supeass rintendent, etc:) in their
.

4'

respectiVe districts also p'oduced similat results. On a four epint-
0

scalio(0 - 3), each rated their superintendent asresponsive a`little.

more than slightly and their principals and turricUlum administrators

te

V'

S
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as responsive to 'some.. extent. The%most substantial difference was.in.

the self-ratings.of the'eocialfstudies'teachers. inamond teachers

saw themselves as responsive to some ore. large extent; the Op41

' 'social studies teachers rated themseltres as rbsponsiVOL some or less

than some extent.

Table 14

SoCiarSiudies Teacher Questionnaire,
Item #39f Diamond and Opil,Couaies

ResponSiven s'of Niemand, Opal

Superihendent: 1.42 1.19.

:83 -

*AC
.Prihcipal '

7:Curriculum administ for :83' ,

°Social studies department 4 2:38 '1:93 -'

g

-

0

soh

.

... ., .
°

Most iii the other-ispects'of
'

the district did not pr duce sub -
4

stantially dIfferent mean scoffs between '0104): and pi d counties.,

The average ag4,2 instance, of Diamond ;OcAl. studies teac4rs was
._

33 years as compaFed to Opal's 37. The distributions, however,
$ I.

revealedfiCme ihteresting'and potentially reltipant differences. wive.- fF,t
one- fourth only (20.out of 78.) of, the social, §tudiestdabhets in Opal ..

t.'
%..(201out

410i
County were female, neatly one4third (2°9 Ot. of 91) SoCbat 'A

w. 't ' .

studies teathers in Diamond ,County.wege female. Also,780'percent .'

(73), of?..the Diamond'teachers,had either history. ot social science
I *

°

.
.

,
. . ,

academio Wors as. tohpared te; 68 percent (53) of the, Opal teachers.

About one-half, Diamond teachers hAdoVer ten4kours of inservi ce '

training teg'.00teathing SOcial,"dies while,about one-third
. .

4-IL.of thep teachers had such training. Likewise-40 percent of the
.

.
;

Diamond teachers had over nine hours of collegecour s related to

°'
three

, .... .

social sindieS ih the-last the years as compared only 27 percent
. ,

e

of the Opal teachers. Finally., Over fone,-fifth.o Diamond teachers
.

read for iv more journals, 'While only about one -tenth of the ppm. .
,

teachers did, The Opal tdaehers, however attended nearly twice as
.

Many professional meetings.14.77 .0 2.soy,
,

When compbring social studies teachers of.three scho63s that were

visited, in each dis t, the following distribution of hig/4ndex

...

,
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teachers resulted`

- .

.
. .

Table,15.

Comparison of Diamond and Opel High-Index Teachers on

Four Innovation indices

.
High-.Index Teachers on Diamond. Opal

e , .

Awareness .
. .

.

Telher decision making,

Student involvement

Innovative practices I '

.

.
12,

14

12

21

4

12
II

10

13

.5,

Thete were clearly more.aWare teachers and users of innovative practices,

among the Diamond social studielliteachers than among the Opal teache

The number waa about equal` *Concerning teacher participation in de isions.
making and student involvemenioin classroom decisions.

Thus, it appears that whatever differepces were detected in the

le vel of.innoVativeness of teachers, social studies departments, and

schools wash out'at the school-district /evel. Apparently the rangs4of

".

innovativeness-in a district fog social studies departments is wide

enough so. that, WA.thip a,district, there are both innovative and non-

innovativedepartmentS7lat least in, the two large districts studied.

Except on a superficialstructural.level, the central administrations.
/

of Diamond and opal did not exertdirect influence on and initiate

- -

paiFies far all the high schrs in thedistricts. Thus, the social

studies departments tended to evolve on t*eir own polies and

practices. That eV3`4tion produced a raillef innovativeness in both

districts, which has apparently lid to little distinction between the

districts in overall level of innovation.
.
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Chapiter Fiye

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

s study has at mpted to examine innovativeness at the

_teacher' social studies,departMent, high school, and district level,

A small sample of five districts and ten schools was used. Despite
'MY

efforts to-identify extremes of innovation and noninnovation,' this y

sample did ndt provide a wide range of educational innovativeness at

any level. .%

.

The study did, however, distinguish about 30 to 40 innovative

teachers (according to-our criteria) out .of the 06 in the sample.

Further analyses would -have to be done.t6 confirm that the same 30

teachert scored high on the different indicators of innovation:

awareness of project materials, se of'Vaftous general educational

practices, participation in school decision baking, and Involvement of
In

students in classroom deyision makinc, 'The-first°thsee of those

indicators detected that at least-twR-third§4dt the'innovative
"4

teachers were in the innovative schools as identified by both
-

statistical 'and ob rvational data The'firstotWo indicators--

awareness and use o imbvatiVe practike,g4-7werej0611 associated

With each other and were considered the major indfcators of ovation.

The ability to Astinguishmoignovators and noninnoTors,\at the
. -

social studies departmont-level Wane more difficult, however,

especially in the large Urban/suburban districts.
,

This was probablAbecauSe Ape limited range between innovation and '

noninnovation was even'more apparent at ;the school and department .

levels Still, there Vas remarkable congruence between the statistical
, 4 -

.
,indicators and theobpervations of tie visitors in terms Of identifying.

the most and least vative 4epartMents and ;OAP's within that

limited range. .,

Within this limited ran e, our datalivere unable to distinguish

innovative and noninnovati istricts, exceptiat tAll most superAtial

4190' --/ .11h Is I
level--course Structure. Since the small high schools wered,also

4 ,

e*.

small

4
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districts, this statement refers only to the two large districts in the--

'Sample.) This fact might be partly due tothe ability of each of the

-7
-six high school- social studiesdepartments that did represent the range

social studies supervisors in the two districts to choose a sample of,

of innovation and noninnovation in. the district.
-I

Thus, the attempt to'identify factors that related to.innovativer
. .

nets and nOninnovativeness had to be focused.on,,the teacher and social '

- .

studies department levels.' Several teacher and departmedit variables

were identified as having strong relationships with the two major v

indices of innovation. I:elate, current position, and highest academic

degree appeared to be related. to teac er awareness of the social studies

Ipfbject materials.Q Chairpersons, ten red teachers, and teachers with

master's degrees or beyond were much more likely to be aware of those

materials than their counterparts. In addition, although strong

relationships did not appear, certain leVels on other variables were 41.- '

clearly associated with awareness'. aeacherswho were over 40 years old,
,

who had 20 or more hoUrs of recent inservice training, who belonged to

three or more professional organizations, who read four or more journals, (

and who fight six or more courses were much more likely to be aware

of the projebt Materials than those who had less..

Number of professional memberships and college courses related to

teaching Social studies &ssociated most strongly with teacher use of-

vari9us innovativeractices. Again, 'teachers at maximum level (nine or

more credit hours and three or more memberships) were most likely to use

innovative practices. There was also a slight tendency for readers of

five or more professiohal journals to use these practices more. Another

sllght relatiqnship was that nontenured teachers tended to use innova-

tive-practices more than tenured teache s. Although not strong, this

finding is the opposite of that found r teacher awareness.

The relationship between the numbers of profetsional journals read

and innovativeness was also evident at the social studies department

level.

read fo

e more innovative departmentl(Douglas).hadmore teachers who
A -

or more journals than the nonihnovative department of Clouds.

Two Other clear differences between the innovative and nonin*ative

departments were not related to teacher Itnovativeness--age and

"'

Jr".
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teachinw.experience. The more innovative department had,yotinger

teachers.with less experience. The telat4onship between tenure and

innovation, which revealed,oppessite assodiatiOns, 4;0 two measures of

teacher innovativeness, wassconfused further by the school results.

The noninnoyative department had More tenured teachers, than the

innovative department, which is consistent with its relationship to

the use of innovatiAre practices but not to awareness of materials.
*

No relationship between academic degrees and teacher innovative--

ness was revealed at the school level. The noninnovative department.

had nearly twice the percentage of teacher's with master's degrees or

beyond than the innovative department., The other factors that were

related to teacher innovativeness were not revealed in the school_
AO

'comparisons.

Finally, the only conclusion to be reached from the district-level
, -

analysis is that differences between large districts on level of
. -

innovative activity are difficult to detect.

The instruments.used in this study did, however, consistently

reveal slight differences between the two large districts. Diamond

ReVEY always scored slightly to somewhat higher than Opalon the

measures of innovation. This could mean that the instruments are

sensitive enough to'detect even,slight differences This might indi-

cate tflat the questionnaire; are valid tools for research into

educational in novation. Administering the qu tionhaires to districts

more innovative than Diamond would fui:ther test th validity of those

. instruments:.
.. .

i

Aside from this activity,'yarious refinements and further analyses
4
could be done with the original data, FOr instance, it could be

determined whether the same teachers were high scorers on all of the

four indices of innovation and also, whether the teachers in-the'high-
.

index group were members of-social studies departments with high-index

ch'Airpersons.' Reading a' certain number of professional 'journals and

belonging to a certain number of professional organizations were both

rel ated to some of the measures of innovation One might determine

which journals and organizations were.most closely related to social,
. -

stusiies innovatO.on and why this tivity makes teacher innovation

.

142tie
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more likely: One Might also ask, Are new ideas.,found specifically in

those activities or is engaging in those activities merely characteris-
,

tic of teachers who tend to be more innovative! _Finally, one could

explore the effect of inservice training and college courses on class-
.

roc:6 practices. Do these activitieg really lead to new classroom

practices?'If so, which type- oftraining'is..mbst directly rated to

improving teacr I -.= learning.iin the social studies?
. ,

In ad tion to exploring the aajor, findings of this study, and fe-,

working th= original.dalbra riumbei of other interesting results would

be worthwhi e foci of future research in social studies innovation.

4

A very high rcentage of back teachers said they involved their

students in c ssroom decision making. This finding should be tested

with a larger se ple of black teachers and,'then, if confirmed, the

reasons behind this trend should be explored. -

Another finding was that only three-fourthS'of the social studies

teachers in our sample taught social studies 75 percent or more of the

time. How typical is this phenomena? What are usually the other

duties,--Physical.education, English, music? Does this mean social

studies is the "dumping ground" fOr.teachers.Who cannot teach other

academic subjectg? If so,, why? And what are the consequences for a
,

school in which this practice is widespread? These would be very

interes;,ing and'relevant questions to. research.

Nearly one-fourth of the sample of socialstudies teachers said

they did not use any commercially published currAlum materials: If

111*

..this was.not a misinterpretatiol of terminology twhich should be

determined), then is this situation typicaf of social studies teachers

across the nation? If so, why? What materials do they use--newspapers,

magazines, bits and pieces-of other books? Ip this a sign of

innovation or ignorance? WIpt'affect does this practice have on 44,,

students' learning as compared to classrooms in which published

materials are used?
.

Another interesting finding, and one that hindered the effortS of

this Study, was that few_teachers are using the new social, studies
40 '

project materials frequently or extensively! 'This was-the case in both

,

innovative and noninpovative social studies departments. From the op-.

143
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6

Site interviews, we diseo/ered that some teachers had used and dis-

cardedcarded them. 'Most, however, never used them. We know
.

from this

study that even teacher awareness of the materials Isrlow.* The

Carnegie-Menai/Holt Social, Studies Curriculum materials' and the

Harvard/Xerox Public*Issues.Series booklets were the.most widely
4101'

recognized. Further questions to explore woulcl.be: Is this non-use

of the project materials true.natiOnwide? If so, why? Are'other

materials now considered thelinnovative ones? If so, which ones?
4

In conclusion, this study has attempted to examine social

studies innovation at the high school level and the factors that

relate to'its presence or absence: Although no definite results were

producdd for teacher, department,Oor district level innovation, a

number of interesting findings merit, future study. There were also

some other positive by-products of tills research effort.. An instrument

that could detect even slight var.ations in innovation was developed,

used, and partially,validated. Moreover, unlike many other studies,

innovation was defined not merely as existence of a two; so- called
Z'

innovative practices but also as awareness of new materials and

participationcin decisiOn making. Although this may still not-be the

most accurate index of imorfidvation, it is an improvement over existing

measures 'for studyinglinnovatpn in social studies. This alone should

improve efforts to examine the factors that inhibit or foster

innovation in social studies.

This research study was conceived and initiated with the hope

that.one could identifySpecific factors that lead to sNial studies

innovation. One of the forces that prevented us from prodU4Ohq. '

conclusive results was the inability to uncover any social studies

. *
A recent publication of.the Social Science Education Consortium
-perhaps qualifies that conclusion. Hahn, Carole L., et al.
Three Studies op Perception and Utilization of "New Social Studies"
Materials. Boulder, CO: Social Science Education Consortium, 1977.
Althodqh far from conclusive, there is some evidence in those three
studies that teachers are aware of the project materials within these
major,subject areas.

v".
1
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deparilents and many teachers that were truly innovative acpoDding Oo

our measures. This situation was'partly due to w?aknesses in the design

and chance factors. From discussions with many educators throughout the

nation, another explanation also seems plausible. Perhaps very few

truly irulovative social studies departments exist. That is, there may

be very few social studies departments wHOse members are aware, of a wide

range of materials'and resources; use a variety of new, exciting

teaching strategies and learning activities; focusAon major concepts,,

.skills, and valuing processe$; Participite in makings important school

decisions, and involve students in-rt.'he significant decisions related to

teaching and learning in social %tudies. If this is so, then a crucial

research study for prospective Sanders and publisheri of curriculup

development projectsto undertake would be one that focuSed on the

question ,,Why?

4

.60
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